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FORT PECK LAKE
MISSOURI RIVER
MONTANA
PERTINENT DATA

1.

PURPOSE.

incidental
Originally
authorized
for navigation,
The 1944 Flood Control Act modified authorization
for flood control,
power, irrigation,
navigation
2.

flood control
and power.
to provide for operation
and other purposes.

AUTHORIZATION,

Recommended to Congress by House Document No. 238 dated
30 September 1933 ('/3d Congress, 2d session).
b. Approved by the President
Order on 14 October 1933.

of the United

States

by Executive

River and Harbor Act . approved 30 August 1935 (P.L.
74th Congress).
d. Fort Peck Power Act approved 18 May 1938 (P.L.
Congress, 3d Session).
e.
Session).

Flood Control

Act'of

1944 (P.L.

No. 534-78th

No. 409,

No. 529~'75th
Congress,

2d

3. . LOCATION OF DAM.
State
Counties
River

4.

Montana
McCone and Valley
Missouri River, 1771.5 above
the mouth (1960 mileage)
17 miles southeast of Glasgow,
Montana, ant! 9 miles south of
Nashua, Montana

DRAINAGE AREAS.
Total Missouri River E&n,
Sq. Mi.
Above Fort Peck Dam, Sq. Mi.

Xi

529,350
57,500

5.

STREAFLOW DATA
Natural Flow at Damsite, c.f.s.
Maximum (Gtimated
- 1908)
Maximum of Record (1953)
Minimum (1.936)
Average
Actual Regulated Flow at Damsite,
Maximum (1975)
Minimum (1940, 1.943& 1944)
Average
Average Annual Runoff
Acre-Feet Adjusted

RESERVOIR DATA

1,120
10,000

incl.
during

(1)
(1)

c.f.s.

35,400 (2)

0 (2)
9,009 (2)

7,256,000

at Damsite (1898-1974)
to 1949 Level of Depletion

Note (1) For period 1898-1975,
Note (2) Average daily release

6.

154,000 (1)
137,000 (1)

period

1938-1975

incl.

'

Approximate Length of Reservoir,
miles
(Pool Level at Maximum i‘Torma1 Operating
Level and 1960 River Conditions)
Shoreline,
miles at Elcv. 2234
l

Storage

.

Capacity

Maimurn OpErating Pool
Maximum Normal Operating Pbol
&3sc of Flood Control Pool
Minimum Operating Pool
Exclusive 1lood Control
Flood Control and Multiple
Use
Carryover Multiple
Use
Inactive
Storage

Elevation
M.S.L.
2250

2246
2234
2160
2250-2246
2246-2234

~34~%160
3.160~m30

7-. DAM.

134

1,520
Gross Storage
kre-Ft.
18,900,OOO

17,900,000
15,200,000
4,300,000

Cross Area
-- Acws
2,!+9,000
240,COO
212,000
92,000

1,000,000
2 ,700,000

1.0,900,000
4,300,000
.

and RollcC; Earth I3.11
embankment '&PC - hydraul-ic
Abutmsnt Formations - &xxxw
?h;lle and G?.sci;l Till
'hop of Embankment, 3%~. Ft. m.s.1.
Total Crest Ldngth, Ieet
IG&t.mum Height, Feet
Dammj.ng Height (Low NattZ to MaX. Oiler. Pool)
Tcp Width, bet
!%ximurn I:as e Width, Feet
Fill Quantity,
Cubic Yards

Xii

2280.5 ’

A , 0.26
""0
L-2 .fj
z;LI;o
50
I+,g?O -

i25,6%8,000

8.

SPILLWAY.
Location
Right Eank
Chute,
Concrete
Lined
with
Gated
Overflow
Weir
Type Crest Elevation,
Feet m.s.1.
Crest Length, Gross, Feet
Crest Length, Net, Feet
Lift - No. 8c Size, Feet
Gates - Stoney Vertical
16 Design Discharge Capacity,
c.f.s.
Discharge Capacity at Maximum Operating Pool,
(Elev. 22w) c.f.s.
Discharge Capacity at 3.5 Feet Surcharge Above M‘wimum
Pool (Elev. 2253.5) c.f.s.

9.

- Remote
2225
820

640
40 x 25
250,000

230,000
2'75,ooo

OUTLET WORKS.
Right Eank
Location
Type - Concrete Lined Tunnels
2- 24.67
Tunnels, No. and Dia. in Feet
Tunnels, Length, Feet
6,615 & 7,240
Cylinder
Main Control Gates, Type
12 x 28 Dia.
Main Control G3te Size, Feet
Vertical
Lift Tractor
Emergency Gates, Type Emergency Gates, No. and Size, Feet
2 - 11.5 x 22
(E3ch Tunnel)
Discharge Capxity
per Tunnel, c.f.s.
22,500
(Reservoir
Irl3tar Surfxe
at Elev. 2250)
Present Tailwater
Elcv3tion,
Feet m.s.1.
2033-2037
Intake Inlet Uevation,
Feet m.s.1.
2095
2030
Intake Invert Elevation,
Feet m.s.1.

10.

POWERSTRUCTURE
Right Dank
Location
Indoor Reinforced Concrete
Powerhouse, Qpe
Tunnels - Concrete Lined with Steel
21b.67 & I- 22.33
lTunnels - No. and Dia. in Feet
Tunnels Length, Feet
5,653 A 6,355
Vertical
Lift Tractor
Gates, Type
2 - 11.5 x 22
Gates per Tunnel, No. xtd Size in Feet
3 - 40
Surge Tanks, No. and D;;La. in Feet R-I +#l
2 - 65
iv iv2

xiii

11.

POWERINSTALLATION.
Average Gross Head Available,
Feet
Number of Generating Units
Turbines,
Type
'Turbines, Speed, rpm PH #l
PH $42
Discharge Capacity at Rated Head, c.f,s.
Generator

l-2.

Rating,

193
5

2 - 128.5,

Francis
.l - 164
2 - 128.6

PH #I
7,800
PH #2
7,200
2 - 35,000 1 - 15,000 2 - 40,000

KW

POWERAVAILABLE.

165,000
173,000

Plant Capacity,
KW
Dependable Capacity,
KW (3)
Average Annual Energy, KWH (4)
Note (3)

Based on 4th year of drought

l

drawdown.

l-74-1970)
Note (4)

Eased on study

.

l-74-1970

xiv

1,019,000,000
(From 1970 Level

Study

MISSOURIRIVER BASIN
MAIN STEMRESERVOIRSYSTEM
RESERVOIRREGULATION
MANUAL
IN 7 VOLUMES- VOLUMENO. 2
FORT PECKMANUAL
AND SCOPE
SECTIONI - AUTHORIZATION
.

This manual has been prepared as directed in
Authorization.
1-l.
ER 1110-2-24.0 and in accordance with pertinent sections of EM 1110-2-3600,
"Reservoir Regulation'
1-2. SCOPE. The Missouri Main Stem system of reservoirs consists of
six reservoirs,
Fort Peck (Fort Peck Lake), Garrison (Lake Sakakawea),
Oahe (Lake Oahe), Big Rend (Lake Sharpe), Fort Randall Lake Francis
Case), and Gavins Point (Lewis and Clark Lake} constructed by the
Corps of Engineers for the purpose of flood control and other multiple
use purposes, Jn order to achieve the multipurpose benefits for which.
the main stem reservoirs were authorized and constructed, they must be
operated as a hydraulically
and electrically
integrated system, Therofore, the Ilaster &nual presents the basic objectives i113.dthe plans
for their optimwn ful.fSAment, with supporting basic data. Tho Fort
Peck &nual serves as a suppl.ement to the &ster &nual and covers in
detail the factors per-Linent to the regulation of the Fort Peck Lake
including h)tirology, hydrologic networks, forecasting and methods of
re&.ation
for multipurpose and flood control.
The flood control
regulation of tributary
reservoirs located within the Missouri River
Basin T&ich w5.U. affect the regulation of Fort Peck Lake is detailed
in separate manuals prepared for each of the individual
projects.
l-3.
This manual is one of the 7 volumss bqing prepared for the main
stem reservoirs as foXLoWs:
Project
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Master Manual
Fort Peck
Garrison
Oahe
Big Bend
FortRandall
Gavins Point

I-l

SECTIONII BASIN AND RIVER DESCRIPTION
II-A.

Basin Geography

The portion of the Missouri River Basin discussed in
2-1. Location.
this manual includes the drainage basin above Fort Peck Dam and the
incremental drainage area between Fort Peck Dam and the mouth of the
Yellowstone River, including the Milk River Basin. The Yellowstone
River basin since it is t'ne major contributor
of inflows to Lake
Sakakawea is described in the Garrison Manual (Volume 3). The Missouri
River drainage area above the mouth of the Yellowstone River totals
92,520 square miles of which 82,750 square miles lie within the United
States and 9,770 square miles in Canada. The western boundary is fanned
by the continental divide; the southern and eastern boundaries are forned
by the northerly divide of the Yellowstone River Basin; and the northern
boundary by the Hudson Bay divide in Canada. Over one-half of the state
of Montana and a very small portion of the states of Wyoming and North
Dakota lie within this area. An area of 57,500 square miles, extending
fram Fort Peck Damwest to the continental divide, is contm3Jed by
Fort Peck Take. The Fort Peck drainage is bounded on the north by the
Milk River 8nd on the south by the Yellow&one River.
Plate 1 is a
general map of the entire Missouri River Bash.
The drainage basin above
Fort Peck Dam and the incremental drainage area between Fort Peck Dam
and the mouth of the Yellow&one River are shown in detail on Plate 2.
2-2. Topography. The terrain of the upper Missouri River Basin ranges
from mountainous in the upper reaches on the eastern slope of the Rocky
Mountains to the relatively
flat or rolling Great Plains which commence
as broad Piedmont slopes and extend across the eastern two-thirds of the
state of Montana. The Great Plains are broken by isolated areas of
mountainous uplift
such as the Bear Paw, Little Rocky, Highwood, Judith,
and Big Snowy Mountains. The relative levelness of the plains is further
modified by streams flowing through broad valleys paralleled by terraces
The area to the south of the Missouri River ranges from
and high bluffs.
local badlands to moderately sloping land. Zctremes of elevations are __
the 1847 feet m.s.1. streambed elevation of the Missouri River near the
mouth of the Yellowstone River to mountain peaks of over 10,OGOfeet
m.s.1. in the we&cm part of the basin. Mountain drainage areas above
elevation 6000 feet m.s.1. in the Missouri River Basin above Fort Peck
Dam total approximately 13,200 square miles.
The Missouri River is formed by the confluence
2-3, Drainage Fattern.
of the Gallatin, Madison,
and Jefferson Rivers near the town of Three
Forks in southwestern Montana. Above Three Forks, the Gallatin, Madison
and Jefferson Rivers spread in a fan-like manner to their sources in the
princi@
and secondary raqes of the Rocky Mountains. Fern Three Forks,
the Missouri River flows northerly to the vicinity
of the town of Wolf
Creek and then northeasterly
through the city of Great Falls to the town

11-l

_

From Virgelle the Missouri River flows in an easterly
of Virgelle.
direction through Fort Peck lake to its confluence with the Yellowstone
originate
River near Williston,
North Dakota. Kost of the tributaries
above the mouth of the
in the mountain areas. Principal ttibutaries
Yellowstons River are shown in Table 1. Minor tributaries
incluc?e the
Dearborn River, Arrow Creek, Belt Creek above Fort Peck Dam, Little
Porcupine Creek and Wolf Creek between Fort Peck Dam and the mouth of
the Yellowstone River and numerous smaller streams.
The Milk River, *dth a drainage ma of about 23,ZoO square ties,
is the only major tributary which mater-y
affects the flow of the
Missouri. River between Fort Peck Dam and the mouth of the Yellowstone
me headwaters of the Milk River rise in&icier
County, Montana
River.
on tie eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains at an elevation of about ?,OOO
feet m.s.1. :vhere numerous small spring-fed and lake-fed streams flow down
through steep, narrow coulees to join and form the South Fork of the Milk
River. Farther north in Glacier County, the North Fork rises at an elemthrough
tion of about 5,200 feet m.s.1. The two forks flaw northeasterly
narrow valleys irk0 Canada, joining to fern the Milk River about l& ndle~
west of Milk River, Alberta.
About 460 ties abme the mouth, the Milk
.
River again crosses the international
boundary, re+ntex5ng the United
States at Eastern Cmssing near Goldstone, Montana. From this point to
Malta, montAna, the river follows a circuitous course through the wide
dey
marked with bench lands which once was the course of the p~gLncia1
Missouri River. Below the mouth of the Big Sandy Creek near Havre,
Montana, the Milk River
is a sluggish meandering stream with many oxbow
lakes along its course. The flood plain is generally quite flat, but
frequent sloughs, representing former channels give the arable land an
irregular outline.
As far east as Maltathe Milk River valley widens to
about 3 ties
in width.
Below Malta, the Milk River leaves the early
course of the Missouri. to flow through a narrow valley j,n the northern
uplands knovn~as the Big Bend Country, At Hinsdale, the river reenters
the wide preglacial Missouri valley
which it follows to its confluence 3tith
the present Missouri River below Fort Peck Dam. Numerous small l&es, both
natud. and artificial,
which tend to decrease the runoff from storms, are
found in the basin. The drain;tge pattern of the Missouri River above the
s
mouth of the Yellowstone River is shown on Plate 2.
2-4.

2-5. Stream Slopes. The total fall of the Missouri River from its headwaters at the confluence of the Jefferson, Madison and Gallatin Rivers to
Fort Peck Dam is approximately 2,000 feet and averages 3.7 feet per ,mile.
Slopes range fram 4.8 feet per mile for the reach from Three Forks (head
of the river) to Cassade, Montana, 0.5 foot per mile for the reach fra
Cascade to above the falls at Great Falls, 40 feet per tic
from above the
falls through five reservoirs to below the falls at Morony Dam, 5.7 feet
per mslc from Morony Dam to Fort Benton, to 2.2 feet per mile from Fort
Benton to the head of Fort Peck Lake. The total fall of the Missouri River
between Fort Peck Dam and the mouth of the Yellow&one River is approximately 183 feet and averages 0.9 foot per tie,
The length of the Milk

TABLE 1
Principal

Bank of
Missouri River

Stream

PI
LJ

Above the Mouth of the Yellowstone River

1960 Missouri River
Mileage at Mouth

Drainage Area Total Fall Length Average Slope
(Ft. MSL) (Miles) (Ft. Per Mile)
(sq. Mi.)

--

2316.40

9,661

4,400

245

18.0

Madison River

--

2316.40

2,531

4,400

164

27.0

Gallatin

-I

2315.14

1,826

4,800

100

48.0

Jefferson

?

Missouri River Tributaries

River

River

Smith River

Right

2146.40

2.,021

4,200

126

33.3

Sun River

Left

2120.79

1,991

3,900

123

31.7

Marias River

Left

2051.18

9,147

4,150

261

15.9

Teton River

-1

1,989

4,650

204

22.8

Judith River

Right

1984.25

2,750

4,600

130

35.4

Musselshell River

Right

1867.34

9,040

5,250

281

18.7

Milk River

Left

1761.50

23,159

4,780

705

6.8

Redwater Creek

Right

1681.31

2,113

740

115

6.4

Poplar River

Left

1678.56

3,340

940

126

7.5

Big Muddy Creek

Left

1630.36

2,693.

860

106

8.1

(1)
(2)

(2)

0)

--

Includes drainage area of the Teton River.
Teton River is a major tributary of the Marias River.

River from the confluence of the north and south forks and its mouth
is approximately 625 miles, and it has an average slope of about 2.6
The average slope of the lm
River varies from 0.4
feet per mile.
foot per mile between its mouth and Nashua, Montana, 1.0 foot per mile
between Nashua and Malta, Montana, 1.3 foot per mile between Malta and
Havre, Montana, and 5.0 feet per mile between Havre, Montana, and the
confluence of the north and south forks.
The north fork of the Milk
River has an average slope of about 21 feet per mile and the South Fork .
a slope of about 26 feet per mile. The total fall and average slope of
the principal tributaries
of the Missouri River in the Port Peck drainage
basin are shown in Table 1. Profiles of the Missouri River and its
prtizipal
tributaries
in the upper Missouri River basin are shown on
Plate 3.
24.
Geology. The Missouri River headwaters is in an area underlain
by Miocene rocks. Beneath the Miocene rocks and exposed at higher
elevations in the adjacent mountains are rock of various Paleozoic
sys tans
Downstream at a point southeast of Helena, the Missouri River
enters a broad area of pre-Cambrian granites and other igneous rocks.
The valley has cut into these rocks to the bend of the river near Craig,
in Lewis and Clark County. From this point eastward to the Fort Peck
I&e the Missouri River flows in a valley cut in Cretaceous rocks. These
Cretaceous rocks are represented by the Colorado shale, Eagle, Claggett,
Judith River and Bearpaw formations and consist of marine deposits of shale
and sandstones, and some lignite and coal. Tertiary intrusions of igneous
dikes and sills occur in the general area south of the Bearpaw mountains.
The Bearpaw mountains lie approximately 20 to 25 miles north of the
Missouri River Valley and were formed during the Tertiary p&i&
Deposits of Pleistonc glacial drift covers most of the upland plains area,
with the exception of the area south of the Bearpaw mountains and adjacent'
Little Rockies. These mountains formed a barrier which blocked the advancing ice sheets, diverting the flow of ice to the east and west sides
of the mountains. Prior to glaciation in this area, the Missouri River
flowed in a general northeasterly
direction Prom Fort Benton around the
north side of the Bearpaw mountains and east in the valley now occupied
by the Milk River. This preglacial drainage of the Missouri River was
blocked by the advancing ice sheet, ultimately
diverting the river in an
easterly direction south of the Bearpaw mountains to its present course,
l

2-7. The basin of the Milk River is situated east of the Rocky Mountain
uplift,
formed in a large area of almost hor*Aontal beds and surfaced by
erosion, weathering and glaciation.
Bedeck may be found from 75 to 125
feet below the surface with a dip to the east. Far below the surface rock
extends a syncline of the limestones, sandstones, and shale of the older
formations dipping to the west. Outcroppines throughout the basin reveal
a succession of formation ranging in ages from the Lower Paleozoic to
Two anticlines,
the Milk River and the South Fork, occur in the
Tertiary.
upper bash.
11-k

Due to variance of precipitation,
temperatures, vegetation
243. Soils.
the major soil groups change with decreasing elevation from
and tozphy
the Podzol, Brown Podzolic and Gray Wooded soils developed under forest.
cover, to the Chernozem, Chestnut and Brown soils developed under grasses
In the mountainous regions of the western and
in the lower valleys.
southwestern portions of the basin the soil cover consists mainly of
partially
decomposed rock which may be residual at the site of decomposition,
may be slowly moving down the slope under the influence of erosion and
gravity, or may have accumulated in the valley bottoms. Many of.the mountain soils are thin and poorly developed since the soil material often is
In most of the eastern
eroded from the slopes and dspositod in the valleys.
portion of the basin the soil cover has matured under the climatic regiae
of cold winters, wan*? summers and low precipitation,
and a vegetation conof aoil
sisting of grasses. Low toporjraphic relief reduces the possibility
of the soil has permitted accumulation
movement. This relative stability
of humus from tho natural grass cover of the plains, being quite similar
over large areas regardless of th;p ktid of rock from which they have
developed. These soils have dark sllrface layers and are underlain by depossotis occur along the Missouri
its of lime. Extensive areas of al&vial
Soils in the Milk
River and its tributaries
in the upper Missouri basin.
River basin have been derived fron alluvial
deposits, from glacial drift
blast of the arable soils
and from disintegration
of geolo@zal formations.
of the upper Missouri River basin are inherently fertile
and are suitable
for continued profitable
cultivation
when supplied with adequate and propSoLk in the stream valleys and bottoms and on
erly distributed
moisture.
the first terraces or benches are, in general, the most productive.
Most
Areas
of these soils are of medium texture and have good natural drainage.
of the Missouri River are in glacial tills,
while south and east of the
river many of the soils have their origin in shalesand sandstones.
2-9. Vegetative Cover. $Jaturczl vegetative cover includes the dense growths
of coniferous trees on the high mountain slopes of western and southwestern
Montana, the thin stands and isolated patches of trees along the streams in
eastern Montana, and the grazing land in the mountain and plains. areas. The
margin of the forests lies above elevation 6,000 feet.
The better grazing
Natural vegetation in
land is in the high valleys and mounkin peak areas.
the low areas and prairies consist:~ principally
of grass and sagebrush e+
is praccept for the thin stands of timber along the streams. Irrigation
ticed where water supplies can bc easily obtained from the lowest altitude
Although most of the irrigated
acreage is
to the high mountain valleys.
located in the s.outhwestern portion of the basin and along the Milk River
there is some irrigation
along the MIssouri River and its other principal
tributaries
throughout the basin. Dry land farming is practiced in the
Approximately 73 percent of the land in the
prairies in eastern Montana.
drainage basin above Fort Peck Dam is in farms and ranches and 18 percent
In the incremental drainage area between Fort Peck Dam and
in forests.
the mouth of the Yellowstone River, exclusive of the Milk River basin,
approxinately 89 portent of the LXKI is in farms andranches and only 0.25
In the Milk River basin approximately '75 percent of
percent in forests.
II-5

the land 9s in farms and ranches and 3 percent in forests.
The balance of
the land in these areas includes water surfaces, land used by highways,
railroads,
industries and other miscellaneous uses.
2-10. Population and Industry.
The upper Missouri River basin is sparsely
The portion of the basin within the United States had a po@.apopulated.
tion of approximately 305,000 persons in 1960, which gives a density of 3.6
persons per square tie.
The majority 0,f the urban and rural population
is located in areas bol*dering the major streams. The larger cities include
Helena and Great Falls on the Missouri River, Bozeman on the Gallatin
River and Havre on the Milk River. The upland 'areas and mountain regions
of the basin are spa&ely populated with most of the population living in
Agriculture is the principal industry of the
small towns and villages.
basin and the majority of the population is supported directly,
or indirectOther
industries
important
to
the basin
ly, by farming or cattle raising.
include oil and Eas production and refining,
railroad and highway trans.
portation, mining and manufacturing.
II-B.

.Climatology.

241.
General.. The climate of the upper Missouri River drainage basin
varies from&&i-arid
in the eastern portion and the lower elevations in
the central portion to subhumid in the mountainous areas along the contiThe climate of the basin is influenced by the barrier
nental divide.
effect of the mountain range3 dn the west and southwest, the differences
in elevations, the interior
location on the American continent, the
latitude,
and the movement of air masses and storms. These factors result
in large variations in annual and daily temperatures and relatively
low
amounts of precipitation
within the basin.
2-12. Annual Precipitation.
Municipal moisture-bearing air masses
approach the upper Missouri River drainage basin from the Pacific Coast,
however, a large portion of their moisture is lost as precipitation
in
crossing the more western mountain ranges of the continent.
Crossing the
main range of the NorthernRockies results in further uplift
of the air
masses and precipitation
over the western part of Montana. .These losses
together with the waxmingand drying of the air during its descent over
the eastern slope of the mountains largely account for the small amount of
precipitation
in the area3 of lower elevation of the upper Missouri drainage
basin. In the mountainous regions of the basin the amount of precipitation
tends to increase with elevation.
Average annual precipitation
varies
widely throughout the basin, from less than 12 inches in northeastern
Montana and other areas of lower elevations to over 30 inches along the
continental divide, with an average over the basin of about 14 inches.
Total

norm%1 annual precipitation

is shown on plate

4.

2-13. Seasonal Precipitation.
Approximately 70 percent of the yearly
total precipitation
occur3 during the months of April through September.
Host spring and summer rainfall
occurs in showers or thundershowers, however,
is unusual. Kay
steady rains may 0ccasionaUy occur. Bccessive rainfall
and June are normally the wettest months of the year. Winter precipitation

generally is very light and almost invaribly falls as snow. Measurable
precipitation
norxxlly occurs on about 90 days per year over the basin.
Average monthly and annual precipitation
data for representative stations
are shown on Plate 5.
2-14. Snow. The snow season in the upper Missouri River drainage basin
generally extend3 from late October through April, however, snowfall may
be expected during any month of the year in the higher elevations of the
mountainous regions of the basin. The average annual snowfall over the
basin varies fro2 20 inches in the plains area of eastern Montana to an
Nearly aU. stations
excess of 100 inches at some high elevation stations.
have recorded heavy snowstorms with a foot or more of anoxfall in one day.
Blizzard conditions occur less frequently in the western sheltered vaLLeys
than over the eATsed plains to the east. Wth the exception of the eastern portion of the drainage area, snow cover over the plains area and
3,oxer valleys is rarely continuous through the winter due to drifting
caused by high winds and melting caused by the waxming effect of downslope
"Chinook" winds.
2-15. Temperatures. E=xtreme seasonal temperatures are experienced in the
upper missouri River drainage basin with long and cold winters and relatively short zEd hot Ayers.
E35mum temperatures in excess of 1000 F.
have been reprted at most of the meteorological stations in the basin
vMl.e winter tcqzratures
of 200 F, below zero are quite common, The
wamest months of the year are July and August with average temperatures
generaLLy in the upper 60~3. The coldest month in the year is January
with the average temperature usually in the upper teens. The mountains
give the western Fortion of the basin some protection from cold waves which
sweep out of the interior
of Canada on an average of six to twelve times
a ttiter
resulting in snow and subzero temperatures.
A few of the cold
waves at times cover the entire basin. Often the cold waves are modified .
by the downslope Chinook winds resulting in the adiabatic heating of the
east flow of air as it descends to lower elevations in crossing the mountains and resul.ts in abrupt endtig of the intense cold followed by extended
periods of tlild zeather.
The so-called Chinook Belt extends from the
Browning-ShelIly arca to the Yellowstone Valley above Billings.
The tranaition from winter to summer is usually fairly mpid; however, cold weather
may extend into &y.
During the summer the days are normally warp with
cool nights and low humidity.
The autumns are normally mild with occasional
short periods cf cold temperatures.
Average monthly and annual temperatures
for representative
stations in the basin are shti on Plate 6.
2-16. Storm Potentialities.
Major storms throughout the basin result
almost exclusively x'zom conditions accompany- frontr;al. systems, During
winter months mjor storrJs and minor storms ti the upper part of the basin
often result in sufficient
accumktion of snow to cause the greatest flows
of the year at the time the accumulation of snow melts and appears as
Since frontal passages are more numerous in May and June,
streamflow.
major storms occur more frequently in tite spring and early summer than in
11-7
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late summer. A sequence of minor storms which exceed the infiltration
capacity in'the basin may also result in severe flooding due to the addition&
moisture from the later storms contributing much larger volumes to the streamflow than if the soil was relatively
dry prior to the later storms.
If-C.

Runoff of the Upper Missouri River.

2-17e Runoff Records. Records of runoff at gaging stations on the Missouri
River and its tributaries
in the drainage basin above Fort Peck Dam are
The longest continrecent in origin with the exception of a few stations.
uous period of record in the basin is at Fort Benton where reliable records
stations have records
date back to October 189% A few of the tributary
starting around 1890 but there are long periods of time when no records are
available.
The more important gaging stations which are pertinent to the
regulation of Fort Peck Lake are Fort Benton, Virgelle and Iandusky on the
Missouri River above the reservoir and Wolf Point on the Missouri River and
Nashua on the Milk River below the reservoir where records date back to
October 1870, February i935, February 1934, September 1928, and October 1939,
Daily discharges at these locations are published in approprirespectively.
ate U. S. Geological Survey Surface Water Records. The Corps of Engineers
also maintains records of runoff originating
above Fort Peck from which the
inflow to the lake shown on Plate 14 were developed,
.

The mountain area in the western portion of the
Source of Runoff.
248.
-r-basin w%Ll normally contribute the greatest share of the total water year
runoff into Fort Peck Lake with the largest volume occurr3ng during the
The plains area of the basin is occaQate spri.r@ or %.JuneRise" period.
sionally a major source of runoff with large contributions
occurring during
the "early spring11 or "Harch Rise" period.. High intensity rainstom= throughout the basin during the spring and swnmcr months often cause locally high
runoff volumes of short duration.
Average annual runoff for the Missouri
River and its tributaries
above the mouth of the Yellowstone River are shown
in Table 2, Plate '7 shows the annual and seasonal runoff probabilities
for
.
the drainage basin above Fort Peck Dam.
Since very little
mountainous area draina
2-19. Seasonal Runoff Pattern.
into the Milk River, runoff appearing as streamflow in its lower reaches
results largely from the melt of the titers
accumulation of plains snow
s
cover and rains during the sprjng and early summer period.
Plate 8 illustrates
the monthly distribution
of flow volumes and seasonal peak discharges of this
Runoff from the Missouri River drainage basin above Fort Peck Dam
river.
follows a characteristic
seasonal hydrologic pattern as illustrated
by the
monthly distribution
of flow volumes and seasonal peak discharges shown on
This pattern is generally as follows:
Plate
9
l

a. Winter is characterized by frozen streams; progressive accumulation
of snow in the mountajin areas; and intermittent
snowfall and thaws in the
plains area where the seaoon usudly ends with a Qpottylr snow cover of
II-8

TABLE 2
Average Annual Runoff on the Missouri River
and Principal Tributaries above the Mouth of the Yellowstone River

Station

Stream

1

Avg. AWlUaL
Period of
t Record

No. of
Year3

Discharge
c.f.s.

Near Twin Bridges

7,632

1940-1943

18

2,ou,

Madison R.
Gallatin R.

McAllister
Logan

2,186
1,795

36
58

1,744

Missouri

Toston

,-;t
z-1972
lS93-s905
1928-s
19iO-I%6
l94lA1945-3\'
1945-1969
1951-1969
1957-G
l934A

39

5,3w

29
21,
18
l7
40
18
84
66

5,461
218
6,564
724
7,687
7,691
949

I3
20
39
49
112

977
157
8,391:
9,100
247

Jefferson
.

Drainage
Area
Sq. Ni.

R.

R.

14,669

Missouri R. Below Holter Dam
Dearborn R.
Craig
Smith R.
Eden
Missouri R.
Vaughn
Sun R.
Great Falls
Missouri R.
Fort Benton
Missouri. R.
Shelby
Marias R.
Marias R.
Teton R.
Missouri R.
Missouri R.
Musselshell R.

Near Ima
Dutton
Virgelle
Scar landusky
Mosby

Missouri R.
Milk R.
Missouri R.

Ft. Peck Dam
Nashua
wolf Point

Poplar R.

Poplar

Missouri R.

Culbertson

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
+t

17,149
325
1,594
20,941
1,854
23,292
24,749
(1) 3,242
(1)
(2)

.

6,995
1,307
34,379
40,987
7,846
57,500
22,332
82,290
3,174
91,557

%-* -,\x
19024906
19ll-*
1959-1972
1954-*
1935-*
1934-s
1930-J-932
l9340*
1898-S
1939-G
1928-1939
1943-s
19084921,
1947-1969
1943-1951
195tw

518 sq. pi. probably non-contributing
Teton R. major tributary
of the Marias R,
Prior to Fort Peck R-33. reaching operational level
After Fort Peck Res. reached o&mrational level
To date
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1,036:

328

76

10,022

35

11
31
38

693
(3) 7,219
(4m,l50
. 133

24

10,250

*

relatively
low water content, and a considerable amount of water in ice
storage in the stream channels, Runoff during this period, which usually
extends from late November into yarch, is qtite low.
b. Early Spring is marked by a rapid melting of snow and ice, usually
in March or April, in the plains area as temperatures rise rapidly, accomDue to the tendency of temperatures
panied usually by very little
raMalL
to rise above freezing first to the south and west, and the northerly
.
drainage pattern of the upper basin, severe 3oe ,-jamsare frequently
experienced on the upper Missouri River and its tributaries.
The IrJ.pid
release of water from melting snow results in a flashy Warch risetf on
the Missouri River. Snowmelt in the mountains also usually be&s in this
period but contributes little
to runoff until later in the year.
C. Late Spring, consisting generally of the months of May, June and
early July, is characterized by occasional extensive general rains sometimes accompanied by severe local rainstorms, and the most rapid melting
of snow in the mountains. The peak runoff from these conditions usually
occurs in late May, June or the early part of July. This results in a
characteristic
"June rise" with peak discharges usually less and volumes
A short interlude of moderof runoff greater than the Early Spring rise.
ately low discharges usually is experienced between the Early S@.ng and
late Spring rises.

d. Summerand Autumn are generally characterized by diminishing
general rainfall,
fairly frequent widely scatte-red intense local rainstorms,
and occasional severxz storms. Flow in the rivers usually decreases rapidly
from the June flows, and thereafter decreases generally, with infrequent
intemuptions,
to the low flows which prevail in winter.
II-D. Missouri

River Open-River Channel Capacities.

2-20. General. The Missouri River is essentially
a mountain stream flowing
in a deep canyon through a very rugged mountain region to above the town of
Montana, the river flows proCascade. Between Great Falls and Virgelle,
gressively through steep, narrow canyon sections, characterized by sheer
falls and numerous rapids, into a narrow valley bordered by hills that
slope steeply to the water's edge in many reaches and finally
assumes the
traits of an alluvial
stream as the valley widens in the vicinity
of Virgelle.
In the reach between Fort Peck Dam and the mouth of the Yellowstone River,
the Missouri River has the characteristics
of a typical, alluvial
stream
flowing in a meandering pattern within a valley va@n,g from one to three
miles in width.
The alluvial
nature of the river results in caving banks
and shifting sandbars becoming more pronounced in this reach. The macimm
flow which may be passed without dmge will vary in the upper Missouri
River basin, and is dependent upon cnannel characteristics,
the degree of
economic encroachment upon the flood plain and upon improvements such as
levees and channel modifications.
Capacities will vary from season to
season with a decrease in capacity during the winter and early spring when
II-10
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an ice cover is formed.
in paragraph 2-25.

A discussion

on the effect

of ice

is

contained

The average open water channel capacity increases
Channel Capacities.
in a downstream direction approximately in proportion to the average flow
of the tributaries
as shown in Table 3. During the winter ice cover those
open water capacities are markedly reduced, as will be discussed in subsequent paragraphs.
2-21.

v.
Damages begin with open water flows at 30,000 c,f.s,
in the reach between Fort Peck to the mouth of the Yellowstone River, however, with flows ranging from 50,000 c.f.s.
in the upper portion of the
reach to 70,000 c.f.s.
in the lower portion, damages are relatively
minor
and limited largely to pasture and wasteland.
Rating arxi damage curves,
relating stage at particular
locations with open-river discharge and
damages through an adjacent reach along the upper Missouri River are shown
on Plate 10. These curves were developed from presently avazUable data
and are considered applicable to present conditions.
For further discussion
on this subject reference should be made to the &ster If;anual.
2-22.

II-E.

Ice Formation

Ice Cover Season. The upper Missouri River and its tributaries
are
at leas!?&tially
ice covered for several months of the year with this
Ice thickness
period usually extending fran late Novemberto late I&r&.
on stretu;ls in the basin will range up to 2 to 3 feet with the greatest
thickness of ice on the slower flowing streams. A tabulation of the record
of ice cover in Fort Peck Lake is shown in Table 4. From this it may be
noted that reservoir ice cover has formed as early as 29 November with ice
breakup occurring as late as 9 May. The reservoir
ice cover will normalLy
lag that on the streams by about one month.
2-23.

Effect 0n Streamflow.
During the freeze-up of the Missouri River
2-24.
and its tributaries
above Fort Peck a very noticeable drop in reservoir
inflow occurs due to a large volume of water going into ice storage.
On
the other hand, there is a corresponding marked increase in reservoir inflow
during the ice bre&up in the spring.
Effects on Channel Capacities.
Fomtion
of ice cover greatly decreases the channel capacities of any given stage of the strea.
This
reduction varies considerably from location to location,
season to season,
and at a specific location during a singLe winter period.
Observation of
flows in the reach between Fort Peck Dam and the mouth of the Yellowstone
River indicates that, with minor tributary
;inflows, Fort Peck releases of
10,000 c.f.s. or less at the time an ice cover initially
forms and ranging
up to 15,000 c.f.s. after the dot-mstream ice cover has stabilized will not
contribute to material damages in this reach.
2-25.
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TABLE 3
a

Estimated Open Water Channel Capacities
the Missouri River. Headwaters to Mouth of Yellowstone River
Approximte
Channel Capacity in c.f.s.

Reach or Town
Three Forks to 2 Eles

below Townsend:

- Trident
- Townsend

Corresponding
Stage F5. M.&L.

15,ooo
3o,ooo
3omq

.

Canyon Ferry to Halter Dam

3o,ooo

Holter Dam to Mouth of Sun River:

20,ooo

- Craig

4opo

-ulm

5o,m

3324

Mouth of Sun River to Mouth of Marias River:
-Great

Falls

5o>m

- Fort Benton

t30,ooo

2628

Mouth of Marias to Fort Peck I&e

80,ooo

Below Fort Peck Dam

5oo

2030

Wolf point

60,ooo

1971

Culbertson

70,000

1sqs

1142

TABLE 4
Record

of Ice Formation in Fort Peck Lake
Reservoir
Frozen Over

7&c
9 Feb
2 Jan

23 Dee
29 Dee
16 Jan
28 Dee
31 Dee
21 Dee

1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61

16 Jan
25 Jan
29 ~OV
10 Jan
2 Feb
5 3an
6 Jan
29 Ja11

19634
19445
1965-66
196667
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
. 1973-74
1974-75

9 l&y

1 Hay
29 April
6 April
15 April
15 April
21 April
23 April
10 ApriI
17 April
13 April
25 Karch
20 April

4 Jan

1951-52

136142
196243

15 April
10 April
13 April
31 March
29 Narch
17 April
22 April
20 April

26 Dee

1941#
194243
19434
1966-45
l945--46
1946-47
194748
1948-h9
1949-50
1950-51

15 Jan

*

*

19 Dee

21 Jan
13 Jan
21, Dee
20 Jan
18 Jan

3 Jan
2 Jan

9 Jan
6 c?an

29 Dee

5 Jan

8 Jan
28 Jan
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Ice Breakup

3Aprs

16 April
--

4&Y
16 April
19

April

30 March
23 April
30
19
17
27
14

April
April
AprS
&mh
April
26 April

Ice Blocks and Jams. The breakup of the ice cover often causes
ice jams which have a marked effect upon streamflow during such periods.
Downstream flow and accompying
stages may be reduced at the begin.ntig
of the ice jam while stages just upstream may rise at restricted
points
The volume of ice in any prticular
and cause some overbank flooding.
reach of the river which may contribute to jamming is a function of the
thickness of the ice, the width of the river and the length of the reach.
With low stages the river width, and consequently the ice volume within
the reach, is reduced from that of higher stages. Fort Peck Lake traps
the flowing ice from the upstream portion of the river and thereby reduces
the probability
of severe ice jams in the roach of the Missouri River
from Fort Peck Dam to the mouth of the Yellowstone River,

2-26.

II-F.

Floods.

2-27.

General. Floods in the upper Missouri River drainage basin are of
three types: floods caused by mountain snowmelt frequently auqented by
rainfall
in the foothills
and plains areas; floods caused by plains area
snowmelt accompanied by ice jamming; and floods caused by intense rains
which are usually of the thunderstorm type. Usutiy the floods in the
basin will occur either in the early spring flood period of March or April,
or in the late spring period of late May, June or early July.
The flood
of 1881 was an early spring flood of considerable magnitude which occurred
prior to the establishment of the gage at Fort Benton, Montana. The
records of the U. S. Geological Survey indicate that the largest k;lown
flood on the Missouri River above Fort Peck Dam was that of June 1908.
Although later floods were controlled to a varying extent by reservoirs
both on the main stem and tributaries,
the flood of June 1948 was the
second greatest in the upper part of the basin and the flood of 1953 the
second largest in the lower reaches in central Montana. The flood of 1964
was caused by a combination of snowmelt and heavy rainfall,
including one
of the largest and most intense major rainstorms which has occurred in
northwestern Montana. Brief description of these floods are given in the
following paragraphs.
.
Flood of 1881, The flood of March-April 1881 was one of the greater early
spring floods occurring on the Missouri River above Fort Peck Dam for which
.
information is available.
Following a wet year in 1880, the winter of
1880-81 was marked by below-normal temperatures and heavy snoi,
resulting
in heavy snowfall in the mountainous headwaters region and the heaviest
known snow blanket on the plains area by spring.
Unusually warm weather
in Montana resulted in spring thaws and ice breakup accompanied by spring
rains in the upper part of the basin begtiing
in late February and early
March while the lower part of the river was still
frozen.
This caused
heavy flooding in &rch in the Fort Peck drainage basin and severe flooding
downstream from Fort Peck. Discharge records of the Missouri River in the
Fort Peck drainage basin were not available prior to 16 June 1881; however,
hydrographic comparisons with gage heights at Bismarck, North Dakota, adjusted to agree with available precipitation
records, indicates that the
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flow at the Fort Peck damsite reached a peak of about S5,OOOc.f.s. on
The 1881 early spring flood was f c&lowed
26 March during the 1881 flood.
by a late spring and swanzer flood with an appreciable volume of flow
charactertied by moderate sized peaks.
Flood of 1908. 0. S. Geological Survey records indicate the 1908
flood was probably the greatest flood to date in the reach of the Missouri
River between Helena, Montana, and the Yellowstone River. This was also
the greatest bown flood on many of the tributaries
in the Fort Peck
in the latter
drainage basin. This flood was caused by heavy rainfall
part of May and early clays of June followed by the occurrence of a severe
rainstom on 3-6 June. This rain accompanied by the mountain snowmelt
caused basin-wide flooding and considerable damage. The amount of d<amage
in the reach from Fort Peck to the mouth of the Yellows-tone River with a
flow of 154,000 C.f.S.) the estimated crest discharge, would be about
$1,500,000 using present day costs. Insufficient
data are available to
esttite
the damages which would result in other reaches. Available
gage and discharge infomation
in the Fort Peck basin for this flood is
shown in Tablo 5.
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z-30. Flood of 1%.
In the'period from 20 May to 13 June 1948 damaging
floods occurred in the basin above Fort Peck. A sudden rise in temperature
during May caused an above normal snow pack in the mountain areas to melt
rapidly and the resultant runoff coupled with runoff from heavy ratiifall
which occurred over tho area caused flooding on the main stem of the
Missouri River and a majority of its tributaries
from the headwaters to
the Fort Peck Lake. Records of the National Weather Service indicate that
June 1948 was the 3rd wettest June since records began in 1895. Precipitation recorded for the period 30 May 1948 to 15 June 1948 was 2.97 inches
at Eelgrade, Montana, 2.36 inches at Helena, Montana, and 3.04 inches at
Great Falls, Montana. Approximately 51,220 acres were flooded in the basin
upstream from Fort Peck during this period.
Total damages were estimated
to be $1,465,943.
Operation of Fort Peck Lake during this period prevented
flooding in the reach from Fort Peck Dam to the Yellowstone River. The
maximumaverage daily inflow into the lake during this period was about
while releases were limited to 25,000 c.f.s.
Pertinent
81,900 c.f.s.,
stages and discharges in the Missouri River Basin above Fort Peck Dam for
this flood are shown in Table 5.
'
Z-31. Flood of 1951 This flood is second to the flood of June 1908 in
general magnitude ani extent in the central Montana area of the Fort Peck
drainage basin. Snowmelt from the normal winter's accumulation of snow
combtied with runoff from the storm sequence of l&e May and early #Juno
resulted in high flows.
Although high altitude snow surveya on 1 April
and 1 May indicated nomal snowpack, subnormal spring temperatures aU.owed
more of the snow to remain on the ground through April aRd most of Nay up
to the time of the runoff producing storms. The storm period extended
storms with accompanying prefrom 21, May through 3 June. Three distinct
cipitation
moved through the region during this period,
The first storm
Simi.lar
on 2L( and 25 May left snow in the uplands and rain in the lowlands.

.

sto3xx3 on 29 May and 2 and 3 June, each moxx?severe than the preceding
Flood-producing runoff started with the second stozm and
one, occurred.
was increased by the third storm. This condition caused flooding on the
main stem and a greater portion of the tributaries
of the Missouri River
from the eastern slopes of the continental divide in central Montana
to Fort Peck Lake. Recotis of the National. Weather Service indicate
the month of I;Iay to be one of the wettest recorded, exceeded only three
reported
times since 1895. The stations in the area of heavy rainfall
amounts recorded for the
the highest recorded for June. Precipitation
period from 23 May to 4 June 1953 were E.69 inches at Choteau, Montana,
9.43 inches at Great Falls, Montana, 12.92 j,nches at Highwood, Montana,
and 19.90 inches at Shonkin, Montana, with 6.52 inches occurring in a
a-hour period.
In the higher areas to the west, snowmelt was added to
the runoff from rainfall.
General floodjng of rural areas occurred along
of the Missouri River upstream
the main stem and most of the tributaries
from the Fort Peck Lake and resulted in the inundation of approximately
54,800
acres of land and total damages estimated to be $5,756,890. &r&ipa3. floodjq
occurred at Sun River and Great Falls, Montana, on the Sun
River; Belt and Highwood, Montana, on the Belt and highwood Creeks; and
Lewistown, Montana on Big Spring Creek causing total estimated damages of
$1,004,450. The Fort Peck Lake Project prevented floods in the area downstream from the dam. The inflow to Fort Peck I&e during the flood period
reached a peak of about 120,000 c.f.s.
dai3y average flow, whereas releases
Stai;e reductions. effected by
from the lake averaged about 3,OOQc.f.s.
the Fort Peck Lake ranged fron about seven feet at Bismarck, North Dakota,
and Omaha, Nebraska, to about 3.5 feet at Waverly, Missouri.
As a result,
it is estimated that flood control operations of the lake during this
period prevented the downstream flooding of valley land and reduced flood
damages by approximately $13,6Y+,OOO. Pertinent stages and discharges
in the Fort Peck basin for this flood are shown in Table 5.

2-32. Flood of 1964. The direct cause of the June 1964 flood in Montana
was hsevy rainfall
creating a large voUne of runoff into stream channels
that were already carrying heavy runoff from mountain snowmelt. Snow
surveys made on 1 Kay 1964, indicated that the snowpack in the mountains
was generally 150 to 200 percent of normal. Precipitation
during the
month of May in the area was well above normal and conditions were favorable
for runoff at elevations below the snowpack. *During early June, tributary
irrigation
reservoirs in the area were fiLLed or rapidly filling,
mountain
Then
snowmelt was in progress, and streams were high--but not flooding.
on 7 and 8 June 1964, a major rainstorm, one of the largest and most intense of record, occurred over the northwestern portion of Montana, The
stor(m extended generally from Lewistown, Montana, northwestward into
Canada arrd across the continental divide.
It covered all of the mountain
region west and northwest of Great Falls and extended over the plains
area northeast and southeast of Great Falls.
The heaviest amounts of
rainfall
were reported along -the eastern slope of the continental divide,
Rainfall amounts reported for the period were 14.5 inches in the Two
11-16

Medicine Lake area; 13.O inches, 27 miles west and northwest of Chateau;
12.8 inches, 13 miles southwest of Augusta and 11.0 inches at Heart Butte.
The heavy rainfall
coupled with high snowmelt runoff caused unprecedented
flooding in the Sun and Marias River Basins.
The Missouri River drainage area most seriously affected by this
flood was the portion of the basin lying between Canyon Ferry Dam and the
Severe flooding was experienced throughout
mouth of the Marias River.
the Sun River Basin. Urban areas of Augusta, Sun River, Vaughn and Great
Falls sustained extensive damage from stages that exceeded any experienced
in the past. Flooding in the Marias River Basin was equally widespread
and severe. Flooding was experienced along the entire length of the
of the Marias River. Floodwaters from
Teton River, a major tributary,
the Teton River and a tributary,
Spring Creek, combined to flood practically the entire town of Choteau. Flooding on the Marias River was
limited to the basin above Tiber Dam. Pondera Coulee, which flow3 into
the Marias River below Tiber Dam, and all of the headwater stream of the
Damages in the basin were compounded
Marias River exporienccd flooding.
by failure of two irrigation
dams, Swift Dam on Birch Creek and Zlower Two
Medicine Dam on Two Medicine Creek. Swift Damreleased in excess of
30,000 acre-feet of stored water and Lower Two Medicine Dam added over
20,000 acre-feet of stored water to the flood when they failed.
Other
contiguous and outlying basin areas sustaining flood damage from the 1964
June floods include the Milk and St. Mary Rivers which flow into Canada,
the Judith River, Musse1shell River, Dearborn River, Jefferson River,
Belt Creek and Highwood Creek Basins, the main stem of the Missouri River
from Canyon Ferry Dam to Fort Benton, and other minor tributary
drainage
basins of the Missouri River from its headwaters to Fort Peck Lake.
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Urban flooding occurred at Great Falls, Montana, on the Missouri
and Sun Rivers; Vaughn, Sun River and Augusta, Montana, on the Sun River;
Choteau, Montana, on the Teton River; Shelby, Dupuyer, East Glacier Park
and Browning, Montana, in the Marias River Basin; St. Nary, Montana, on
Divide Creek, a small tributary
of the St. Mary River; Lewistown, Montana,
on the Judith River; Raynesfor, Montana, in the Belt Creek Basin, cmd in
the vicinity
of Fort Denton on the Missouri River, causing total estimated
damages of $6,1+51,0OO. Rural damage to crops, farmsteads, fences, irrigation works and lands in the drainage basin above Fort Peck Dam total in
facilities
are esttited
excess of $13,000,000. Damageto transportation
at nearly $12,150,000. Flood damages prevented by Tiber Dam and Reservoir
downstream from Tiber Dam on the Marias River and on the main stem of the
Missouri River are estimated to be $600,000. Canyon Ferry Dam and Lake is
credited with prevention of $60,000 in flood damages in Montana. The inflow into Fort Peck Lake during this flood period reached a peak of about
gO,OOOc.f.s. daily average flow, whereas the mucjmumrelease fram the
During this period Fort Peck Lake
lake was approxwtely
9,000 c.f.s.
was regulated to prevent flooding in the reach between Fort Peck Dam and
the mouth of the Yellowstone River and as part of the Missouri River main
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Stage reductions
of
stem reservoir
system to reduce downstream flood stages.
the 1964 June flood which were affected
by the Missouri River main stem reservoir
system ranged from 15.7 feet at Omaha, Nebraska, to 4.5 feet at Herman, Missouri.
Flood damages prevented by the Missouri River main stem reservoir
system during
the flood of June 1964 are estimated to be $41,673,000. Pertinent
stages and
discharges in the Fort Peck Basin for this flood are shown in Table 5.
above the
Flood of 1975. The March-July flood season runoff originating
main stem reservoir
system was the largest
since records first
became available
in 1898, exceeding the previous maximum by approximately
one million
acre-feet.
The greatest
runoff excess occurred in the drainage area above Fort Peck Lake
where the flood season runoff was over twice that usually
occurring
and almost
two million
acre-feet
greater than occurred in any comparable period for which
there is record.
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During January and February of 1975 the runoff outlook for the main stem
With increasing
mountain snow accumsystem was less than the long term average.
snowfall
occurring
on
the
plains
of
North
and South Dakota
and a heavy
ulations
the runoff outlook increased to the long term normal during March.
In April,
with precipitation
in Montana and western North Dakota being extremely heavy
(some precipitation
amounts were four times greater than the normal) the runoff
prospects increased to approximate3y greater than the long term normal.
Early in
the month of June the outlook was for approximately
9 million acre-feet of runoff
greater than the long term normal but a major storm occurred on 18-19 of June.
The center of the storm was located east of the Continental
Divide in Montana
with a rainfall
center of over 14 inches with average depths of 10 inches covering
ex2,500 square miles, while a 10,000 square mile area had an average rainfall
As a result
of this storm many maximum stages and flows were
ceeding 6 inches.
The following
is a list
of some of the stations
recording
maximum discharges
recorded.
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STREAMOR RIVER

LOCATION (MONT.)

1975 DISCHARGE

Musselshell
So. Fork Musselshell
Boulder River
Judith River
Boulder Creek
Prickly
Pear Creek
Tenmile Creek

at Harlowton
above Martinsdale
near Boulder
near Ithaca
near Maxwell
near Clancy
near Rimini

20 June-7300
19 June-4300
19 June-3500
20 June-1750
19 June-1300
19 June-1070
19 June- 990

cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs

PREVIOUS HIGH DISCHARG

4500 cfs
1330 cfs
3490 cfs
1120 cfs
764 cfs
700 cfs
718 cfs

in
in
in
in
in
in
in

1938
1967

196I+

192'7
1953
1927

1917

This storm resulted
in serious flooding
in Montana with most of the urban
Flood damagesalong the main stem of
flooding
occurring
in Great Falls,
Montana.
the Missouri River during the January-July
period are estimated to be 18 million
Canyon Ferry Dam and Lake is credited with prevention
of $6,9&000
in
dollars.
are
flood damages. Tiber Dam and Reservoir and Clark Canyon Dam and Reservoir
credited with the prevention
of $19,9l9,000
and $1‘392,000 in flood damages
Th< main stem system is credited
with preventing
an additional
respectively.
stages and discharges in the Fort
$87,000,000 worth pf flood damage. Pertinent
Peck Basin for this flood are shown in Table 5.
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TABLE sa
'
MISSOURIRIVER AND TRIBUTARIESABOVEFORTPECKRESERVOIR
CRESTSTAG= AND DISCHARGES
FORMAJORFLOODS
1908 Flood

Peak Gage
Peak Gage Discharge
Stream
Station
Date
Height
Height
Date
C..F.S.
Red Rock River
Lima
7 June
882
Beaverhead River
Barretts
20 June
Cl
5 June
4.2
3,720
”
Jefferson River
Sappington
11.0
6 June
Madison River
Below Ennis L. 6.0 .
4 June
m
Gallatin River
Logan
5 June
8.14
Missouri River
Toston
'
6 June 11.8
' Missouri River
Below Holter Dam:
8 June 11.7
”
Dearborn River
Clemons
2 June
4,;oo
4 June
6.0
Craig
Dearborn River
5 June
7.9
E Missouri River
w
Cascade
5 iune
us:7
54,;5c
w
m
&j Smith River
Eden
Missouri River
ulm
1
N. Fk. Sun River
Augusta
20,OOC
7 June
7:0
Willow Creek
Augusta
9OCl
5 June
Smith Creek
Augusta
4 June
1,5OCJ
5:5
517
”
Ford Creek
Augusta
4 June
1,030
S. Fk. Sun River
Augusta
2 June
6:8
4,3O(J
Sun River
Sun River
7 June
27,200
13.4
Muddy Creek
Vaughn
June
24.0
10:2
17 kne
w
Sun River
Vaughn
6
June
13.5
J
Missouri River
Great Falls
Missouri River
Fort Benton 6 ilne
18:s l&o,;00
lo:9
7 iune
"
w
#Dupuyer Creek
Dupuyer
5 June
1,080
4.8
Cuthank Creek
Cutbank
11.0
10,400
5 June
Marias River
Shelby
17:8
18 ;une
Marias River
19 ilne
70, iio.3 19 June 21.0
Brink-man
24:O
II
Loma
Marias River
"
"
Strabone
lOjune
2300
Teton River
w
Dutton
Teton River
I
Loma
Missouri River
20 ;un*
17:6
L
m
Near Landusky :
21June
10.2
Missouri River
y &&mum
.. ._ discharge of record (does not include flood of 1908)
\

-

1948 Flood

1953 Flood
Discharge
C.F.S.

2,150

19,9oq
5,420
7,8?0L/

32,OCOl

i
34,eooy
3,420
4,400
L
4;320

Date
4 June
16 June
13 June
14 June
16 June
19 June
4 June
4 June
k June

3 iine
"
-

1;830
w
B

Peak Gage Discharge
Height
C.F.S.

3.6
9*O

1,710
12,200

6.0

7.3
10.0
6.1
6.2
9.6

5,380
5,930
22,000
13,5GO
3,200
7,960

10:5

12,300v

614
L
"
c
L

3;990
m
e
e

lS470
14,300

4

June
4 June

17:7
16.4

7;60o
17,900

52;8oo

5 Lane

13:6

78;700

8 ilne
5 June
5 June
w
m
5 June
6 June

8:s
12.8
16.3

21,000

-

e

4o:aool/
50,700~
"
92;OOO

93,200

21:o
22.2

5rh40

28,100

121.coo1
137:ooo~
--

table 5B

MISSOURI RIVER AND TRIBUTARIES ABOVEFORT PECK RESERVOIR
CREST STAGESAND DISCHARGESFOR MAJORFLOODS

Stream

Station

Date
28 May
8??une
19 June
32 June
28 June
8 June
12 June

19&, Flood Discharge
Peak Gage
IIeiRht
C.F.S.

Red Rock River
Lima
beaverhead River
barretts
Jefferson River
Sapping-ton
Madison River
&low Ennis L.
Logan
Gallatin
River
Missouri River
Toston
Missour River
Below Holter Dam
19 June
Dearborn River
Clemens
Dearborn River
Craig
9 June
Missouri River
Cascade
Smith River
Eden
10 June
Ulm
22 June
Missouri River
N. Fk. Sun River
Augusta
8 June
LI
Willow Creek
Augusta
I
Smith Creek
Augusta
Ford Creek
Augusta
S. Fk. Sun River
Augusta
Sun River
Sun River
Muddy Creek
Vaughn
9 June
Sun River
Vaughn
9 June
Missouri River
Great Falls
10 June
Missouri River
10 June
Fort Benton
Dupuyer Creek
Dupuyer
Cutbank Creek
Cutbank
9 June
Marias River
Shelby
9 June
Marias River
Brinkman
Marias River
Loma
16 June
Teton River
Strabone
Dutton
Teton River
9 June
Loma
Missouri River
Missouri River
Near Landusky
1; June
1 Maximum discharge of record (does not include
2I Largely due to failure
of Swift Dam
.

504

2.2

3.7

10.2

4.2
7.4
10.0
10.0

1,910

Peak Gage
Height

Discharge
C.F.S.

20 June

3*59

1,680

26 June
4 July
26 June

6.14
8.44

5,250
7,770
25 I 000

Date

16,000

5,660
6,290

22,000

,

27,100

1315

15 ) 400

5:5
Ike4

27,500

15.8

1975 Flood

23 June

10.52
8.10

22 June

14.64

27,200

22 June
21 June
21 June

22.28
N.A.

29,000
60,180

11.87

62,000

20June

18.2

76,000

19,300

3;860
51,100
-

12.2
23e4

13.9

23.6
8,7

3,720
53,5001/

72,000
77,400

lb;600
241,ooQ2_l
lo;800

ls:9

71;300

20 June

14.8

15,500

19:7

1145700

23 June

29.07

77,000

Flood of 1908)

___,-

..--_,--LISrr

..^I.-..w--c.-.--.
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O ther Floods .
O ther floods of s ignificance
in the Fort Peck drainage
basin inc lude those of the years of 1886, 1887, 1892, 1894, 1916, 1917, 1927,
1943, 1347, and 1952, . The 1.886 and 1887 floods were June rises and apparently
had very s imilar
characteris tic s
of a fairlyhigh
peak in a relatively
short
period of time,
The peak discharge at the Fort Peck damsite was estimated to
have been about 70,000 c .f,s ,
on 18 June during the 1886 flood and about 73,000
c .f.s .
on 17 June during the 1887 flood.
The 1892 and 189l+ floods were also
June rises, the 1892 flood cresting with a peak discharge of about 93,000 c ,f,s .
on I.5 June at the Fort Peck damsite and the 1894 flood cresting at about 78,000
by a relatively
sharp disCbf.Sb on 9 June, The 1916 flood was characterized
charge peak of about 73,000 c ,f,s ,
occurring at the Fort Peck damsite on 27 June
followed
by another sharp peak of approximately
95,000 c ,f,s , on 2 July ,
The
1917 and 1927 floods had very large volumes of runoffs.
During the 1917 flood
the flow at Fort Peck damsite was estimated to have been above 50,000 c ,f.s ,
from 16 May to 4 July with a peak discharge of approximately
'&OOO c .f,s ,
occurring
on 28 May. In 1927 the flow at the Fort Peck damsite was estimated to
have been in excess of 50,000 c ,f,s ,
from 28 May to 27 June with peak discharges
and 78,000 c .f,s .
occurring at Fort Peck on 3 June and 15 June,
.of 75,000 c ,f.s .
Thti flood of 1943, was characterized
by a high peak discharge of
respectively .
short duration
followed
by a secondary peak after a short period of
relatively
Peak flows recorded during this flood were 38,500 c ,f.s .
on 16 June at
time,
Fort Benton, 55,b'GO c ,f,s ,
on 17 June at Loma, and 63,800 c .f.s .
on 20 June near
Landusky, Montana,
The 1947 flood was an early spring flood rcssulting
from snow,111=11;
cc)rilbil.& W iti1 Liie jr'~&--^~p ()f t:jc x j--<zr ' c + nqTrq,h,s c m s c :? dz@ng
floods upstream from the Fort Peck Lake and frcm Fort Peck downstream to the
inflows
to Fort Peck Lake
mouth of the Yellows tone
River.
During the 1947 flood,
exceeded 15,000 c ,f.s ,
from 17 March to 28 March and reached a peak of 93,000
In 1952_ extended periods of thawing temperatures
in the
CbfbS. on 22 Karch,
lower reaches caused major flooding
during 1ateKarch and early April.
Snowmelt
runoff caused major flooding
on minor tributaries
on the Missouri River above
on the
Fort Peck, During this period there was also sporadic ice jam flooding
Missouri River above Fort Peck. The peak flow near Landusky due to ice jamming
was 55;ooo c .f,s , on 29 March and inflow to Ft. Peck on 31 Harch was 86,400 c ,f,s ,
The estimated damages for the area above Fort Peck was $355,100.
II-G .

Sedimentation,

General,
The sediments contributing
to the delta formations
within Fort
2-39.
materill
fcrming
Peck Lake are derived from two general sources; (1) the alluv ial
the banks and bed of thti Missouri River and its tributaries
within their entrenched
valley s ,
and (2) sheet erosion of the weathered surface of the uplands terrain,
to the drainage area downstream from Cascade,
In general,
their origin
is limited
Montana s ince sevtiral small powerplant
reservoirs
located upstream entrap most
of the headwater contribution,
In the v ic inity
of Virgelle,
where the Missouri
River assumes the traits
of an alluv ial
s tream, channel meanderings develop with
Upstream
shifting,
sandbar formations,
and bank erosion becomes more pronounced.
from this alluv ial
transition
point the s treambed and banks art: essentially
s table
due to the abundance of rock and gravel.
The channel emsion below Virgelle
can
be severe during periods of high flows and particularly
where the channel has cut
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Sheet erosion of the weathered uplands
into the Bearpaw shale formation.
Although
surface is accomplished by runoff from either rainstorms
or snowmelt.
the amount of precipitation
occurring
over this plains area is relatively
low,
the gross erosion potential
is increased by wind erosion during dry periods
which causes surface soils to accumulate in drainage courses, or coulees, where
The
it is avail.able for -5~,nsport by surface runoff into tributary
streams.
Sediment
Bearpaw shal e formation is particularly
susceptible
to sucl-1 erosion.
carried in sus;)iznsion at the Powerplant Ferry sampling station
above Fort Peck
Lake generally
consists of 35 percent sand, 25 percent silt,
and 40 percent
clay. Pri.or to the closure of Fort Peck Dam, the Missouri River probably transported an average of 15 to 20 million
tons of sediment past th2 damsite each year.
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Downstream from Fort Peck Dam, the bed of the Missouri River is composed
essentially
of medium to fine sand with occasional, segments of gravel and cobbles
The channel, averaging 800 to 1,200 feet in
and outcrops of clay and shale.
flows between vertical
width depending u?on sandbar or island configurations,
banks varying up to 15 feet in-height.
The bank materials
consist predominately
of a mixture of kx
sand and silts
interspersed
with lenses or pockets of dense,
resistant
clay formations.
Miscellaneous

II-H.

Data.

Travel time for the Missouri River and its tributaries
in
Tine.
basin above Fort Peck Dam and the incremtintal
drainage area between
Fort Peck Dam anti the mouth of thti Yellowstone River is shown on Plate il.
The
travel time as shown is for average travel time of moderate rises at or near
bankfull
levels.
Travel

24.

the drainage

Frost Pen&rat&n.
Frost penetration
in the upper Missouri River basin
of below freezing mean temperature.
normally begins in November with the incidence
The ground remains frozen until March or April.
Depth of maximum frost penetration varies from 6 to 8 feet throughout most of the drainage basin above the 1
mouth of the Yellowstone River except in the extreme northwest portion near the
Canadian border where depths of 10 feet have been experienced.
The major factors
which influence the depths of the frost layer are snow cover, vegetation
and
I temperature.
24.2.
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Reservoir Evaporation,
The Fort Peck Lake is located in a region characterwinds, low humidities,
ized by moderate-to-strong
light
precipitation
and hot
evaporat.i;on occurs from Fort Peck Lake,
summers. For these reasons substantial
particularly
during the summer months.
Low temperatures
and higher humidities
during the cold winter months ri=sult in greatly
reduced evaporation
during this
season.
Daily ;)an evaporation
observations
during the open water season have
been made at the Fort Peck weather station since September 1934. No observations
were made during the winter season when freezing temperatures occur. These observations
plus winter estimates indicate
that the average annual lake evaporation was approximately 47 inches for the excessively dry and hot period from 1935
l
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through 1945 and 39 inches from 1946 through 1955. Based on the averal annual
lake evayration
of 39 inches for the ptiriod 191&55 and the mean annual
prec?pitation
rate of 13 inches for the Fort Peck area, the average net
ev:lporation
(average annual evaporation
minus precipitation)
would be about
26 inches for this period.
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SECTIONIII
III-A.

- WATERRESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT

History

The first Federal exploration and
Early Development (18044902).
3-l
survey of the Missouri River Basin was made by the Lewis and Clark Expedition
of 1804-06 following the Louisiana Purchase i& 1803. Wonnation available
indicates that it was probably in the late spring of XXI5 when Lewis and
Clark and their party reached the vicinity of Fort Peck. The removal of
snags in the Missouri River by the Federal Government to improve navigation
was begun as early as 1838. Ilater was diverted from the Missouri River for
irrigation
purposes by the early settlers in the 1850%.
l

3-2. In 1862 the Homestead Act was passed which led to increased immigraThis increase in travel, a large part of which was
tion and settlement.
by river transport, led to further improvement of the river channel for
The first work on the Missouri River above Sioux City was
navigation.
performed under the River and Harbor Act of 14 August 18%. The project
provided for the removal of boulders and construction of the channel through
the shoals in the 1Rocky River" section of the Missouri River which extends
from Ft. Benton for a distance of 150 miles downstream. Dredging was later
added. Other early improvements included further channel rectification
below Ft. Benton and in the reach from the crest of the falls at Great
Falls to Cascade, Montana, and a small amount of open-river work 5r1 the
steeper stretch of the river above Cascade. Projects below Ft. Benton
were suspended due to cessation of navigation in 1889. No appropriation
for improvement of navigation above Ft. Benton was madeafter 1896.
3-3. Later Development (1902-1944~ ti 1902 Congress passed the Reclamation
Act forassistance
in developing thl western regions of the United States.
This Act established the Reclamation Service (Bureau of Reclamation) and
provided for Federal assistance in the development of irrigation
projects
Several
hydroelectric
power
projects
which accelerated their develoment.
were developed during this period by the Montana Power Companyon the
Missouri River between Ft. Benton and Great Falls and on the upper reaches
of the Missouri River and its tributaries
in the mountainous region.

3-4.

The 1927 River and Barbor Act authorized a multipurpose basin-tide
The reports of these investigations
are contained
series of investigations.
in the tt308l' report and includes the investigation
of the Upper Missouri
The first project undertaken as a result of the
River and its tributaries.
1~308~~
report on the Missouri River Basin was the Fort Peck Project in
MOntana.
III-B.

The Comprehensive Plan.

Conception. In 1943-44 the Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of
3-5
and lzesented to
Reclamation working separately, completed investigations
Congress their separate reports on the development of the Missouri River
Basin water resources. These reports were published as House Docume.nt
l
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No. 475, 78th Congress, 2d Session and Senate Document No. 191, 78th Congress,
2nd Session.
As a result of extensive congressional
hearings the two plans
were revised and coordinated
by the two agencies.
The coordinated
plan,
commonly known as the Pick-Sloan Plan was published as Senate Document
No. 247, 78th Congress, 2d Session and was approved by Congress in the Flood
Control Act of 1944.
3-6.
Flood Control Act of 1944. Congress, in Section 9 of the 1944 Flood
Control Act, approved the coordinated
general comprehensive plan for water
resource development in the Missouri River Basin and authorized
the agencies
to proceed.
The program adopted was a long-range flexible
plan for the
development of water resources of the Missouri Basin for multiple-purpose
uses. The general comprehensive plan provides for the construction
of
reservoirs
for flood control,
irrigation,
navigation,
and generation of
hydroelectric
power; the conservation,
control and use of the water resources for related multiple-purpose
such as municipal water supply, stream
sanitation,
recreation
and wildlife
preservation;
local flood protection
projects,
p rejects
for the irrigation
of lands, together with provision
for
integrated
conservation
and improvement of the basin agricultural
and forest
lands.
This plan is described in the Main Stem Master Manual.
Future Development.
3-7.
The comprehensive framework studies of the
Missouri River drainage area above the mouth of the Yellowstone River drainage area visualize
an intensive
and increased economic efficiency
of the
agricultural
base and the preservation,
development, and management of its
environmental
attributes
for the development of an economically
viable
recreation
industry.
Irrigation,
coupled with land treatment measures,
development of farm ponds, improved agricultural
practices,
erosion control,
drainage,
and flood control
factilities
offer opportunities
for economic
growth and higher land use efficiency.
The developed framework plan includes the addition
of over three million
acre-feet
of storage space by the
year 2020, an addition
of almost 500,000 acres of irrigated
land, and land
conservation
measures applied to almost four million
acres of federally
owned land in the drainage basin.
III-C.

Reservoirs.

A number of reservoirs
have been constructed
in the Missouri
3-8.
General.
River Basin above the mouth of the Yellowstone River by Federal, state and
private
agencies.
Several have been constructed
by the Montana Power Company
for hydroelectric
power production.
The Montana State Water Conservation
Board, Irrigation
Districts
and the Bureau of Indian Affairs
have numerous
reservoirs
in the basin that were constructed
for irrigation
purposes.
There are also a number of reservoirs
in the basin constructed
by private
organizations
for irrigation
purposes.
Reservoirs
in the drainage basin
having a usable storage capacity of 5,000 acre-feet
or more are shown in
Table 6. In addition,
many reservoirs
with a storage capacity of less than
5,000 acre-feet
used for irrigation
and other conservation
purposes, and
numerous small stock ponds, have been constructed
in the arid regions of
the basin.
.
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TABLE 6
RESERVOIRS IN THE MISSOURI RIVER BASIN
ABOVE THE MOUTHOF THE YELLOWSTONERIVER
(Over 5,000 Acre-Feet Storage Capacity)

1

Reservoir
Lima
Clark Canyon
Ruby
Delmoe Lake
Willow Creek
Hebgen Lake
Earthquake Lake
Ennis Lake
Middle Creek
Canyon Ferry
Hauser Lake
Lake Helena
Holter Lake
Smith River

Basin

Useablo
Storage (1)
Acre-Feet

Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson
#Jefferson
Jefferson
Madison
Madison
Madison
Gallatin
Missouri
Missouri

328,900
38,W
6,600
17,733.
377,500
35,000 (3)
34,210
8,030
1,615;,000
9,420

Missouri
Missouri

Gibson

Pishkun
Willow Creek
Nilan
Morony
Bynum
Lower 'Ibo Medicine

Smith
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
23.s s ouri
T&on

Lake

Marias

Four Horns
Lake Frances
Tiber
Ackley Lake
Durand
Martinsdale
.
Deadman's Basin
War Horse Lake

Marias
Marias
Marias
Marias
Judith
Musselshell
Musselshell
Musselshell
Musselshell

Petroleum

Musselshell

Fort Peck
Fresno

Missouri
Milk

swift,

.

Nelson

Milk

Frenchman

Milk

811,050

10,&O

65,260
lO,b~O
10';',000
32,050
32,230
10,090
7,8co
7Qm
16,623

19,250
29,983
112 ,060
1,313,ooo
5,320

7,000
23,110
72,220
23,%G

9,190
14,~00,300
127,230
h6,900
7,010

(1)
(2)
.

Date
Completed

Operated
BY (2)

19314
1964
1938
1913
1938
1915
u 1
$00
1951
1953
1907
19115
1918
1936
l?)rlO
19lto
19111.
1951
1730
1926
1913
1932
1967
1913
:;:;
1939
1939
1758
2938
1951
19110
1939
3.922
1952

Storage available
for release.
PTJCil - Montana Statc Water
Conservation
Board
3IA - Bureau of Indian AfTairs
CS - Corps of Engineers
K?C - Montana Power Company
B,i - Bureau of Reclamation
(3) Total Storage
(11) Formed by earthquake in 1959
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3-9. Future reservoir development in this portion of the Missouri River
Basin will be dependent on a satisfactory
compromise to conflicts between
such types of developnent and environmentally oriented desires to maintain
the river and streams in their natural state.
However, it is reco&zed
that there is a need for further developnent in order to.develop the
irrigation
potential of the region, provide flood protection to metropolitan
and agricultural
areas, sustain low water flows, provide lake based recreation opportunities and developthe hydroelectric
power potenti‘d of the
region.
Recent comprehensive framework studies indicate that, from a
purely developmental standpoint, additional reservoirs having a total
storage capacity of slightly more than 12 million acre-feet would be required.
However, with emphasis upon environmental objection, the total
storage capacity would be reduced to 2.4 million acre-feet.
3-10. The framework plan as presented, features an additional storage
capacity of about 3 miLlion acre-feet developed by the year 2020 most of
which would be included in 91 multiple purpose reservoirs.
Fifteen multiple
purpose projects would have an individual capacity in excess of 25,003
acre-feet and a total capacity of 2.3 million acre-feet while 76 multiple
purpose projects with individual capacities or less than 25,000 acre-feet
Of the total
would have a collective
capacity near 0.7 million acre-feet.
multiple purpose storage space about 0.8 million would bc for sediment or
other inactive uses, 1.6 million acre-feet for conservation storq;e for
joint beneficial uses and the rcmaindcr would be for exclusive flood control
The major storage projects visualized by the
or regulation of high flows.
framework plan are on the lower Big Role River (531,000 acre-feet) and oiz
the Missouri River upstream from Fort Benton, Montana (gZl,OOO acre-feet).
tributary
3-11. Fffects on Fort Peck Lake Regulation.
reservoirs affect?%
regulzlon
of Fort Peck Lake by usually reducing the
natural crest flows provided significant
runoff contributing
to the crest
In certain instances (z reservoir
flows originate s above these reservoirs.
may increase the size of the crest below the project over that which would
be observed naturally either by the speed-up of travel time through the
length of the reservoir or by delaying a portion of the runoff from a subarea and thereby contributing
to a major crest on the main strcs,am. However,
with the storage spce provided and the large number of reservoirs tributary
to the main stem, the pssibility
of their aggregate effect increasing the
main stem floxs is remote.
3-12. Flood Control.
Fort Peck Lake, as a multiple-purpose
reservoir,
is
-regulated to prevent or reduce flooding in the reach from Fort Peck Dam to
the headwaters of Lake Sakakawea and as a component of the Missouri River
main stem system of reservoirs to lower flood heights in the lower Missouri
River valley.
Pbny of the tributary
reservoirs previously discussed may
have incidental effects on flood flows; however, with the exception of Fort
III++

Peck, only four reservoirs in this area of the Missouri Basin have been
constructed and actively regulated fo-r flood control as a stated purposo.
These are Tiber on the Marias River, Clark Canyon on the Beaverhead River,
Canyon Ferry on the headwaters of the Missouri and Fresno on the Milk
Regulation of Fresno Reservoir
River, all Bureau of Reclamation projects.
for flood control consists only of having 40,500 acre-feet of space evacuated
prior to the plains snowmelt in early NGzrchwith the refill
of this space
and subsequent regulation based on multi-purpose needs.

343.

Tiber Reservoir was initially
designed with an allocation of 362,000
acre-feet for irrigation
and 403,000 acre-feet for flood control; however,
* irrigation
projects did not develop and the total allocation for flood
Following the
control was temporarily increased to @O,OOOacre-feet.
lar(;e 1964 flood, it was noted that failure of the spillway foundation was
progressing and retention of significant
storage for flood control purposes
has been terminated.
Since that time the spillway has been isolated from
the reservoir and an emergency structure constructed.
However, incidcnt;al
flood control benefits do accrue and the Bureau of Reclamation has been
willing to store up to their current seasonal rule curve under infoml
arraq;ements with the Corps of Engineers.
Agreement between the Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation
use and local flood
provides for exclusive flood control, replacement-joint
Storage
control-joint
use storage zones .-in the Canyon Ferry Reservoir.
allocations
include 104,276 acre-feet of exclusive flood space, 449,335
acre-feet of replacement-j oint use space and 3!+9,789acre-feet of local
flood control-joint
use space. Exclusive flood control space is utilized
only for control of large flood inflows and i s evacuated as soon as local
flood control objectives in the downstream reaches permit.
Joint use apace
will be evacuated for flocd control purpses prior to the flood season on
the basis of forecasts of future inflows.
During the flood season this
joint use space will be filled while performing its flood control function.
The storage so accumulated will be available for conservation purposes
during the reminder of the year. Replacement storage space defines
reservoirs upstream from the main stem system
storage space in tributary
of reservoirs which, if regulated in conjunction with the regulation of the
main stem reservoirs,
can replace a portion of the annual flood control and
multiple use storage space in the main stem system. Replacement of annual
flood control space in th,0 main stem reservoirs allows an increase of carry
over storage in the system wMJ.c still
providin\s the same degree of flood
protection to the reaches below the system. Replacement and joint use
space in tributary
reservoirs i s regulated by Corps of Engineers directives
in such a manner to provide reasonable assurance of refill,
provided sufficient runoff above mintiitum multi-purpose needs occurs, at the end of the
mountain snowmelt season. It is available for conservation purposes from
that time until its evacuation prior to the succeeding year's flood season
is necessary.

3-k

l
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Agreement between the Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclama3-15
tion also provides for exclusive-local
flood control, replacement-local
flood control and joint use storage zones in Clark Canyon Reservoir.
Storage allocation includes 22,615 acre-feet of exclusive-local
flood control space, 56,475 acre-feet of replacement-local flood control space and
joint use space of 50,436 acre-feet.
Joint use space is normally available
for conservation usage except when needed for local flood control and replacement storage between 1 February and 30 June. Replacement storage
space is similar to that described for Canyon Ferry above,
l

11:-D.

Local Flood Protection.

3-16. General. Levee projects have been constructed at Havre, &co,
Glasgow on the Milk River and at Musselshell on the Musselshell River.
project is authorized at Great Falls on the Missouri River above Fort
These projects have essentially no effect upon the regulation of Fort
Lake. Through the reach of the Missouri River belo;q Fort Peck Dam to
mouth of the Yellow-stone River there has been no projects constructed.
Therefore, the operation and maintenance of local protection projects
not a factor in the regulation of Fort Peck Lake.
III-E, Water

and
A
Peck.
Peck
the
is

Rights.

General. The Montana State water rights l.2~3 apply to the waters
3-v
of the Fort Peck Basin. These laws are known as the Doctrine of Prior
Appropriation.
The statutes provide tha t the unappropriated water of any
river, stream, ravine, coulee, spring, lake or other natural source of
supply may be appropriated, and that an appropriator may impound flood,
seepage and waste waters in a reservoir and thereby appropriate the same.
These statutes basically provide that the use of water may be accluired by
both riparian and non-riparian landowners; that the value of the right is
determined by the priority
of the appropriation;
that the right is limited
to the use of water for beneficial purposes; that a right to use of the
water is considered as real property only in the sense that it may be bought
or sold and that its owner may not be deprived of it except by due process
of law. The Montana State Legislature has provided procedures for the
acquisition,
determination of priority
and administration
of the water
rights.
l

III-F.

Irrigation.

Above Fort Peck Dam. Irrigation
development in
3-18. Existing Irrigation
the Fort Peck drainage basin consists of numerous community or privately
owned developments; the Lower Marias, the Sun River, Helena Valley, and
Crow Creek projects developed by the Bureau of Reclamation, the BroadwaterMissouri, Middle Creek, Willow Creek and Ruby River projects developed by
the Montana State Water Conservation Board and the irrigation
system constructed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs on the Blackfoot Indian Reservation.
III-6

In the basin above Fort Pock Dam 780,400 acres were under irrigation
in
Of
this
total
103,000
acres
were
in
the
Musselshell
River
basin,
1970
100,000 acres -in the Marias River basin, 10,000 acre3 in the Judith River
along the Missouri River
basin. There are a number of small irrigator3
between Morony and Fort Peck Lake. ApproxTitely
750,400 acre3 are under
from Fort Peck Lake is limited
irrigation
above Morony Dam. Irrigation
Development of the utilization
of water
to a few isolated pumping units.
from Fort Peck Lake in i;h:is arca in general is i.mpractic&le due to the
high pumping heads required to reach the ourrounding tabLeland3upstream
above Fort Peck from IS90 through 19'70 are
from the dam. Acres irrigated
summarized aa follows:
l

Year
J3.
-/!L

1890
1900
I.910

I.920
3.930
1940

J1

Acres
--

Tear

Acre3

313,200
571,600

1944
1950
1954

933,700
a7,4oQ
Gh9,900

1959
1965
w70

S56,900
760,000
9q400

1,02y,600
eo3,ooo
734,500
853,300

Indian lands not included,
The above figures
by Crop Census md other reports.

are as reported

3-i7. Existing
Fort Peck
DamYellowstone.
to
-.-. Irrigation from
Irrigation
developi?lcnt \i,E\icii af';ects the flow of the Missouri River between
Fort Peck Dam and the mouth or" the Yellowstone River consists of the Milk
River Project and the Buford-Trenton Project developed by the Bureau of
Reclamation; the Little Porcupine Creek Unit, the Poplar River Unit, the
Big Muddy Creek Unit, the Wiota and Frazer Pumping PLant Units developed
by the Bureau of Indian A\fL"n.i.rsin the Fort Peck Indian Reservation; l<and
developed on the Missouri River bottom lands; and a few private projects
in Daniels and Sheridan Counties in the northeastern part of Montana. The
W.k River basin has a total of 140,000 acre3 of irrigated
land. In the
Fort Peck Indian Reservation a total of 17,400 acres are irrigated with
water supplied from the Poplar River and the Little
Porcupine and Big
Muddy Creeks. On the Missouri River the Wiota and Frazer pumping plants
of the Bureau of Indian Affa-irs supply water for 5,000 and 11,400 acres
respectively and smaU, private pumps supply 3,800 acres. Private irrigation
outside the Reservation irrcludcs 2,300 acres in Daniels and Sheridan Counties
and 12,700 acre3 of bottom 1:~nd supplied by small pumps along the Missouri
land
River. The Buford-Trenton Project contaiis 11,000 acres of irrigated
in North Dakota supplied with water from the Missouri River by a pumping
unit of 2.40 c.f.3. capacit ?r located on the left ban!< about 2; miles upstream
from the mouth of the Yellowstone River. These existing developments include
irrigated
land totalins
1(&200 acres in Montana and 11,000 acres in North
Dakota.
Future Irrirgation Development. In the Missouri River Basin above
j-20.
the mouth of the Yellow&one River. There are approximately 7,188,OOO acres
III-7

'

About one-fourth of this,
of land having some kind of irrigation
potential.
About 527,000
or 1,6'73,O@Oacres, is irrigable under present conditions.
acres is land with conditions suitable for irrigation,
but located :in a
position where water supply under current technology is not available at
a cost favoring private or public developments, but may be in the foreAbout 4,988,OOO acres is land suitable for irrigation,
seeable future.
but located in a position where water supply is not available or is ody
available at a cost exceeding criteria
for potentially
irrigable
land.
.
fi the Big Hole Basin where only storage and regulation can provide a
supply,
future
irrigation
developlent
would
have
to
independable water
In the Sun and Teton
clude the proposed Reichle and Milligan Reservoirs.
River basins irrigation
devclopncnts have been hampered by lack of storage
facilities
both for existing and proposed new irrigation
works. The
existing Sun River Project has approximately 18,000 acres undeveloped for
lack of reliable conservation storage capacity and approximately 30,000
acres adjacent to the project in the Teton River Basin could be irrigated
In
df proper reservoir storage could be provided on the upper Sun River.
the Madison River Basin develoment proposals provide for irrigation
of
about 33,000 acres by direct diversion from the river.
Detailed description of depletions
3-21. Existing and Future Depletions.
caused by irrigation
is contained in Section III of the Master Manual.
Based on the recent comprehensive framework study depletions increased by
216,200 acre-feet, excluding evaporation from Fort Peck Lake, on an average
annual basis during the period from 191.0 to 1949. The framework study
also estin=tcs that they have -increased by another 465,400 acre-feet on an
averqe annual basis to 1970 reaching a total of 681,600 acre-feet.
The
increase in depletions during the period from 1910 to 1949 and during the
period from 1949 to lw0, by sub-basin s and for selected locations along
the main stem of the Missouri River above Fort Peck are smarized
in
Table 7. Increased depletions during the period are broken down by
geographical locations only. The estimated increase of 465,400 acre-feet
in average annual depletions between 1.949 and 19'70 is due to the following
activities:
Activity
Acre-Feet
-Irrigation
277,300
Large Reservoir Evaporation
151;800
Forestry Practices
- 16,900
Watershed Treatment and
' 53,200
Ponds
The framewcrk study estimate s increases in depletions above Fort Peck for
the periods of 19'70 to 1980, 1980 to 2000 and 2000 to 2020 as 280,000
ThiS
acre--feet, 424,003 acre-feet and 46,000 acre-feet respectively.
results in a total expected depletion of 1,431,600 acre-feet by 2020.
III-8

TABLE 7
SUMMARYOF ESTIMATED AVERAGEANNUAL DEPLETIONS
ABOVE FORT PECK DAN

Depletion
General

River

Ruby River

Basin

Bighole

river

Jefferson

Basin

Madison River
Gallatin

Basin

River

Valley

A.-..;
Toston

I.9119

19L9
to
1970

91.2

14.0

77.2

200

40.6

ho.9

-0.3

130

-7.3

-7.3

790

Il.7

h.7

-1.6

-1.6

214

21c.l

Area

Basin

River

1910
to

Total

Area Description

Beaverhead

in 1000 Acre-Feet

Basin

Missouri
317eve
Valley lr/3;?
'

Smith & Dearborn
Sun River

Rivers

Area

Basin

70s

45.0

25.1

7.b

-2s.o

34*4

112.1

96.3

15.8

3b.o

101.7

Marias-Teton

River

Basins

135.6

Arrow-Judith

River

Basins

11.3

Musselshell

River

Missouri
Valley
Fort Peck
Evaporation
Peck

Basins

Total above Fort
Dam

20.0

26.1

145.2

-9.0

1511.2

441.0

441.0

Peck
1:122, .15

1970
1,000 A.F.-

1,170
650

490

11.3

46.1

Area to
frcm Fort

Average
Annual
Flow
After

130

III-G.

Water Supply and Pollution

Controle

3-22. Municipal Water Supply, A number of to>ms and cities obtain their
water suppljr from the streams and reservoirs in the basin above Fort Peck
Reservoir and from the Missouri River below Port Peck Dam. Above Fort
Peck Lake, Great Falls snd Helena have the only Jargo municipal water
systems using Missouri River water. Other municipal requirements above
Fort Peck I&e are supplied by smaller tributaries
or wells.
The City
of Butte obtains its municipal water suppl?~ from the Bighole River.
Below Fort Peck Dam, the towns of Nashua, Culbertson and Williston obtain
their municipal water supply from the Missouri River. The Glasgow Air
Force Base has installed a water intake directly
below Fort Peck Dam and
also obtains its water supply from the Missouri River. The present usage
of the water supply for municipal purposes is far below the available
supply, and it is not anticipated that demands in the near future will
exceed the supply.
Stream Pollution.
Pollution of streams has not developed into a
serious problem in this area as urban areas are sm;~ll and there are only
a small number of industries.
Since the Montana St-&o Government, by
education as well as laws, is inducing cities and industries to treat
wastes before they reach flowing streams, it SC~SI'QS
unlikely that any
future problem will develop. Contemplated mi.ni~~~ releases from Fort
Peck Lake are far more than adequate for all prcsee~t rcyuiremcnts in i;he
directly affected reach for municipal purposes ad. pollution abxlernent .
This water supply is sufficient
for all future anticipated dcxmands, and
should be a decided influence in the growth of cities and industrial
developent along the reach of the Missouri River between Fort Peck Dam
and Lake Sakakawea.

3-23.

III-H.

Navigation.

General. The Missouri River main stem reservoir system is designed
34L
-.with storage reserves ample to support navigation in the reach of the river
below Sioux City, Iowa. The coordinated re@atLon of Fort Peck Lake, as
a component unit of the Missouri River main stem reservoir system, assists
in providing stabilized flows.
The original design for the Corps of Engineers
g-foot navigation channel was based on a full 8-month navigation season at
Sioux City with a minimum flow of 30,000 c.f.s. for 90 percent of the time
and as low as 20,009 c.f.s. for the remaining 10 percent of the time. This
original plan was based on utilization
of reservoir storage from Fort Peck
lake alone, and did not contemplate either the new ma-in stem reservoirs or
the new large upstream depletions, which will be largely compensating in
their effects.
The presently authorized project is described :Lrl detail in
Section III of the Master Manual. When completed the Missouri River y-foot
navigation channel will be comparable to and wil1. foxt an important link
with the remainder of the 7,000 mile Mississippi River waterway system.

1114.

Hydroelectric

Power Production

and Distribution.

History
Montana's first hydroelectric
powerplant of importance
3-25
was built at Black Eagle Falls on the Missouri River near the City of
Great Falls ti lrZ91. It had a capacity of 8,000 horsepower and supplied
powerplants
electricity
to the Great Falls area. In 1908, hydroelectric
were built at Canyon Ferry on the Missouri River, 17 miles from Helena
(this Montana Power Company plant was removed with the construction of
the U.S.B.R. Canyon Ferry Project), and on the Bighole River, 21 miles
These three earlJ plants formed the nucleus of the Montana
from Butte,
Power CompanyIs system. These were soon followed by other hydroelectric
powerplants constructed by the Montana Power Company at Madison Dam on
the Madison River, at Rainbow Falls and Ryan Dam on the MIssouri River
below the City of Great Falls and at Halter, Hauser and Hebgen Dams above
Additional hflroelectric
powerpl,mts were constructed by
Great Falls.
the Montana Power Company on the Missouri River at Morony Pam in 1930
and at Cochrane Dam in 1958.
l

At the present time there are eleven hydroelectric
poxerplants in
operation in the upper Missouri River Basin having a total installed
capacity of 472,850 kw. These include the two Fort Peck rowcrplants at
Fort Peck Dam constructed by the Corps of Engineers, Canyon Ferry on the
Missouri River constructed and operated by the Bureau of Reclamation and
nine plants constructed and operated by the Montana Power Company. The
ultimate planned power capacity of I65,WN k&matts
has been aeveisped
Based on a, 100 year economic life,
the xrcrage
at the Fort Peck Project.
capacity is estimated to be 166,000 k-w for the first 50 year period and
The average almual energy is
150,000 kw for the second 50 year period.
estimated to be 979 million kwh for the first 50 year period and 91+0mjllion
kwh for the second 50 year pried.
Revenue from power sales will repay all
costs of the Fort Peck Project allocated to electric
power, including inExcess revenue from power sales will be used to
terest and amortization.
assist repayment of costs for irrigation
projects developed by the Bureau
of Reclamation in the Missouri River Basin. Descriptions of the existing
hydroelectric
generating facilities
above Fort Peck Lake are shown in
Table 8.
3-26.

Distribution
and Marketing.
The Bureau of Reclamation is the agency
3-27
and marketing of all Federal powx produced
responsible for the distribution
To acccmplish this Lxrpose the:: have constructed a trnnsin the basin.
mission grid to interconnect Federal hydroelectric
plants with private and
This subject is disnon-Federal public hydroelectric
and thermal plants.
cussed in more detail in the Ibin Stern Master Pianual.
l

111-J.

Department of Agriculture

Program_.

Watershed Progam. The Department of Agriculture,
in administration
of Public Law 566, as amended, deals directly
with management, conservation

3-28.
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Hydroelectric

Generating

Facilities

Facility

Rebgen

Iiadison

Canyon
Ferr-y

Total Storage
(acre-feet)
Usable Storage
(acre-feet)
Dead Storage
(acre-feet)
Maximum Operating
Pool elev.
Xormal TX elev.
Gross head (Plax)

3&&840

&2,060

2,051,3co

377,500

34,210

1,615,Ooo

(I)

W

Installed
kw.
Avg. annual gen.
(million
kw-hrs)
Owner
Max. dravdown (ft)
Type dam

434,500(2)

7,340

7,850

6J34.9
m

4,841.~
4,722.0
119s

9,000
50
(station
USC?)
62.7

3,300.o
3,650.o
150
~o,coo

TABLE 8
on Missouri

Hauser

River

HOltW

10.9,630~) alro,2120
6l,t3?&)

65,250

l&,810

175&o(2)

above Fort

Slack
Z&e

Rainbow
--

Cochrnne

FJvar:

Morony

1,700

1,000

4,500

2,300

7,900

1,790

1,090

2,7CO

2 ,!joo

7,900

1,800

0

100

3,115

3,039

0

0

3,635.0

3,564.0

3,290

3J6C.O

3,&1:.0 3,238

3,221:

67

110

52

3,112
112

17,000

38,400

16,500

35,600

length

(ft)

4f?,om

45, !ml

$3

2314.3

121.0

236.8

269.3

39.g.o

262.4

ET

MPC

MPC

MTC

KPC

MIX

13

10.

25

19

27

Concrete

Concrete

MPC

USBW

MPC

Complete

14s.

72

18

Zarth with
concrete core

Timber
Crib
w

48,000

2,935

115.3

14?c

-

3 ,"Z >

2,3M

2,69?
151

320.1

Concrete

Concrete

21
Concrete

Concrete

Rock
Concrete
Filled
Ti r??hPP
Crib
& a..,,.a

Crest

Peck Dam

1,009

732

-xI<ontana Tower Company has the right to store 47,5CO acre-feet
Se*.ell storage inundated.
1 ) On Madison River abo-ze Three Forks, Montana
2( Inactive
and dead storage
3~ Includes 10,I~sO acre-feet
usable storage in Lake Helena.

1,364

831

in Canyon Ferry

VI

1,146

Reservoir

814

872"

1,250

to compnsa+,e for

Lake

and mdtiple us8 of water on small watershed projects.
The sm;ill watershed
protection program under this law is a water resources developer& pminitiated,
planned, constructed, operated and maintained by locally organized
and legally authorized districts
under State laws, with technical and financial assistance of the Federal Department of Agriculture,
and other Federal,
stat8 and local agencies. The objectives and purposes of this program are
those of reducing flooding, sediment damages, and soil erosion; and the
application of water management practices and structure installations
designed for multiple use of water for agriculture,
domestic and municipal
water supply, recreational
and wildlife
improvements.
3-29. The Watershed Protection Program is steadily advancing as local
communities recognize their need for better management, conservation and
use of their water resources.
The Box Elder watershed project on the Big
Muddy Creek in northeastern Montana provides approximately 3,675 acre-feet
of storage for flood detention and 1,025 acre-feet of storage for fish
developent and sediment deposit.
The Stat8 Soil Conservation Committee
has approved application for the Boulder Creek Project in Jefferson County
and the Medicine Lodge Creek Project in Beaverhead County for construction
under Public Law 566. While the overan effect of the land treatment
program is not appreciable upon large flood inflows to Fort Peck Lake, it
does stabilize
runoff and reduce sediment flows from the area directly
controlled.
This program also results in depletion to streamflow,
estimated by framework studies to amount to 53,000 acre--feet anm.&ly
above Fort Peck at the 1970 level of basin developer&,
Forestry Program. The Department of Agriculture
Forestry Program
activities
related to water resources, watershed protection,
flood prevention, and erosion and sediment control include the administration
of National
Forests, state and private forestry cooperation, and forest, range and watershed research.
There are approximately 15 million acres of forest in Montana
east of the Continental Divide.
This includes about 7,GOO,OOOacres of land
in National Forests.
Most of Montana's forests lie in the mountainous regions.
3-30.

The U.S.D.A. Forestry Program in this area includes the cutting of
salable timber in a manner which will thin out the very dense stands of
timber to allow space for reproduction, but maintain partial cover; thinning
of even-aged stands of young timber; planting trees in bare cut-over areas
for timber production and erosion prevention; forest management for increased
snow catch and water yield; intensification
of fire and disease prevention;
and con&ruction of improvements incidental to the foregoing.
The Montana
Forest Tree Nursery, established in 1927, is part of the Forest and Conservation Experiment Station, operated by the School of Forestry, Montana State
University in Missoula, in cooperation with the U. S. Forest Service. Trees
are made available to farmers and forest landowners at a nominal *price W&W
the provisionc 3 of the Clarke-McNary Act of 7 June 1924. In addition to this
nursery, the U. S. Forest Service mainta?r.c the Savenac Nursery at Haugen,
Montana, which produces stock; f&r planting in National Forests.
In the great
3-31.
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ure proposesto extend the devcloparea, the Dep3rtmentof Agricult
shelter
breaks and wind breaks to
mcnt and expansionof farm wood lots,
the m.a..ximum
degree practicable. This would serve to protectthe soil by
reducingwind erosionin this area.
plains

The effectsof the ForestryProgr,am
in the basin above Fort Peck
Dam upon the water supply has been to increase the runoff from forested
areas. Frameworkstudice
3 esttiatethat the increasefrom 1.949 to 1970
has amountedto about 17,000acre-feetannually. Cy the year 2020, it
is estimatedthat the programwill result .inan additional70,000 acrefeet of annual runoff.

3-32.
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lEscell,aneow
ResourceDevelopment.
--

Fish and Iblildlife.
The Upper MissouriRiver Basin providesa great
3-33
-_
includedeer, elk, antelope,
varietyand abund3nceof wildlife. Big g:;wne
bear, bighorn sheep and mountaingoat. Game birds includegrouse,
.
geese,duck and wild turkey. Fish include
ptarxlgan,pheasant,p?,rtridge,
rainbow,golden brown and cutthroattrout,whitefish,grayling,pike,
perch,bass, drum and ling. Water devslo~ent programsin the Upper
LissouriRiver Basjn are assistingin maintainingthese resourcesby
providingfor fish and wildlifeinterestsin the pla,ming,construction
and operationof the projectsand coordinationwith the Bureau of Sport
Fisheries3nd Wildlifeand the Montana State Fish and i&me Commission
3s providedby lqislation enactedby Con:rcssin 1946. Comprehensive
State and FederalwildlifeIxna~,ement
progxunsin the basin have been
instigatedin responseto the growtigconcernever the depletionof these
resoUTces.
l

State Fish and Game Commissionmaintains game ranges,
39•34* The Iiontana
wildlifedeveloT$lent
areas, game preserves,game bird farms, fish hatcheries
and spawningstations. These are widely distributedthroughoutthe Missouri
River Basin above the mouth of the YellowstoneRiver and include7 game
ranges,6 waterfowldeveloment areas, 21 game preserves,state fish
hatcheriesnear Great Falls and Lewisto:mand three state sp3wningstations
near %he town of West Yeliowstone. A game bird farm is operatedby the
state near the Fort Peck Project.
3-35* There are a total of 11 Federalgame preservesin the Upper Missouri
iRiverBasin above the mouth of the YellowstoncRiver. Includedin these
is the Charles11.Russell1Jational
WildlifeRange, presentlyunder management of the Eurcau of Sport Fisheriesand Wildlifein cooperationwith the
Bureau of IlandManagement. The Lake BowdoinKigratoryWaterfowlRefuge in
PhillipsCounty,the Pishh;un
Bird Reservein Teton County,and the Willow
Creek &iirdRefuge in Lewis and Clark Countyare managed by the Bureau of
Sport Fisheriesand Wildlifein cooperationwith the I3ureau
of &clam&ion.
The other Federalrefugesare operatedby the Rureau of Sport Fisheries
and Wildlife.
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Outdoor recreation is of major importance in the
3-36. Recreation.
developent of water resources in the Upper Missouri River Basin.
Recreation in this area includes big game hunting, fishing in mountain
streams and reservoirs,
camping, swirnming, boattilg, riding, hiking,
mountain climbing, prospecting, rock and fossil hunting and sightseeing.
Kuch of Montana's magnificant scenery and recreational
areas are administered by the Federal Government at National Parks, Monuments, Forests
and Wilderness areas. Existing reservoirs provide opportunities
for
boating, swWning, fishing, water skiing, camping and picnicking.
3-37. Federal law and policy define recreational development at water
control projects as primarily a State and local responsibility.
However,
Federal construction agencies, in cooperation with the Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation, the National Park Service, State and local interests actively
promote the develoFe;?ent of recreational
facilities
at water control projects and the preservation and conservation of existing recreational
measures.
3-38. Fort Peck Lake and its shorelands is a principal recreation
attraction
in eastern Montana. Tine reservoir (at elevation 2250) with
its 140 mile length, 1,600 miles of shoreline and 249,000 acres of water
surface is rapidly increasing in recreational use. It affords opportunitjj
for all water sports on a grand scale. Recreational facilities
for the
public have been established along the shores of the reservoir and below
the dam. The Charles M. Russell National Wildlife Range (formerly Fort
Peck GameRange) is an important wildlife
recreational
area in the breaks
of the Missouri River along the shores of Fort Peck Lake. Most of the
game range is rugged, scenic, colorful badlands with considerable scrub
pine, juniper, browse and grass cover, which provides habitat for deer,
Plate I.2 indicates the location
antelope, elk and upland game birds.
of available recreational
facilities
on Fort Peck Lake,
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SECTIONIV - HISTORYAND DESCRIPTION
OF FORTPECKPROJECT
IV-A.

Project

History.

studies and design of the
1+-l. General. The preliminary investigations,
Fort; Peck project were accomplished by the Kansas City District
under the supervision of the Missouri River Division and the Chief of
Engineers.
The major portion of the construction of the Fort peck project
was supervised by the Fort Peck District t&ich was organized at the inception
On 1 July 1956 the Fort Peck District was
of construction of the project.
abolished and the office becxme an Area Office under the Garrison District.
On 1 April l?hC, the Garrison District was reduced to an Area Office under
the OmahaDistrict
and Fort Peck became a Project Office under the Garrison
Fort Peck was established as an Area Office under the Omaha
Area Office.
District
on 1 July 1.961 and maintains this status at the present t&e.
Construction of the project was -initiated in 1933, closure of the dam was
made in 1937, and the project was placed in operation for navigation and
flood control in J&938. In 1943, the first unit of the power installation
was placed on the line.
MLh the completion of the second powerplant in
1961, the pro,ject is now operatiny, 5 units with a total capacity of 164,000
kilowatts.
Since 1954 the Fort Peck project has been operating as an inte[;ral unit of the Missouri River main stem reservoir system. The reservoir
formed by the dam has been designated Fort Peck Lake,
4-2,

Project

Authorization_.

for navigation
a . Construction of Fort--- Peck Darnand Lake prtirily
-.-I-and future poxer generatzon was recorinended'by-Flie Chief of Engineers in
report to Congress on the general plan for improvement of the Missouri River
dated 30 Septenbcr 1933 (House Document No. 238, ',73d Congress, 2d Session).
b. Construction of Fort Peck Dam and Lake was approved by the President
of the United States by Executivc Order dated 14 October 1933, as part of
the public works progrxn to provide cmploynent and to stimulate economic
recovery from the depression of the 193Ols.
Construction of the project for navigaticn vtith secondary purposes
C.
of flood control, hydroelectric
power and irri@ ion
was allthorized by the
River and Harbor Act appmved 30 August 1935. (Public Law No. 409, '71&h
ConE;ress).
powerplant was authorized by
d. Construction of the hydroelectric
the River and Harbor Act approved 18 liay 1338 (Pub1ic Law No. ,527, 75th
Congress, 3d Session), Under the provisions of this Act the Corps of
Engineers was au-t;horized to construct and operate the polJcrp1ant and the
Bureau of Reclamation was authorized to distribute
and sell electrical
power not required for the operation of the project.
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e. The 19rc4 Flood Control Act (Public Law No. 534, 78th Congress,
2d Session) mcddfied the original authorizations
to provide for the
operation of the project as a multiple-purpose
reservoir,
and as an
integral unit of the main stem system, for flood control, irrigation,
navigation, generation of hydroelectric
pot=?, and other conservation
uses, including municipal water supply, stream sanitation,
recreation
The 1944 Flood Control Act also authorized
and wildltie
preservation.
construction,
maintenance and operation of recreational. facilities
for
public use in the reservoir area.
Pr
Project Planning
Development of tiie Upper Missouri Basin was
considered by the U. S. Army Engineers as early as 1890 when the Chief of
Engineers ordered that a topographic survey, made under the direction of
Subsequent studies and
the Missouri River Commission, be published.
reconnaissances were actuated by the Flood Control Act cf 15 l;lay 1928,
of
which provided for a detailed study and report of the potentialities
streams in the Missouri River Pasin. A pro,rl;r;lm of field surveys and
reconnaissances, together with studies of recorvds and reports of other
Federal Agencies, was immediately comlenczd. On 27 June 1933, an allotment
of $%I,000 was made by the Chief of Engineer s for a more extensive preliminary
including under,ground exploration of the Fort Peck damsite
investigation,
by core boring s and test pits, a report; by a compstcnt geologist as to
geological feasibility
of constructing a ~;LJI, XI accurate topgraphic
survey of the reservoir .for determining its capacity, and laboratory tests
of so,ils to determine their suitability
for IXX: -in the construction of an
earth filldam.
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The report on the Missouri River and Tributaries
compiled by the
Chief of Engineers dated 30 September 1933 was transmitted to the Speaker
of the House of Representatives by the Secretary of War on 3 October 1933
The report recommended
(House Document No. 238, 73d Congress, 26 Sssion).
that I1 - - - the reservoir at the site o:t' Fort Peck be bu,ilt to the maximum
with such
practicable capacity; (and be operated pr2xuiILy for nwigation,
arrangements for future installation
of po~zr as Ml1 pe~xit the maximum
production of hydroelectric
power consistcn. L with the primary demands of
The
gtxleral
plax 5-x i3povemcnt of the Missouri
navigation - - - -.'I
River contained in the report of the Chief ol" Engineers dated 30 September 1933
i,ncILuded the develcpment of a reservoir hav5.ng a gross storage capacity of
17,000,OOO acre-feet by construction of a &XII at the Fort Peck damsite to
provide a minimum flow of 30,000 c.f.s. at; Yankton~ South Dakota during the
features as outl.ined in the general plan
navigation season. The principl
included the dcamwith a M.&t
of approximxY.:l:J 23-i. feet above the streambed
a~~ normal water surface eJ.ev:ition at E~sv. Z&2 (,m.s.l,); a spillway with
Jour 28-foot dianxter tunnels and an ultimate
capacity of 200,'ooO c.f.s.;
power developent of 4.00,OOOk~.
;
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Extensive investigations,
studies and design of the Fort Peck project
4-5
were commencedin June 1933. A Board of Consultants was appointed to
advise on the design and construction of the major features of the project.
Studies.and design of the major features were not complete at the time of
commencementof initial
cqnstruction.
This necessitated the design to be
accomplished concurrently with construction.
A definite project report
was not prepared for the major features of the Fort Peck Dam and Lake.
project because such reports ?tiere not a requirement at the time construction
was initiated,
and none is contemplated in view of the advanced stage of
project completion, except for the definite project report for the second
powerplant which has been prepared. Details of design studies made by the
Corps of Engineers and the Board of Consultants are contained in the comp.ilation of design memoranda located in the Fort Peck Lake Area Office.
l

4-6. The following is a description of the basic3 of the preliminary design
for the major features of the Fort Peck project.
Later desigrl changes are
discussed in paragraph 4-7.
The following combination of hydrometeorological
a. Spillway.
was assumed.for spillway design purposes:
of freezing

(1) Abnormal precipitation
temperatures.

in September just

prior

factors

to the advent

(2) A severe >titer of continued cold weather accompnied by
sharp thawing periods and abnormal heavy snowfa.ll.
(3) A late spring accompanied by sharp periods of thaw and a
normal amount of precipitation
of sufficient
quantity to consolidate and
saturate the snow blanket, followed by a long sustained period of high
temperatum.
(4) A rainstorm of high intensity,
to synchronize with the period of high-runoff

.

falling in such a manner as
from molting snow.

This study indicated a max:'uflumpeak discharge of 360,000 c&s.
at the I;'oti
?eck damsite under natural conditions would result from the combination of
As a result of
circumstance s assuxed in computing the hypothetical flood.
these studies a spillway wit?1 a dis&arge capacity of 2O7,OOOc,f.s. with
reservoir stage at Uev. 2250 and a discharge capacity of 255,000 c.f.s.
with reservoir stage at Elev. 2253.5 was adopted for design purposes. This
spillxay was considered to be of adequate capacity to meet the conditions
Further studies indicated that for a
of the adopted hypothetical flocd.
Bearpaw shale fozx2tion, vertical lift gates would be preferable as pressure
Sixteen vertical lift Gates, 25 feet high by
could be better distributed.
40 feet wide were found to be necessary.
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b. Outlet Works. The preliminary design of the outlet works of the
Fort Peck project provided for a submerged intake, four diversion tunnels,
emergency gate shafts, main control shafts, outlet portals with emergency
gates provided for each of the four tunnels and main control gates for
the flood control tunnels.
The original desQn for the diversion tunnels
contemplated an inside finished diameter of 28 feet with each tunnel having
a discharge capacity of 30,000 c.f.s.
The tentative final design for the
diversion tunnels as approved by the Board of Consultants on 24 August 1934
provided for a minimum excavated diameter of 32 feet 2 inches and a 21-inch
concrete lining, an inner lining of l-inch steel plate backed by &inches
of grout and a Y-inch thiclmess of concrete inside the steel plate with a
finished inside diameter of 26 feet.
Elevations of the inverts of the
tunnels were established at Elcv. 2030 at the intake and at Elev. 2028 at
the outlet portal.
The elevation of the top of the submerged intake
structure was established at Elcv. 2095.
dam was not complete at the
c. Dam. The design of the earthfilL
inception ofconstruction
of the dam. The dcsign cross section of the dam
approved in Narch 1934 provided for a crest width of 100 feet at Elev. 2270
with a parapet on the upstream side to be constructed to Elev. 2284; a
puddled fill
core and steel sheet pile outoff wall extending above the
bottom of the core to firm shale; gravel toes at the upstream and downstream
toes of the slope; riprap on the entire upstream face of the dam; and slopes
of 1 on 4 above Elcv. 2112 and 1 on 5 below Elev. 2112 on the upstream slope
of the dam and 1 on 8.5 on the downstream slope.
d. Freeboard. In the study for freeboard requirements for the dam
two factors were considered, i.e. (a) the amount of water in the lake that
would be setup due to wind and (b) the hoisht which waves are likely to run
up the water slope. The setup was based on a wind velocity of c?Otiea per
hour, a fetch of 40 miles, depth of water of 160 feet and angle of wind and
fetch of 30 degrees. A wind setup of 2 feet, a wave height from trough to
crest of 14.0 feet and a height of 7.0 feet run-up of the waves was obtained
from the study. The total effect for a pool elevation of 2250 is summarized
as follows:

MaximumPool Level
Rise due to flood
Rise due to wind setup
Rise due to waves
Rise due to wave run-up
on slope of dam
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Feet

E18V. iSl
Feet (M.S.L. )

3i
2.0
7.0
7.0

2250
2253.5
2255*5
2262.5
2269.5

e.

Powerplant No. 1.

of the Fort Peck Powerplant,
(1) General. Following, authorization
studies
were initixted
to detcrby the Act approved i8 Xzrry1932, preliminary
es
and
the
method
by
which
design
and
construcmine the general design featur
On
the
basis
of
the
preliminary
studies
it was
tion would be accomplished.
determined that the design, of the powerplant would provide for an ultimate
hJ.roelectric
generating capacity of three 35,000-h units.
An Architect-Engineer
contract xas awarded
(2) Initial
Des&.
in 1938, for preparato the Harza Engineering
of Chicago, Illinois
_ tion of plans and specifications
for the po>qerplant. The general plans for
poWerplant No. 1 were essenti.aLLy completed by 1933, detatied plans for
the substructure were complete in earb 1940 and remaining plans were
comfieted rin 1741.
(3) Revised Design. The major expansion orl' World War II
industries and military
~MxLl.ations
in the northwestern par% of the United
States rtxxlted in an .immcdiato need for additional electric poller. Consequently it was decided in April 1942 that polre.r@ant iJo. 3, should be
to permit, the installation
ar:d operation of one
completed sufficiently
The prowsed plan of construction included the de35,000 ht generator.
ferral of construction of tht3 surge tanks and other features tlxxt were not
absolutely e sscntial and reduction in the amount of.' rc@..red cr-itical
and chan,yes in design wherever
materials by omissions, substitutions
An Arc~l~.-t,cct-T~n,~~n~~r
contract; was negotiated witi1 t;:r;: Harza
possilolc.
Engineering Companyon 6 Kay 195.2 for the required rcdeQn OL Powerplant
Additionally,
as a result of the war emorZ&xcy, a
No. 1 as modified.
.15,000 IW power uni.t originnlly
destined for Shasta Damwas diverted to
Fort Peck Dam and installed in place of one of the 35,000 k~ units.
Polloxin~
the war, approval m3 received to remove the temporary wartime construction
features.
f,

Power Plant No. 2.

contract was
(I) Preliminary Design. An Architect-Engineer
altar-j& to Erick Floor and Associates, Inc. of Chicago,
Illinois in
and
preliminary
design
of
additional
power
October 1952, for the studies
As
a
result
of
these
studies
it
was
agreed
f;~cilit.A.es at Fort, Peck Dam.
t!:at t!vr desi,qn o.f' the second p>werplaut would provide for the installation
of two h~~droclcctric {;cncratini?, units exh having a rati~lc; of l;i),COO&r.
Description of the studies, design drawj.nc s and propxxed procurement and
construction schedules are included in th p re,port entiLled Pr~1iminar-y
Design Report; for Fort Peck Dam Powerplant tldditional Power %cilities
submitted by Erick Floor and Associates, Inc. in Au@st 1953.
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(2) Final Design. The Architect--Engineer contract for the final
was awarded to
design preparation of cont;act drawings and specifications
in December 1953.
Erick Floor and Assocaites, Inc. 0,f Chicago, Illinois
The Report on the Analysis of Design of Fort Peck Dam Second Powerplant
presents a review of the design of the Fort Peck Second Powerplant and
provides the basic criteria
and other data pertinent to the developent
of the design.
4-7
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Major Departures from the Preliminary

Design Studies..

a. Diversion Tunnels. In order to peltit earlier completion of the
tunnels and comGsing
diversion of the river, the inside finished
diameter of the diversion tunnels was changed from 26 feet to 24 feet
8 inches, the tunnel lining changed to monolithic concrete and the steel
plate lining eliminated in all tunnels, except that portion of Tunnel No.
1 from the main control shaft to the outlet portal.
The plate liner was
installed in Tunnel No. 1 as this tunnel was planned to be used for a
A steel plate liner was also installed from the main
power tunnel.
control shaft to the outlet in Tunnel No. 2 when the second powerplant
was constructed.
b. Sheet Pile Cut-off Wall. In the maximumvalley section, steel
sheet piling was driven to the then unprecedented depth of 163 feet.
Two
different
weights of steel sheet piling were used, the bottom tier of
alternating
7O-ft. and 80-ft. lengths of 3/8-inch web, 23 pounds per foot,
Driving to the
and the top tier of 1/24nch web, 28 pounds per foot.
required depths demanded much experimentation and the principal items of
equipment developed on the job were the 196ft.
high traveling gantry
Design called for grouting into the
crane and the hydraulic spade jet.
interlocks of the steel sheet piling and along the sides of the piling.
It was decided to abandon grouting entirely as no practical way could be
developed to get grout into the interlocks and it was believed unnecessary
to grout alongside of the piling since these spaces were filled with
material washed down from above by jetting of subsequent piling.
Dam. During construction of the dam numerous studies
c. Earth-Pill
and tests were made to determine the stability
of the dam as designed. A
slide that occurred on the right bank of the closure section just before
diversion in June 3.937 initiated
an investigation
and a report was prepared
by the District
Engineer on subsidence, compaction, settlement and other
studies and investigations
were
movements of the dam. Additional stability
made which indicated the necessity of an upstream berm. Plans for the
upstream berm were approved by the Chief of Engineers in August 1937.
Report and Recommendations of the Board of Consulting Engineers regarding
the slide of a portion of the upstream face of the dam which occurred in
September 1938 and the proposed reconstruction
plans were made to the
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District
Engineer in a report dated 2 March 1939. Redesigned cross-sections
of the dam after the slide of September 1938 included revisions to the
downstream slope above elevation 2183. The original slope of 1 on 7.7 was
revised at that elevation to continue with a slope of 1 on 11 to elevation
2227 where, after a 30-foot berm, it was to continue with a slope of 1 on
4 to the top of the dam, elevation 2275.5. The original design for protection of the upstream face of the Fort Peck Dam provided for an 184nch
blanket of gravel upon which was placed a layer of field boulders up to
elevation 2150 and a layer of quarry stone from elevation 2150 -to the
crest of the dam. The addition of the berm to the upstream face of the
dam in 1938 made it necessary to salvage a portion of the rock and gravel
facing between station 30 and station 70, and later the slide of 1938 and
subsequent redesign of the upstream face of the dam necessitated the removal
and salvage of aU. gravel, field stone, and quarry rock below elevation
2162. In the final design of the dam, the rock facing and gravel was
omitted below elevation 2162 as the upstream berm tied into the main fill
at this elevation and slopes upstream at 1 on 50 for approximately 450 feet
and then changed to a slope of 1 on 7 continued to the flood plain.
No
protection was considered necessary on the flat slope below the minimum
pool level of elevation 2162. The final design of the dam provided for
riprap with a gravel filter
blanket above elevation 2162, a crest width
of 50 feet and crest elevation of 2280.5. A roa&my and roadway lighting
were constructed on the crest of the dam. The final design of the maximum
cross-section of the dam as constructed is shown on Plate 13.
As a result of the slide which occurred in a
d. Intake Structure.
portion of the upstream face of the dam on 22 September 1930, an earth
pressure was created, that according to calculations,
would have collapsed
the walls of the cutlet tunnels intake structure if it had been unwatered
under certain conditions.
To compensate for the increased pressure, the
original structure was modified by constructing a 15-foot thick reinforced
concrete wall external to the original front wall, raising both front and
back walls an additional ten feet, raising the end walls to the ultimate
height of the structure with reinforced tKLl.s and a gable top, installing
15-foot thick concrete diaphragms in the intake between tunnels, strengthening
the floor with an additional 5 feet of re.inforced concrete, and constructing
a removable A-frame trash rack on top of the intake structure.
The intake
structure for the outlet tunnels is shown on Plate 13.
0. Pressure Relief Wells. During construction of the dam, piezometcr
pipes wem placed in the dam at various foundation depths and were checked
to deternline the hydrostatic pressure developed in the foundation strata.
When the reservoir reached elevation2171b in the summer of l9/+2 (the highest
to that date), the piezometer readings indicated that hydrostatic pressures
were relatively
high in the porous strata,below the impervious surface
materials along the downstream toe of the dam. In order to reduce these
pressures a system of twenty-one temporary pressure relief wells w-as installed
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downstream from the downstream toe of the dam. In 1746, the twenty-one
temporary relief wells were replaced by seventeen permanent pressure relief
wells.
k-8,

Construction

Histom.

a. General. Principal construction features of the Fort Peck project
consisted of preliminary construction;
the diversion tunnels and outlet
works; the spiUway; the earthfill
dams; the first powerplant and switchyard; and the second powerplant and switchyard.
Sources of inforx&ion
for the resume of constructiion history of the principal features contained
in subsequent paragraphs of this manual include a report in draft form
entitled General History of the Fort Peck Dam available in files in the
Fort Peck Lake Area Office, a report entitled "Fort Peck Dam" revised in
1747, avafible
in the OmahaDistrict
1ibrary and other miscellaneous
documents pertaining to the project.
I

b. Preliminary Construction.
Construction of the Fort Peck Damwas
started on 23 October 1933 when initial
clearing operations were commenced.
Clearing operationc a included clearing the valley upstream and downstream of
the dm so dredges could have access to suitable fill material as w&l. as the
area required for the base of the dam and the gencr~al construction area.
Access road and railroad facilities
including a bridge across the Missouri
River and trackage and trestles for access to the diversion tunnel and spillway work areas, for placing the upstream and downstream gravel and rock toes
of the dam and the riprap on the upstream face of the dam wrc provided. A
sand and aggregate plant erected near the damsite was capable of producing
500 ton3 of finished product per hour. Field boulders required for facing
the upstream slope of the dam were gathered and stockpiled.
Four dredges
and attendant floating plant equipent were built at the site by Government
forces.
A 28'+mile 161&v electrical
transmission line was built from the
Rainbow Falls plant of the Montana Power Company, noar Great Falls, Montana,
to be damsite to supply electrical
energy. Numerous contracts were awarded
for the construction of the town of Fort Peck. The buildings in the townsite
were ready for occupancy in the fall of 1934.
c. Dam. Stripping of overburden from the base of the dam, involving
excavationof
4,153,500 cubic yards wa3 accomplished by contract during the
summer and fall of 1934. lZn December 1935, construction of a cut-off wall of
steel sheet piling: within the limits of the core of the dam was completed by
contract.
Upstream and downstream toes for the dam were constructed with more
than 3,000,OOO cubic yards of gravel ranging from 1/24nch to 6 inches in size.
Dredge placement of the fill
on the dam was started by Govermxent forces on
13 October 1934 by di*edges located upstream of the dam. The dredges were
transferred downstream in June 1937 just prior to the clo3um which was effected
the closure
on 2L+June 1937. All four dredges iannediately started fillby;
section to the height of the fill
on each side of the river channel. The
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total fill
in place at the end of the 1937 dredging season was over 82,000,OOO
cubic yards. On 22 September 1738 a slide occurred and a portion of the
upstream shell of the dcuAmoved out into the reservoir in a swing similar
to that of a gate hinged at the right abutt;Lent. About ~,OOO,OOOcubic yards
of fill were displaced in the slide.
itcconstruction was started immediately
and the cross section of -the dam rcdesigncsd for greater stability.
This
necessitated constructing a berm alon!; the upstream toe. After the slide
it was decided that the construction of tha dam above elevation 2250 would
be by rolled-fill
methods. On 5 Rovembcr 1739 the last hydraulic fill was
placed and the dredges shut'down and ditijronntled. Total hydraulic fi.ll was
methods and completing
122,1'78,000 cubic yard:;. Topping out by rolled-fill.
the upstream slope protxtion
was accor.lplished in 1940. Qy 1946 exprience
records indicated that settlement of the dramhad decreased to such a rate
that the final topping out to a new dusign elsvation of 22803 was accon@lished
and a paved road constructed acmss the d;un. Gross grade 3 wme ccmputed so
that the entire crest of the dam would be at elevation 2280.5 n.s.1. in the
year 2000 if the aettlsicent continued zt the 3ndicated rate.
The paved road, way and lighting across the top of the dzm wc~ completed in 1948.
Initial Spillway
chnnncl excavation was started on
d. sPILLWAY.
20 October 1934. By 5 December 1.735 S.l excavation was complete except for
the protoctivc cover of shale &ich could not be removed until just prior
Initial
concxcte x.x: placed on the spillway approach
to placing concrete.
shb 21 2&y 1335. T*r,.-'C
.."A.&L21~:~ s%.>r';.-,?CT:-c,hz $lr: k;zLz,:; azc cct$.ff tye?r,cl?
under the gate structl,ux iin l&x 3.935. L7~ti:.; 1936 the sp.LLl~ray qproach
slab, and the training walls were cort$leted; the approach channel sidewall
li,ni.ng and the channel floor slab essentially
ccxnplcted; and concrcto placeItic+~vation for the cutoff structure at
ment commencedon all. gats piers.
the downstream end of t!x paved disch:~r~~e channel was started and one concrete
monolith placed during 1736. Spi.l~ay channel, sidewan 1inLng was started
late in the 1936 construction season. During 3.737 the spillway gate strutture including compI&ion of gate pi.ers, highway bridge, service bridge,
of spillway gates
bridge abutments, roadway retaining tJiLl3, installation
and machinery, spillway sidewall channel lininf; to the cutoff structure,
and cutoff structu=
trench excavation were ccapleted and concrete @aced in
the trenches and floor slab of the cul;oi.'f structure and the first lift of the
The channel sidewalls at the
channel sidewalls above the cutoff strxture.
cutoff structure were completed, roads paved, structural
steel pxinted, construction
buildings scr.joved, arx cl.ex:~d up and the sp.iJ.l.~~~ygate structure
accepLed as complete on 7 September NJ8 and the spillway channel accepted
as complete on 1 Septcllber 1938.
Diversion Tunnels, Main Control Gates and
Shafts and Emergency
Control
~?~~~~.con~~en~~~l~~~;~~~~~~ct for the completion of the
aaQa.tts.
of L1;i? ca:wx*gcncy gate shafts and the exczxation
dersion
tunnels, t;hc CXXC~V~~,~OI~
of the main control shafts in ti-~y 1934. CEC to change in design of the tunnels
to pennit closure of the dan in July 193'7, the Covcrnmrnt took over this work
e.

Gates
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on 15 January 1936 and completed the work with Government forces.
The
Government hired labor forces ccsnpleted with excavation of the emergency
gate shafts in July 1936, the excavation of the main control shafts in
November 1936, the outlet structure in May 1937, the tunnels in June 1937
and the intake structure as originally
designed in June 1937. Government
forces also installed the steel lining in tunnel No. 1 which extended from
the main control shaft to the outlet portal.
Following a slide at the east
abutment, the intake structure was reconstructed.
Work commencedon the
reconstruction
in August 1939 and was completed in March 1940. Concrete
work in the gate shafts and foundations; furnishand installing
the
emergency gates, main control gates and associated mechanical. and electrical
equipment; construction of the gate shaft control buildjngs and tistallation
of thr; shaft substation equipment were accomplished by contact.
This work
was commencedin June 1936 and completed in Earth 1941. A diescl.-&ectric
standby generator was purchased by the Government and installed in the
shaft control building by Government forces.
Stop logs for the intake and
outlet portals, stop log lUt3ng beam and intake stop log carrier were
fabricated and assembled by Government hired labor.
f. Powerplants. In September 1941 bids were invited for construction
of Powerplant No. lo However, tne war emergency necessitated concollation
of the plans for construction of the powerplant at that time. V&en need
for additional power became apparent, the War Production bard, in Kzy 1942,
authorized the use of materials to install the 35,000-k-w unit without the
surge tank and the construction of that pzt of the su,xrstructurc
nccessaxy
to house the equipent essential to operation of the generator.
This work
was cnn@l.etcd by contract and the generator placed in service ti July 1943.
Following the war, approval was received of plans to complete Powerplant
No. 1 and to complete the instalMxion
of Unit No. 1 (35,OOO-kw) 2nd to
instaIl Unit No. 2 (15,000~kw). Work started under contract in 1946 and was
cmplcted in 1947. In March 1950 a contract was awarded for the installation
of Unit Xo. 3 (35,000&w) with completion scheduled for late 1951. %.th the
demand for electric powxx- increasing a second powerpl,ant war;3planned to be
constructed at the downstream end of tunnel No. 2. This required lining
tunnel No. 2 with steel downstream from the EL&I contml. shzft as accomplished
in tunnel No. 1 during the original construction,
removal of the Ix-10main
control gate3 from tunnel X0. 2, and modification of tunnel No. 2 at the main
control shaft to use the shaft as a supplemental surge tank. Contl-acts were
awatied in the spring of 1957 for the construction of the second px~ierplant and
its related appurtenant equipment. Two generators wcro in:~tallcd :&th each
having a capacity of f+O,OOOkw. Construction of Powzrplant No. 2 was ossentially
completed ti 1961.
4-9.

Operational

History.

a. General. Impoundment of water in Fort Peck Lake began late in 1937
and the reservoir was regulated primarily for navigation during the initial
Power generation was begun ti July 1943 with
years of the project operation.
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the completion of the installation
of Unit NO. 1. Powsr Unit NO. 2 was
cm@.et& and placed in service in June 1948; Unit No. 3 in December 1951
and Units Nos. 4 and 5 in June 1961 respectively.
Flood control became an
important consideration after closure.
h 1946 and the spring and early
summerof 1947 filling
of tho large carryover
eone of the reservoir was
accomplished. Floods and excess flows during each year's high water season
were stored and the impounded water later released for navigation on the
lower reaches of the river, for generation of hydroelectric
power and for
other incidental purposes. A drawdown to Elevation 2225 by early November
of each year was required to insure adequate storage capacity for the control
of floods which might occur during the ensuing year. In general during this
period requirements were a minimum of 30,000 c.f.s. at Sioux City, Iowa, for
navigation during the open water season and an average minimum release of
about 3,000 c.f.s. at the dam subsequent to the installation
of the second
hydroelectric
power unit in June 1948. Since 1952 regulation of the main
stem reservoirs on the Missouri River has broadened frarn a single reservoir
to a multiple-reservoir
basis.
Initial
filling
of Fort Randall. was started
during FY 1953 in coordinated operation with Fort Peck Lake. During 1956
water was released from storage in Fort Peck Lake to assist in filling
inactive storage zones in Garrison and Gavins Point projects
while maintaining adequate flows for dobmstream purposes. Filling of the Oahe
reservoir to power operating level was accomplished in the early spring of
1962. The closure at Big Bend was made in August 1963 md the 1316Bend
pool brought up to the spillway crest level in February 1964. Fort Peck
Lake is now being operated as an integral unit of the six main stem Missouri
River reservoir system.
b. Pool Elevation of Fort Peck Lake. Recotis of pool elevation of
Peck reservoir began with closure in June 1937. The pool was maintained
below elevation 2100 until construction activities
progressed to the point
that the project was available for flood control and navigation purposes in
July 1940. The pool gradually rose during the following years during the
filling
of the carry-over multiple use zone between elevations 2160 and 2234.
A maximum elevation of 2244.8 was reached in 1948. The pool was then regulated
between elevation
2240 and 2214 until 1953. The pool was drawndown durjng
the next two years to assist in the filling
of Fort Randall and Garrison
projects.
A minimum elevation of 2167.4 was reached in January 1956. During
the following years to 1965 the carqover multiple use storage was refilled.
In M&y 1965 the reservoir rose above elevation 2234, the top of carry-over
multiple use zone. Since that time the reservoir has been regulated to be
between that elevation and maximum operating pool elevation, the normal range
of operating levels.
The pool has been above maximumnom1 operating elevation of 2a6 in 1969,197O and in 1975 when a record maximumelevation of
2251.6 was reached.
Fort

c. Inflows to Fort Peck Lake. During the period of operation of the
Fort Peck project frail the calendar year 1933 through the calendar year 1971
the total yearly inflow varied from ~1minimum of .3,781,000 acre-feet in I?40
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to a maximumof 13,516A,~~~ acre-feet in 19'75. The mean daily inflow varied
from a xninimwn of 190 c.f.s. in November 1955 to a maximumof 119,700 c.f.s.
in June 1953.
d. Releases from Fort Peck Lake. During the period of operation of the
Fort Peck project from 1938 through the year 1975, tixlusive,
the total yearly
release varied from a minimum of 2,812,OOO acre-feet in 1941 to a xnaxjsnumof
The minimum mean daily releases during this
11,389,000 acre-feet in lY&
period varied from 0 in 1940, 1943 and 1944 to a maximm of 54.00 c.f.s.
on 16 July 1975.
The release hydrograph is shown on Plate 14.
Storage of high inflows in Fort Peck reservoir in
Flood Control.
the siring and summermonths during 1938 and from l9&2 through 1953, inclusive,
resulted in substantiti
downstream stage reductions on the Missouri River
during the high water season. The flood control effects of Fort Peck Lake
were particularly
noteworthy in 1Jiarch 19&7, in March-April 1952, and in
in the Upper Missouri
June 1953. Descripti.on of the major floods occurra
River basin above Fort Peck Damduring this period are contained in Sections
11 and X of this manual. The hydrographs on Plate 14 reflect the high inflows experienced during these flood events and the corresponding regulated
releases from the reservoir.
f.

Navigation.
During the period fzxm the calendar year 1940 through
only Fort Peck I&e was available to make releases to provide
navigation on the Missouri River during the open water season doxnstzxam from
Subsequent to 1954
Sioux City, dependent upon t5e w&er supply available,
navigation on the Missouri River has been provided from Sioux City to the
mouth of the Missouri River during the open water season by the Missouri
River main stem reservoir system.
1954, inclusive,

& --Power. Hydroelectric power generation commencedat the Fort Peck
project with the installation
of Unit No. 1, a 35,OOO-kw unit, q&s completed
and placed 5n oFration in June 1948. Unit No. 3, a 35,000~kw unit was
Units Nos. I, and 5,
completed and placed in operation in Decenlber ly5i.
each a 40,000&w unit t-rere completed and placed in operation fin June 1961.
Cross energy generated at the Fort Peck project during the period from
FY 19k4 through FY 1972, inclusive, varied from a minimum of &+,334,63OAwb
in F’Y 1945 with one unit in service to a ma&urn of 1,630,3~O,COO+wh in
FY 19'71 with five units in service.
Plate 14 illustrates
the gross monthly
hydroelectric
power generated at the Fort Peck project.
XV-B. Description

of Dam.

Fort Peck Dam is located at mile 1771.55 (1960 mileage)
4-10. &cation.
on the Missouri River in Valley and McCone Counties, Montana about 10 miles
above the mouth of the Milk River,
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with an
Embankment. The dam consists of an earthfj'l?. embhent
impervious core approximately four mile3 in length including the 24nile
The embankment ha3 a maximumheight of 250.5 feet and a
d-ike section.
The crest elevation of the dam is. at elevation
maximumwidth of lb,900 feet.
228Q.5 feet (m.s.1.) with crest widths of 50 feet on the main dam section and
The dam is a hydraulic fill
type except for the final
on the dike section.
topping out and a section at the end of the dike which is rolled fill.
The
upstream face of the dam is protected from wave action by riprap placed above
Gravel placed in the downstream toe of the dam
elevatj.on 2162 feet (m.s.1.)
stabilizes
the slopes and facilities
drainage at the downstream toe. Seepage
-control is provided by a continuous sheet steel piJ.in,g cutoff m.U located
37.5 feet upstream from the axis of the darn. A system of re.lief wells is
drainage of seepage water
instCalled along the downstrem toe to facilitate
and reduce hydrostatic pressures in the foundtLtion material dotmstrearn from
Detailed description of the embankment is contained in the
the cutoff wall.
Operation and Maintenance Manual for the Fort Peck DamEmbankment. The plan
and maximumsection of the Embankment arc shown on Plate 13.
4-L

Iv-c.

Description

of SPillwaY.

4-12. General. The spillway, located in a natural saddle of the reservoir
rim, about three tiles east of the dam, consists of a partially
lined
approach channel, the gate control structure including the training wall
section, the lined di33hargc ~hankL GZ~ tl:~ *~LLti:ct ~~"th di~ohargo C~XZC~
which cnter3 tthe Missouri River approximately 9 miles below the dam. The
concrete gate structure is sumounted by a highway bridge, a service bridge,
equipent platform, and service walkways. Plan, profile and section of tho
spillway are shown on Plate 13. Spillway discharge rating curves are shown
on Plates 15 and 16.
4-13.

.

Approach Channel.

a. Base Slab and Riprap. The concrete base slab and riprap extend upstream of the gate structure to protect the structures from erosion and to
provide a constant cross section tij3r;ri?ediatnlyupstream of the gate control
The concrete base slab extend3 220 feet upstream from the gate
structure.
control structure and a 2-foot layer of riprap is provided for another 100
feet upstre;lm of the concrete base slab. The approach channel concrete
consist.3 of monoliths, 20 feet by 40 feet except J-&YE irregular shape3 are
The sI..abs arc 3 fc:c t thick with four-by-four
necessary to fit the structure.
coIlam e&ending entirely across the channel underneath each tranoverse constrt.Etioil joitlt.
Tne approach channel side slope3 are concrete linedb. Concrete Walls.
The wLll3 vary from a 310~3 of 1 on 2 to a
for a distance of about 360 feet.
The up&renm ic)6 feet of side
vertical
wall adjacent to the gate structure.
wti was constructed against slopshale cut and the slope changed from 1 on
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1 slope to a vertical t&l at a point approxtiWxly
70 feet upstream fern
the point where it joins the gate structure abutment. A cutoff trench 10
feet deep by 8 feet tide wa3 provided as the up!jtrctun end of the wall and
intermediate cutoff wall.3 three feet deep by four feet tie were provided
at 20-foot centers or beneath each construction joint.
c. Unlined Approach Channel. From the up&ream end of the lined channel
the approach channel is excavated in glacial EL2 and shale. The channel is
trapezoidal in section and has a bottom widt!~ of 820 feet.
The slope of the
side walls is 1 on 1 for shale and 1 on 3 fo? glaciCal till.
The unlined
approach channel is about 1,600 feet in length.
b-11, Spillway
l

Gate Structure.

A total of 467 concrete piles, each 5 feet in
a. Foundation Piling.
diameter and from 30 to 1~0feet deep, provide ~tsbLl.Sy and sliding resistance
The reinforced concrete pilm ax-o spxxd on 18.33~foot
for the structure.
center 1ongitudinalXy and on &foot
centers k~~~ersely
x&h intermediate
' pile3 located at the center of each group of fcxr @es.
b. Cutoff Wall. A reinforced concrete cutoff wU, I.0 foot wids by 30
feet deep, was instant c! beneath the upstrem EC~;;Cof the @s pier fow?dation.
l'hia KLL extends across the channel under* tix rLxb and up tht? side slopes to
elevation 2260 in the form of a k-foot by 124ooJ; reinforced concrete comr.
Tile pier foundation slab monoliths
c. Foundation Slab and Gate Pier.
are approxixztcly 75 feet long, 57 feet xide, rend 12 feet thick and were placed
on a fkndation
of Bearpaw shale, the concrete foundation piling and the concreto cutoff Wall. The 17 gate piers are set in a curved E..nr, and uniformly
Pies No.
speed at 52-foot canters on the cxst lina of the gate structure.
1 and IJo, 17 are considered to be pati of the abutment struc-&res.
Each of
the other pior has a maxkxxm height of 77 fwt,
a width of 12 feet and a
The piers serve to suppo-rt; and provide motu&ing3 for the
len,rth of 75 feet.
16 vertical lift
spillway eatcs and support i;ix~ ;;tcsl service bridge, the
reinforced concrete highway bridge and piers, the machinery platforms and
service walkWays.
Training Wall.
The trakling walls f?o~~mstre,mof the gate structure
d.
can he considerrs4 187-foot e~xtxnsiona of Lhc ~~cI,-Lc
piers and wr?x*cprovided to
elbinatc
turbukncc durin,,cf hiCgh spXl.~wy d-iuch:~s*t:c\s, The tm.ining wC~U.svary
in thickneso from about 11 feet at the @x pier* -Lo l-3.,/2 feet at the downfoot to 22 feet.
The bass slabs
stream end. The height varies from &-l/2
beneath the training walls am four feet thk!C ;ml 20 feet wide. The titer+-~e feet thick and vaFJ from
rr&iate slabs between the tra:'-ni.ng w&k src LkCS
A system of transvoxxo collars was provided beneath
25 to 30 feet in width.
each construction joint.
left

Gate Structure Abutments.
%ds%?6y>ate
strmct~~%e

The celIu.lnr

abut;rrcMx on the right and
about 123 fact long by 75 feet wide and

consist of a thick base slab supported by 46 concrete piles, a relatively
thick back slop slab, a number of &foot
thick crosswalls,
two piers, and
a section of ch,annel~~aKL whi.ch in effect is a modified pier with a curved
nose section on the channel side containing
the gate slot3 and castings.
A cutoff collar 4 feet wide by 12 feet deep was constructed
along the upstream
edge of the abutment structure
up to elevation
2262.
The bridge abutment3 retain the highway and
f. Bridge Abutments.
railroad
approach fi=d
support the highway bridge,
service bridge, and
control house.
The abutments consist of a group of indcpzndent
but adjoining
counterforted
retaining
OQU. structures
on slab footing3
at different
elevations and form a continuous wall around three sides of the approach fill. for
the highway and railroad
bridges,
(railroad
bridge for stop log car).
Each
abutment is about 1'71 feet long, 75; feet long, 75 feet wide, and 45 feet high
except for the left abutment which has the control structure
bui3.t into it.
The base of each abutment adjoins the upper pertion of the gate substructure
abutment at elevation
2262 wh;i,ch 13 about eight feet below the top of the
access road.
The lb vertical
lift
spillway
gate3 are exh 25 feet
g. Spillway Gates.
high by 40 feet; tide.
The gates are electrically
oprated
and CSI be i.xXtiduaUy
coxtroLl.ed frox the s!-:rvi.~e bridge.
Selective operation
of a19 gate3 is acccmpIiished from the control house at the ~:est end of tne gate structum.
Spillway
Rating Curves are shop on Plates 15 and 14.
land discharge channel

The concrete-lined
channel is about 1&CO ftrjet long
a. Channel Slab.
~ar~v.ing in tridth from about '700 feet at the end of the training
x&L section
to 120 feet at the downstrc,a end of the cutoff structure.
The floor s3.ab of
the concrete 1Lined discharge chzzuKI. varies from 2.33 feet to 1+.0 fee-t; thick,
The floor slob monoliths are 2&fe;1; wide in the longitudL~1
direction
of the
channel and ~,:encr&ly 30 or 40 feet wide :in the transver;3c djrec,t:~oT~. Collars
with a bottom width of 4 feet and 1 on I side sJ.opes varying in depth from
5.33 feet to 'I.33 feet from the top of the chatmel floor slab were provS.dcd
Drain this was proy.6Jed below the collars under transverse
at each joint.
,joints connecting to the main long.ittrdinal
drain installed
in a trench along
the center lti~c at a depth of 10 feet below the top of the floor slab.
'!!hc slab-chzx&L
oralls are shout 490
feet
b. Lined Channel Walls.
9ong and ex%Gnd from i:.ho celluIl;tr
~.l3- at -the Gate structure
to the cutoff
structure
at the downstream end. The waU3 consist of a cantilever
base, a
sloping slab wall and an &-foot vertic.aI. section.
A parqxt
walI., foul* feet
Z.;;h by two feet thick sttzxounts the ~111s. 33e cantficver
slab varies from
2.33
feet to 7 feet in thj.&ne=33.
T’he sloping; slab walls .X-C on a 1 on 1
slope and vary from three to sir. feet in thicbrless with cutoff coU.ars varyin depth from 2 to 3.5 fer3t below the s.lab and a,mced evcq~ 20 feet,
The
vertical
section of w.U is about eight feet high and seven feet wide at the top.
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A cellular reinforced concrete cutoff structure
C. Cutoff Structure.
is provided at the do>nlstream end of the lined discharge channel. The cutoff
structure extends appraimately
70 feet below the channel floor and has wide
wing Fmlxs to prevent scour on the sides of the channel. The reinforced
concrete walls of the cellular structure are 8 feet thick and the natural
The main part of the cutoff structure
shale left in place between the walls.
which spans the channel is 95 feet in width mrallel
to the channel. and 229
feet normal to the channel. Each wingwall branches off at a &degree angle
and is 260 feet long by 71 feet wide.

Stilling Basin. Irrcmediately downstream of the cutoff structure the
__
channel has been enlarged and deepened by erosion and this area now serves
as a natux*al stilling
basin to dissipate the energy created by the high
The initial
deepening of the channel appears
velocity spillway discharges.
to have stabilized
at a depth of about 25 feet below the end of the lined
channel. This deep scour area slopes upward and intersects the original
excavation line about h50 feet downstream from the end of the lined discharge
channel. The sections immediately downstream of the lined channel indicate
the deepest scour is in the center of the channel and it i;rlopes upward to
each side at a slope of about 1 on 6 or flatter.
k-16.

4-17
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Unlined Discharge

Channel.

CL. ExcavatedPortion.
Doxnr;tream of the cutoff structure the spillway
channel IUYLS
excavated through the shale bluffs to the river flood plain.
The
unlined channel tms trapezoidal in cross section with 1 on 2 side slope3, a
bottom width of 130 feet and a flat grade at elevation 2010 m.s.1. Since
operation of the spillway, erosion and deposition have altered tho original
shape and grade of this unlined Far-Lion of the spillway.
The unlined channel originally
terminated at
b. Unexcavated Portion.
Jusi; prior to the operation of the Fort Peck spillway a
the flood~&.n.
The initial
pilot channel about 10 feet in width was excavated to the river.
controlled releases Era the spillway soon enlarged the channel until it could
accommodate the maximum required releases.

4-18. Spillway Movement.

Novement obsemations covering a period of over
25 years &!&ates
there has been substantial movement of the spillway
The movencnts which arc3 of serious concern in the Fort; Peck spillstructure.
-WIYare differential
movements taking place in localized al'r3as. The record
of movemont to date indicates the differential
movement in localized areas
will continue in the future,
This Lype of movement has caused only slight
apparent stmctural
damage to date, however, conttilued movement w.U. cventuaLLy
result in structural
damage and possibly complete destruction of sections of
the spillway.
IbIovenent observations indicate that the entire gate structure
of the spillxay had risen about 0.2 foot prior to 19,!$+with some additional
rebound since that date; appreciable differential
movement has occurred in
the gate structure area; consolidation of the fill
in the spillway bridge
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abutients has caused the intermediate wall at both abutments to settle and
shift laterally;
movement of the spillway channel. paving and sidewalls and
roadway retaining wall has occurred; and there has been considerable erosion
at the downstream end of the lined discharge channel. Detailed description
of the results of movement observations are included in reports entitled
ltReport on Fort Peck Spillway Movement Survey dated 1 July 1947 and Ittip%
on Spillway Hovement Observations, Fort Peck Dam dated September 1962.
Repairs to the Fort Peck Spillway made to date include the replzeoment
of the intermediate walls of the spillway bridge abutments in I-949 and 1350
with wa,lls supported by piling; provision of an expansion joint to allots
independent movement of the approach slab an.3 the gate pier structure, and
repair ox' the construction joint between gate structure ‘and trainin
traal.1
Detailed description of these joint repairs are contained 511the
slabs.
f Concrete Pier Base and Approach Slabs at Fort
History of Reconstruction oA
Peck Spillway - Fort Peck, Montana1' and in Design MemorandumNo. NPP-106
entitled Spillway Gate Structure Downstream Joint Repair" dated February 1964.
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to determine factors causing the differential
it-20. Studies and investigations
movement include geological and foundation surveys, laboratory an&&s
of shale
samples, time movement studies, significant
crack surveys, plastic f1.o~ analysis,
slab raplaccrnent study, drainage system study and exper.imsnL~l gr:trlL~,~: plans.
D&ailed descriptions of these studies and investigations
are cont;Gncrl in
Rehabilitation
Design Memorandum!?a. X?'P+-lO>3
cnti",lcd Spillway
June 1965.
IV-D.

Description

of Outlet Works and PowerPlants.

Tunnels. The Fort Peck Dam outlet release system consists of four
k-21. -the emergency control shafts, the m:~!n control
tunnels, the intake structure,
shafts and the outlet structure.
The tunnels are spaced 5.25 feet cznter to
center at the intake and the control shar*ts and fan out to 195 fed con-&r
-to center at the outlet.
The tunnels vary in length; the length of tunnels
Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 5653 feet, 6355 feet, 6615 feet alld 721&Ofeet rcspectively and bypass the dam through the right abutment. Tunnels 1 ;?nd % are
used to supply water to the power units and tunnels No. 3 and 1, are used for
The four tumcla
flood control purpose s and to supplement downstream flows.
are reinforced concrete lined, with steel liners installed downstream f'rom the
control si-nfts in tunnels Nos. 1 and 2. The Finished inside diitwr,etors of
.tunnels TJo. 1, 3 and 4 ale 24 feet 8 inches. Tunnels No. 2 has ‘an inside
finished diameter of 24 feet (3 inches upstre;ur, from the control shafts and
22 feet 4 inches inside diameter dopmstream Lisa the main control shaft.
The
plan and section of the tunnel system are shown on Plate 13. The dizchak*ge
rating cuwo for the outlet tunnels is shown on Plate 17.
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The intake is a submerged type reinforced concrete
h-22. Intake Structure.
structure located at the upstream e&of
the flood control and power tunnels.
The intake structure has a length of 517.5 feet, a width of 57 feet and a
The structure is divided into four individual water
height of 65 feet.
intake chambers by three cross walls each 15 feet thick.
Each chamber is
equipped with rmovable steel trash racks. The inlet of the intake and the
base of the trash racks are at elevation 2095.0. The intake floor at the
tunnel ptxtals is at elevation 2030.0. Slots and guides are provided for
installing
stop logs to petit
unwatering the tunnels.
Emergency and main Control Shafts. The control gates for the tunnels
arc located near the-s
of the dam and me housed in reinforced concrete
shafts which extend umti
to ground level where a reinforced concrete
structure houses the gate opera%ing machinery. In each tunnel there are both
an emergency shaft and a main control shaft.
The emergency control shafts
are '71 feet 9 inches upstream from the mi.n control shafts and consist of a
reinforced concrete shaft and building, emergency gates, and hoisting equipapproxtitely
31, feet
ment. The eIzergency control shafts are rectangular,
by 17 feet in outside dimensions, are divided into two gate passages with
inside dimensions of 7 feet by 12 feet 1 inch. Each tunnel has two @-ton
vertical lift
tractor type emergency gates which are 11 feet 6 Slchos wide
and 22 feet high. The main control shafts are located just upstream from the
axis of the dcvn and consist of a transition
section, a reinforced concrete
sh,aft, control buil&ng,
control gates and gate hoist machinev .i.nstalled in
tunnels b!os. 3 and 4, overhead crane and miscellaneous oprators'
facilities.
The main control shaft consists of a circular waterway 50 feet in diameter
with an inner tower having an inside diameter of 28 feet 1 inch and an orifice
having an inside diameter of 24 feet 8 inches. Tunnels Nos. 3 and 4 have 2
cylindrical
main control. gate s installed in each of the main control shafts.
The upper main control gates are installed at elevation 2165 and the lower
min control. gates at elevation 2085. Each of the main control gates has a
diameter of approximately 28 feet and height of 12 feet.
Tunnels Nos. 1 and
2 which are used as power tunnels are controued at the powerhouse and the
rrain control shafts in these tunnels serve as auxiliary
surge tanks.
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The tunnels discharge into a stilling
pool which is
Outlet Structure.
downstream from the dam embankment and is adjacent to the downstream riverbed.
The stilling
pool Is yrotoct~~~~by reinforced concrete retaining wdl.3, training
The retajning val~3 etiend
walls, outlet portals, base slab and baffle piers.
along the right and left sides of the outlet channel and between the outlet
900 feet long, the left
port&l3 * The right retAni.ng t~jLl is approxtitely
retaining wall 660 feet long and the retaining wall between po&,d3 is 305.4
feet long. The retaixing walls var;r .in heif<ht from 33.17 feet to 43.17 feet.
The outlet portals connect tunnels 110s. 3 and 4 to the outlet channel and
consist of a barrel section, port&transition,
portal wall and stop log guide
Powerplants
Yes.
1
and
2
are
located
downstream
from the poStah of
slots.

4-a*
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tunnels Nos. 1 and 2 respectively.
The penstocks for the powerplants are
connected to tunnels Nos. 1 and 2 at the prtals.
Training walls extend
out about X0 feet into the outlet channel from the south side of each
portal (except No. 1). The discharge channel is about 1200 feet in length
with a maximunt Mdth of 550 feet.
Paving in the discharge channel consists
of a 3-foot thick reinforced
concrete slab with a IO-foot wide and 37-foot
deep cutoff wall at the downstream end of the paving,
Dotastrem
frown the
cutoff wall cast concrete blocks, approximately
6 feet by 6 feet 3 inches,
have been placed for a distance of about 25 feet in lieu of paving.
The
discharge channel slab is at elevati.on 2026.83 wMch is approximately
6 feet
below the 7.0~ range of taillgater
elevations.
Forty baffle piers have been
‘placed at the dovmstream end of the lined discharge chanuel to reduce kinetic
energy and to direct the outflow toward the left bank. The baffle piers are
made of reinforced
concrete and are 12 feet lone; with the widths varying
from 7.08 feet to 9.42 feet and the heights from 10 to 12 feet.
Complete
detailed
d?:;cr.Q,tion s of the various features of the outlet works are contained in tie Qeration
and Maintenance Manual for the Fort Peck Outlet
Works. The plan, profile
and section of the Outlet Works are shown on
Plate 13.
powerplant No. 1

a. General Features.
Potrerplant No. 1 is on the left bank of the dis263 feet downstream
charge ch,xnllc.l. with the centci* line of units approximately
features
of the powe@ant include
fro;l the p7tin.7. of Tunnel 1Jo. 1. Pri,rcilu;ll
three pcnci;oc:-:s ezL?nding from a wye branch at the outlet end of tunnel No, 1
to the surge tanks; an enclosed surge tank section that houses three interCOMHYtd
surge
tar-&; a generator section that houses the generators,
turbines,
cc;ltrol
room and related equiFr,ent;
the three draft tubes that
carry turbine outfIons to the tailrace;
and the outdoor substation
and switchThe !;oilcratintg facilities
include one l~,@OO-kw and t>m 35,000~kw
yard.
turbine-driven
:;enerators and associated control and switching
equipent.
Detailed dc~cription
of Po~rplant
N!J. 1 is cosltained in the? Operation and
Kaintenancc lia.\lual for Fort Peck Powerplant No. 1. Plans and Sections of
Powerplar-k Rc, 1 are shown on Plate 18. Powerplant tailwater
rating curves
and Potrcrplant characteristic
curves are shown on Plates 19 and 20 respectively.
to Powerplant No. 1
b. -Penstocks and Surge Tanks. I;later is s:&..ied
by a Z&f'oot; G-inch I.D. steel penstock connected to the steel liner .-Ln
tunnel. No. .1.at the portal.
Apuroxinlrttely
50 feet do-mstrc;ul from the portal
of tunnel I!o. 1 a wye branch divides tne flow into two l&-foot
I.D. penstocks
supplying
uriits Nos. 1 and 3 and an U-foot
I.D. penstock supplying
Unit No. 2.
Each of the pcl:stocks is provided wiLh a butterfly
valve and surge tank.
The
three surge tanks a-~? enclosed in a structure
94.5 feet by l.kL, feet by 271
feet I&;h.
The surge tank for each unit is approximately
1~0 feet in diameter
elevation
v/i.th the low po.i.d of the henlis&erical
bottoLq at a proximately
2j.20 (ru.s.1.) and the top at elevation
22G8 (m.s.1. P , Penstocks for Units
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Nos. 1 and 3 have
has an approximate
three surge tanks
pipes at elevation

risers approximately 11 feet in diameter and Unit No. 2
8-foot diameter riser connecting to the surge tanks. The
are interconnected by a total of six s-foot I.D. equalizing
2162 and 2180 (m.s.1.).

c. Powerhouse. The powerhouse consists of three generator bays and an
erection bay, and also contains office space, control room, public reception
lobby, observation balcony, machine shop, and all necessary water treatment,
facilities.
The substructure has
sewage treatment, heating and ventilating
an overa
length of 186 feet 6 inches and the transverse width exclusive of
-the surge tank base is 76 feet.
The substructure of the powerhouse and surge
tank structure are constructed as a single monolith in order to eliminate the
possibility
of differential
settlement.
The height of the substructure is
42 feet above the low point of the draft tubes. The control room, cubicles,
offices, machine shop and station service fat-tiities
are located in the surge
tank base immediately adjacent to the upstream side of the powerhouse. The
powerhouse superstructure is of reinforced concrete and structural
steel
construction and has a length of 186 feet 6 inches and a transverse width
The height of the superstructure is approximately 62 feet above
of 61 feet.
the turbine room floor.
Three hydraulic turbines of the vertical shaft, singled. Turbines.
runner, Francis type, lrith plate -steel scroll cases are installed in the
powerhouse. Unit No. 1 and Unit No, 3 turbines are rated 50,000 hp at 170
Unit No. 2 turbine is rated
feet net head and operate at 128.5 r.p.m.
20,000 hp at 140 feet net head and operates at 164 r,p.m.
Governors are of
the isochronous, oil hydraulic-conventional
type capable of full-opening
or
full-closing
time of 6 seconds.
Generators. The generators installed in powerplant No. 1 include
6. ------CCL
one 15,000&w and two 35,OOO=kw, j-phase, 6Scycle, 13.8&r, wye-connected,
class B insulation for normal temperature rise of 60 degrees C. and rated
Speeds. of Units No. 1 and 3 are 128.5 rp and speed
at 0.90 po?rcr factor.
The generating units are enclosed, forced air
of Unit No. 2 is 164 rp.
cooled, with waste heat used to heat the generator room and surge tank enclosures.
Each generator has a direct-connected
exciter permanently connected
to the generator field, a pilot exciter, and a high speed voltage regulator.
&in generator protective system includes a neutral reactor and circuit
relays, ground detector,
broakor, surge protective eyuirznent, differential
resistance tenpcrature detector and overspeed protection for each unit.
The tailrace for Powerplant No. 1 is paved reinforced
f. Tailrace.
concrete for a distance of 100 feet downstre,un from the powerhouse, and slope3
upward to join the concrete paving of the discharge channel for the outlet
works. The surface of the tailrace paving is level at Elevation 2010.62 at
the ends of the draft tubes and slopes upward to Elevation 2026.83 where it
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joins the discharge channel paving. The width of the tailrace floor slab
varies from 130 feet at the upstream edge of the ends of the draft tubes
to 146 feet at the downstream edge, the width increasing on the left side.
Slope paving connects the tailrace floor slab to the retaining walls on the
aides of the tailrace at Elevation 2026.83.
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Powerplant No. 2.

a. General Features. The powerhouse is located to the right of the
tailrace for Powerplant No. 1, with the center line of units approx%natel.y
-350 feet downstream from the portal of tunnel No. 2. Principal. features of
the poprerplant include two penstocks extending frcm a wye branch at the
outlet end of tunnel No. 2 to the surge tanks; and enclosed surge tank
structure that houses two %nterconnected surge tanks; a generator section
that houses the generators, turbines, erection bay, switchgear, oil
storage and purification
facilities
and other equipment; two draft tubes
that carry turbine discharge to the tailrace ; and tho outdoor substation
The gcneratinp: facilities
include two 40,000~kw turbineand switchyard.
driven generator- 3 and associated control and switching equi.pent.
Detailed
description of Powerplant No. 2 i.9 contained in the Cperation and &intenance
Manual for Fort Peck Powerplant No. 2. Plans and Sections of Powerplant
No. 2 are shown on Plate 18. Powerplant tailwater
rating curve and Powerplant characteristic
curve"3 arc shown on Plates 19 and 20 respectively,
b. Penstocks and Surge Tanks. Water is supplied to Powerplant No. 2
by a 22-foot 4-inch I.D. Steel &<stock connected to the steel liner in
tunnel No. 2. Approximately 95 feet downstream from the portal of tunnel
No. 2 a wye branch divides the flow into two I.+foot 1105/8 inch I.D. penstocks supplying Unita Nos. 4 and 5. Each of the penstocks is provided with
a butterfly
valve and surge tank. The two surge tanks are enclosed in a
structure 73 feet 3 inches by 155 feet 4 inches by 190 feet high. The surge
tank for each unit is appro=cimatoly 65 feet in diameter, with the low point
of the hemispherical bottom at Elevation 210'7.5 (m.s.1.) and with the top
at Elevation 2237 (m.a.1.).
Each penstock has a 13-foot I.D. riser connection to its surge tank. The two sur,g? tanks are interconnected by two 8-foot
I.D. equalizing pipes with center lines at Elevations 2158 and 2230 (m.s.1.).
c. Powerhouse. The powerhouse consists of two generator bays and an
erection bay. Tilegenerating units arc on 560foot centers and the erection
bay is 52 feet and 3 inches wide. The overall length of the substructure
is 1.86 feet and 6 inches, and the transverse width, excluding the base of
the surge tank structure is 83 feet.
The substructure of the powerhouse
and surge tank base are constructed as a single monolith in order to eliminate
the possibility
of differentiLL
settlement.
Equipment rooms, the carbon
dioxide fire protection system, heating system and ventil.at:i.ng systems are
located in the base of the surge ta& structure.
The height of the substructure above the low point of the draft tubes is approximately 48 feet.
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The superstructure is of retiorced
concrete and structural
steel construction and has a length of 185 feet and 6 inches and a transverse width of
68 feet and 8 inches. The height of the superstructure is approximately
62.5 feet above the turbine room floor.
Two hydraulic turbIncs of the vertical shaft, single
d. Turbines.
runner, Francis type, with plate steel scroll case are installed in PowerThe turbines are rated 55,000 hp (at best gate) at 170 feet
plant No.2.
net head and operate at 128.6 rp.
Govcrr,ors are of the isochronoua, oil
hydraulic conventional type capable of full-opening
or fulLcl.osing
time
of 5 seconds.
The generators are 1JI,OOO-kw, 3-phase, 60 cycles,
8. Generators.
13.8&v, ~~e-ccnnected 128.6 rpm, class B insulation for normal temperature
Provision is made for
rise of 60 degrees C and rated at 0.95 power factor.
alternative
control of the two genernting units from the control room in
Powerplant No. 1 or frcnl the turb.ino ~OCXIin Powerplant No. 2. The generating
units are enclosed, forced air cooled, with waste heat used to heat the genEach generator has a directerator room and the swgc tank enclosures.
connected exciter pzm;mcntly connected to the generator field, a pilot
MG.n gcncrator protective
exciter, and a higil speed voltage regul;rtor.
system includes a net&z-al reactor ancj circui.t breaker, djfferential
relays,
ground detector, resistance temperature detectors and over speed protection
for each unit.
'I?+ tajjlrace for Powerplant No. 2 is 120 feet tide and
f. Tajlrace.
is paved reinforced concr&e for a distzllce of 120 feet downstream from the
pavj_ng is lavel at the ends of the
powerhouse. The sur'~acc of the tailsam
draft tubes and slolxs ulsl;rard to where it joins the concrete paving of the
discharge chanfiel for the outIl.et works. A tra:ining wall is located on the
left 3ide of the tailrace in order to mGiitai..n minimum tailwater at Elevation
The right training w&L is an extension of the
2032 with one unit oper;Lting.
train&g wall located on the l.eft side of the portal of Tunnel No. 3. Slope
paving connects the tailrace floor slab to the train5ng wall on the right
side of the tailrace.
The switchyard for Powerplant No. 1 is an outdoor
s
type and is located southwest of the first powerhouse and to the left of the
InstaJ.lstiorls located in svli.t&yaH No. 1 include the 13.8~ICV bus
tailrace.
stmcture,
a 50,000~kva 161&v substation; 3 25,000~kva 69-h substation
and switchyard; a 15,UOCMcvall5-kv substation, a 50,000~kva 115-4~ aubstation and a ll5-kv stitchyard;
a l,WO-ha 33&v substation and a 4,160
volt project substation.
Power transfoz:lers are 1~.8-kv delta connected
on the low side and grounded wye on the high side.
-27
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4-28. Stitchyard No. 2. The s:&.tchyard for Powerplant Uo. 2 is an outdoor
type and is located to the right and adjacent to the second powerhouse.
Equipment in Switch~ard Ho. 2 inCludC?Z the main power transformers for
Units Nos. 4 and 5, a system interconnccLin,g autotransformer,
high voltage
IV-22

busses, circuit breakers, disconnects, coupling capacitor, li$htning arresters
The generating voltage of Powerplant No. 2 is
and instrument transformers.
stepped up to 230-h by two 3-phase 36/&S mva main power transferTiers located
%,?O-kvoverhead
in %itchyard No. 2. The switchyard provides for one initial
line (Fort Peck-Dawson County Transmission Line), a future 230&v overhead
line, and also, a 3-phase 230/11fj-l3.8-kv
sysWa interconnectln~ auto-brasformer, rated 40/53.3/66.7 kva with a tie line to switchyard No, 3. to provide
means for interchanging potter between Powerplant No. 2 and Powerplant No. 1,
Power transformers and autotransfo.rrners are 13.8&v delta corlncctec\ on the
low side and grounded wye on the high side.
Description
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of Reservoir.

General. The reservoir foMned by the For-t Peck Dam proviclos a maxa
stora~e~f18,900,000
acre-feet at elevation 2250 with a norwl operating
m~im1.131
storage of 17,900,OOOacre-feet at elevation 2246 and a XLnjm.un storage
of 543,000 acre-feet at elevation 2095, the elevation of the it-&L to the
The reservoir at elevation 2250 has an ;qproxti%te
tunnel titake structure.
lengt'n of 134 miles, a maxinnxn width of 16 miles, a shoreline of 1,600 miles,
a surface area of 247,000 acres and a maxjrnur~~
depth of 220 feet.
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Area Capacity ---Data. Area and Capacity Curve3 and Tables for the Fort
4-30
Peck Reservoir are shown on Plate No. 21.
l

The storage a.Uoc:-tt:ion in the Fort Peck Lake
4-31. Storage --Allocations.
is based on interim aLLTc;tions pending compl&i.on of the compr&e~w~ve
allocation
studies of the total system storaaz as described in Section V of
the Master mANual. The allocation of storage in the Fort Peck Lake with
corresponding elevai;ions and storage zones is shown as follows:
Elevations
M. s.1,.
Exclusive Flood Control
blood Control& &Xipl.e
Use
Carry Over Iilultiple Use
Inactive

2246-2250
2234-2a+6
2160-2234
2030-2160

Total Storage
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storage
Acrc3-Rx t
1,000,000
2,~co,oco

10,900,000
4,300,coo

Accumulation of sediment within Fort Peck Reservoir
Aggradation.
is evidenced by progressive delta growths at the confluence of the prevafiing reservoir pool levels and each contributing
stream. The growth of
individua.I. delta formations is variable depending upon the pool elevation
and the sediment production from each contributing
stream. The 1972
resurvey indicates an annual sediment depletion rate of 18,600 acre-feet
with an average density of 60 pounds per cubic foot for the period 1937472.
A limited redistribution
of the deposited material may occur in each delta
area dur to local channel slope adjustment and scour whenever the reservoir
reaches lower operating levels for significant
periods of time. The location
of the aggradation ranges are shown on Plate 22.
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Degradation.
Since Fort Peck Dam entraps all upstream contributed
--sediment, the downstream river remains relatively
free of suspended sediment
until the Milk River and other tributaries
introduce their irxIivi.dual load
As the finer sand particles in the
contributions
into the main stem flow.
streambed are gradually entrained into suspension from between the larger
I sand or gravel particles and transported downstream, a gradual lowerjng or
degradation of the channel occurs. This degradation wXL continue at a
diminishins rate until the bed surface becomes sufficiently
covered, or
armored, lrith particles whose size, shape and position resit further movement by prevailing maximum flow conditions.
After this ttie the dapadation
trend wi!! remain relatively
static until higher flow conditions suPficiently
rearrange or disturb the armor4 bed surface to induce further particle
1Qsses or such a disturbance is zrtifXcial3.y
introduced to acceILstr,ztc degradation.
At the present time, several natural clay and shale outcrops cause
local controls which augment this armoring process to further curtail the
rate of degradation.
The degradation rate for a flow of 10,000 c.f.s.
during the period 19384963 at the USGS7 mile gage, located at River Mile
1766.0 (1960 mileage), has averaged 0.21 feet per year. The powerhouse tailwater rating curves have rcmaincd relatively
constant for the past several
years because of the control exerted by the concrete tailrace apron and
The location of the degradation ranges are shown on Plate 23.
baffles.
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Land Acquisition.
The land acquired for the construction of the Fort
Peck Dam and Reservoir include a total of 590,084.29 acres which was acquired
prior to 1 January 1943. The total land acqui=d is summarized as follows:

167,704.62 awes,
1$22,063.97 acres,
the
-310.70
acms,
5?O,OS&.29 acres,

fee
transferred from the U. S. Department of
Interior
(Public Domain)
easement
total area acquired prior to 1 January 1943

Land within the reservoir was acquired to elevation 2250 (m.s.1.) from Fort
3 miles
Peck Dam to River Mile 1863 (1960 mileage) which is appmtinately
below the mouth of the Musselshell River in Section 13, Township 20 North,
Range 30 East. Land was acquired to elevation 2270 (m.s.1.) from River
M5J.e 1863 (1.960 mileage) to River Mile 1931.8 (1960 mileage).
The upstream
limit of the land acquired is in Sections 5 and 6, Township 22 North, Range
23 East. Iand was acquired to elevation 22'70 above River Mile 1863 due to
the flatness of the terrain within the area and the effect of high backwater
from flooding which may be caused by ice jams on the Musselshell and Missouri
River where these streams flow into the reservoir;
Iand acquired was taken
to the nearest practicable land subdivision above the criteria
elevations
of 2250 and 2270 and is sholrrn on Drawings FP 31-l to FP 31-4, i.ml (4 sheets).
These drawings are available in the Fort Peck Lake Area Office.
4w35.

Reservoir Development.

Master Plan. The original Master Plan for Reservoir Development at
the Fort Peck project was approved on 28 April 1947 and has served as a guide
for developent since that date. Design MemorandumMFP-1OsCupdated in
August 1965 is the Master Plan for comprehensive reservoir development at
the Fort Peck project prepared by the &aha District
in accordance with instnlctions
contained in EN-1130-2-302. The objective of the updated Mster
Ptin is to present a description ofthe existing public and smi-public
facilities
and a comprehensive program for additional public use facilities
to meet anticipated needs in the foreseeable future.
h. Fish and WiLdlife Resources. The Charles M. Russell National
Wildlife Range (formerly the Fort Peck GameRange), which consists of
approximately l,OOO,OOOacres, surrounding the reservoir, was created in 1936
by Executive Officer. The game range Lands are reserved for the developent
of natural wildlife
resources and for the protection and improvement of public
The lands were withdrawn from
grazing lands and natural forage resources.
settlement, sale or entry, however, they may be used subject to specific
The Fish
hunting and fishing.
approval for mineral, oil and gas exploration,
and Wildlife agencies together with the Bureau of Iand &nagcmcnt recognized
the need for public use developments due to the lack of such facilities
in
the vicinity,
and have coopercated in the development program, The reservoir
area supports abundant wildlife
and various species of fish.
.

c. Access Roads. The recreation areas on the north shore near the
vicinity
of the Fort Peck townsite and the dam are served by State Highways
24 and 249 leading in from east and west and Federal Highway 2 running
Recreation areas along the east
through Glasgow, Nashua and Wolf Point.
shore of the Big Dry Creek Arm of-the reservoir are served by State Highway
2l+. Areas along the south shore of the main reservoir are served by county
gravel and dirt roads leading in from the town of Jordan and State Highway
200. U. S. Highway 191 running north and south between Malta and Lewistown

*

crosses the reservoir approximately
terminus of the reservoir area.

5-l/;? miles southeast of the western

Fort Peck hko presently provides an
d. Recreational Facilities.
outstanding public use resource in the State of Montana. It is the largest
Its rugged badland background offers an
expanse of water in the state.
unusual scenic attraction.
The climate and topography combined with the
fish and wildlife
in the area are favorable factors for providing outdoor
public use facilities
for boating, water skiing, s w%nrning, fishing, winter
sports, picnicking, camping and sightseeing.
Facilities
already constructed
are located at Fort Peck, Hell Creek, James Kipp Park, Rock Creek, The Pines,
Turkey Joe, the recreational areas below the dam, and at the Bear Creek and
Devils Creek fishing camps. The state has leased and maintains Hell Creek,
James Kipp Park and Rick Creek recreation areas. Significant drawdown of
the reservoir affects the physical use of the recreation areas and results
in adverse public reaction.
Boat ramps have been constructed at eight
recreation areas around the reservoir.
The top and bottom elevations of
these boat ramps are listed below:
LAKE FORTPECKBOATRAMPELEVATIONS
Elevation,
I&

Recreation Area
Fort Peck
#l

Ft. M&L.
Btton

2z+9.l

2240.9

#2

2249*3

2239,4

Hell Creek

2250.9

2237.5

JaMEs Kipp

2267.6

2253.2

2251.1

2240.6

The Pines

2252.0

2239.0

Turkey Joe

2245.5

3.31942

Downstream

2036.0

2032.1'

Dredge Cuts

2o49J

2035.8

Rock Creek

-

downstream Areas
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Detailed description of the existing dovelopmcnts and planned improvements
for the public use areas are contained in the updated Master Plan, Design
MemorandumNo. MFP405C. Location of these areas are shown on Plate 12.
The Fort Peck Inter-gency
Council was
8. Cooperating Aqencies.
the various Government agencies and
or,yanized in 1959 to coozte
organizations interested in the development of the reservoir area.
Agencies represented at the semi-annual meetings include the Corps of
Engineers, National Park Service, Bureau of Land Management, Charles M.
Russell National Wildlife Range, Fish and WiLdlife Service, MOntana
ccion State Parks Division, Montana Fish and GameCommission,
Highway commission
Montana State Board of Health and Countiecs su-rrounding the reservoir.
In
addition, the Coast Guard, Glasgow Senior and Junior Chambers of Commerce
and the Fort Peck Businessmens Association &tend the meetings to offer
suggestions and recommzndations for consideration.
4-36.

Reservoir Management.

General. The Fort Peck project, including the reservoir,
a, --.--is operated
and managed by the Corps of Engineers3, power is distributed
and sold by the
Bureau of Reclamation; the surro~uxling Federal Game Rangeis managed jOintly
by the Bureau of Lti PLnagement and the Fish and Kldltic
Service; and State
ai;encies coopcrate in the manage.melltof the recreational
areas. The Corps
of Engineers has the overall responsibility
for reservoir m.?l~nagemcn-t,
of the
Fort Peck project.
This responsib.LLity incll,ldcs the direction,
pl.ann:&
and review of a-XL functions ti1ciden.t to operation and maintenance of the
recreational
facilities
told other reservoir developments.
b. Administration.
The Reservoir Manager and personnel of his staff,
under direction of the ArcaEngineer is rcsponsi.ble for the administration
of the reservoir management progra at the Fort Peck project.
Reservoir
facilities
which are under the supervision of the Reservoir &nagor and his
staff include the dam and rsservoir,
the project area, the townsite area,
public use areas, leased areas, other land areas and all tutor areas. The
reservoir management progr,un is administered in accotiance xith the provisions
described in detail. in the Reservoir %nagement Uanu,al datctd March 1964 which
has been prepared by the ma
District
for use at all of the main stem
reservoirs.
c. Corps Floating Plant Area. The harbor area for Corps of Engineers
floating plant cquipent is determined by the AreaEngineer as pool elevations
require.
Durin,c: periods of normal operating levels, the floating plant is
harbored in a protected bay within the Fort Peck Recreation Area upstream
fram the daxsitc 'on the left bank. This plant area is serxd by a circulation
road within the recrea-Uon area. Other Corps crater craft for emf?rzcncy and
rescue 'purposes are placed on tratiers
under roof a-t locatj.ons designated by
the Area Engineer.
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ties.
d. Management b
The land and water arcas at the
Fort Peck area are administered and managed so as to obtain maximum sustained
public benefits from conservation and use of their natural resources.
Other
Federal, State and local agencies have and will continue to be encouraged
to assume responsibility
for administration
and developent for public uses
and wildlife
management lands --here feasible ‘and it is determined that they
have the resources to properly develop and utilize
the area for the use
intended.
The Corps of Engineers reviews plans and recommendations of the
State and Federal agencies in order to interpret
and translate their effects
and their relationship
to the aspects of the project and assure comfiiance
with the requirements of the overall operationa. plan.

SECTION V - ORGANIZATION FOR RESERVOIRREGULATION
Coordination.
5-l.
purpose of Fort Peck
Prior to 191+3the principal
was to supplement low water flows for navigation
and consequently
operation
planning was largely
accomplished by the Corps of Engineers.
In 1943 when power generation
began at the Fort Peck project,
a
Memorandum of Understanding
between the Bureau of Reclamation and the
Corps of Engineers was agreed upon to coordinate
the generation
of Fort
Peck power with power transmission
and marketing by the Bureau of
Reclamation,
These procedures continued until
l952 after which time
additional
reservoirs
became part of the Missouri River main stem system,
The regulation
of Fort Peck Lake as a part of the main stern system requires the coordination
with various Federal and state agencies interested
in flood control,
navigation , power production,
irrigation,
sanitation,
fish and wildlife
and other related matters.
water supply, recreation,
Details
of this coordination
are presented in Section VI of the Master
Manual.
Regulation
Responsibilities.
Section VI of the Master Manual
5-2.
Tresents details
relating
to normal and emtirgency organization,
regulation
responsibilities,
transmission
of regulation
orders and communication
facilities.
Plates are included in the Master Manual showing organization
charts and routing
channels for water and gower scheduling.
delegates primary responsibility
for gentiral manage5-3. ER lllO-Z-l&O0
ment of rtiservoir
regulation
activities
in the Missouri Basin to the
Division
Engineer.
This overall
management includes:
preparation,
coordination,
and approval of re szrvoir
regulation
plans and manuals and subsequent
scheduling
of operations
in accordance therewith;
review of survey reports,
design memos and other publications
dealing with reservoirs;
conducting or
mhnaging technical
studies relating
to reservoir
ragulation;
training
of
personnel;
review of data collection
programs and forecasting
szrviccs;
anti mahing reservoir-releted
information
available
to the public.
Thz
Reservoir Control Center, a branch of the Engineering
Division,
is responsible for these functions
insofar
as they apply to the main stem reservoir
system including
Fort pECK Lake.
The Omaha District,
has been &legated
responsibility
for the assembly
5-4.
ino interi)olation
of dat 21 affecting
current main stem reservoir
operations,
develcpmznt of the descriptive:
portions
of tht: msin stem reservoir
regulation m:ir,u;tl.s in6 for carrying
(Jut re&atic)n
of tril)uta.\*y reservoirs
in
sccf-r&nw
with
l3i3!31’OVtCi plrins.
Th;: Reservoir Regulation Section of the
Hydrologic
Engineering Branch
Engineering Division
is the Omaha
District's
office most immediately
concerned with Fort Peck Lake regulation.
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That Montana Area Engineer and his staff are rc)qxxxi.blc
for the execution
of specified
relase
and power schcdulcs,
for the collection
of Hydrologic
and power data and furnishing
thcsc data to the District,
Division
and
Bureau of Reclamation offices,
and for the management and maintenance of
the project
land and water arca for USG by t;hc public.
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SECTIONVI COLLECTION
AND DISTRIBUTIONOF BASIC HYDROLOGICAL
DATA
6-1. -General. Regulation of Fort Peck Lake as part of the Missouri River
main stem reservoir system requires the collection and distribution
of
information regarding existiT< and anticipated hydrologic conditions within
the basin, both upstream and downstream of the project.
Due to the seasoncal
variations and areal range of hydrologic events within the Fort Peck basin,
it is necessary to assemble and integrate large quantities of basic data
snowfall and snow mter content, s-l;.reamflow
pertaining to precipitation,
‘and available reservoir storage in order to achieve the optimum objectives
in the operation of the Fort Peck Lake as part of the main stem system.
6-2. Responsibilities.
The OmahaDistrict
Office is responsible for the
collection of adequate h,ydrologic data required for the regulation of Fort
Peck Lake, for regulation of U.S.B.R. tributary
reservoirs in the Fort Peck
basin when pools are within the limits of the flood zone, and Zor the deterPertinent data collected
mination of existing or potential flood situations.
is
Qmnediately
fomvarded
to the Reservoir
by the OmahaDistrict
Office
Control Center of the Missouri River Division Office.

6-3. Cooperative Programs. The cooperative program for the collection and
distribution
of hzologic
and meteorological data in the Fort Pock area
includes various Federal, state, municipal and private organizations.
Federal agencie s in the cooperative program include the Corps of Engineers,
U. S. Geological Survey, Bureau of Reclamation, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
National Park Service, U.S. Forest Service, Soil Conservation Service,
National Weather service and the U. S. Department of State. State organizations include the Montana State Engineer, Montana State Water Conservation
Board, Montana State Highway Commission land the Montana Fish and Game
Commission. Other organizations aiding in the co.llection of data include the
Montana Power Company, the Lewis and Clark Generating and Transmission
Cooperative, and the Cities of Helena and East Helena. In the Milk River
basin adjacent to the international
boundary certain gaging stations are
maintained by the United States (or Canada) under agreement with Canada (or
the United States) and the records for these stations obtained and compiled
These stations are
in a manner equally acceptable in both countries.
Gaging Stations.
designated as International
6-4.

The cooperative program with the National Weather Service includes
river stage and rainfall
reporting
hydrometeorological investigations,
The
work
of
the
hydrometeorological
networks and hydroclimatic networks.
section of the National Weather Service accomplished for and in coopration
with the Corps of Engineers consist s of general coverage of all phases of
the subject and spcctiic investigations
of Corps of Engineers problems.
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River and rainfall
reporting networks ar e mainta,ined by the National weather
Service in cooperation with the Carp:; of Engineers and supplement the standard
National Weather Service stations.
'kc h~roclimatic
network has been maintained by the National Weather Service in cooperation with the Corps of
Engineers since 1940.
6-5. Rainfall data ;?r2 collected from a total of appmximately 200 precipitation stations :in the Upper Missouri River basin above the mouth of the
Yellowstone River through the cooper;ltive program, These data are published
in the monthly publicaf;ion entitled Wli.m~xtological D&at1 prepared by the
-National weather Service3. and is al:;0 rF=ported for stations included in the
Fort Peck Hydrometeorological Netwo-rlc:as described in paragraph 6-9. In
addition to data furnished by mporti;l-,:; networks and in publications,
the
National weather Service Office in Kansas City furnishes the Missouri River
Division and the tiaha District
data from selected precipitation
stations
for each month of the year ti~ctiiatel;y after these data become available.
6-6.
The cooperative stream gal;int 7 propan of the Corps of Engineers with
the U. S. Geologica1 Survey provides for the maintenance and operation of
certain gaging stntians in which the Corps of Engineers has an interest by
the U. S. Geological Survey personnel.
The Corps of Engineers furnishes a
proportionate share of the funds rcc@.z*cd for the marintennncc and operation
of these gages. U. L Geological sul-vey personnel stationed at the Fort
Peck project facilita-kc
collection tiled reporting of hydrologic data pertinent
to the regulation of Port Peck Lake.

Stage and strcamflow discharge data include approximately 130 gaging
stations at which the U. S. Geological Survey collects, computes <andpublishes
discharge data, and a few National kxther Service gaging stations.
The
data collected from the U. S. Geological Survey gages are published in
Surface Water Records prepared annually by the U. S. Geological Survey.
Selected U. S. Geological Survey and National Weather Service gaging stations
are reported as described in paragraph 6-L
During flood periods additional
gage readings are taken and data reported as requested by the Missouri River
Division and OmahaDistrict.
6-7.

6-8. The location of the stream gaging stations, precipitation
stations,
reservoir gaging stations, mountain snow courses and meteorological stations
incl-zded 5n the coopwntive progpzzs arc shown on the hydrologic river basin
maps prepared by the Inter-Agency Committee on Water Iirzsources under the
supervision of the National Weather Service.
Meterological
Data. Reports
of precipitation,.
temperature and other
current meteorologic data, as well 23 forecasts developed by the National
Weather Service, for the portion OP the Mi ssouri River basin pertinent to
Fort Peck regulation s are received b,y the Missouri River Division Reservoir
Control Center and the OmahaDistrict
Reservoir Regulation Section. Transmission of these data and forecasts r;lxy be by the Corps of Engineers teletype
6-9.
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circuit,
the National weather Service Circuit C, public service and RAWARC
and by bulletins
prepared by other agencies. Uetails
teletype circuits,
s
are
presented
in Section VII of the &faster Manual.
of these data collection
reports from the special repoz%ing network
6-10. Special precipitatior;
are made by the observers on the basis of a specified minimum precipitation
in a given time intcmal,
i.e., one inch in 24 houra or less, or three
The precipitation
gages included in the reporting
inches in 4 hours or less.
network in the Missouri River basin above the mouth of tine Yellowstone River
stations
in the climare shown on plate
24. A l:ist-ing of the precipitation
is tabulated
on Plate 25.
atological
network of the National
Weather Service
Reports of Aver stages at key stream
Streamflow Reporting Network
6-u.
gaging stations in the Missouri basin above Fort 'Peck Dam and in the
incremental draizlagc area bc'J.owthe dam to the n:oc;tlj of the Yellowstone
River are obtained by the National Weather Service by ixlephone calls from
These reports are relayed
observers and by call3
-to telemetering stations.
to the Missouri River Division Section by transmission on the Coz?psof
zd the National Weather Service Circuit C and
En;=incers teletqpc circuit,
Inflow
and releases from all the reservoirs
RAWARC
teletypo circuits.
included ;in the st,re,anflow reprting
network above the mouth of the Yellowstone except Clark Canyon and Tiber are aLso reported and Elayed by
Daily mports of releases from CLark Canyon Reservoirs are
teletype.
Reservoir
reported by postca&s
mailed weekly to thr? OmahaDistrict
Regulation Section or by telephone as reqmsted.
AP~*~~~r~<?~it;s
a~ made
with the Bureau of Reclamation to obtain direct daily reports J&U Clark
Canyon and Tiber Reservoir
:;re in the flood pool. T1-e hyc?rologic network
is di.vTded ir;to three station categories ~ZS follows:
a.

Stations

b.
mM.mum

Stations
&ace.

c.

Stations

reporting

the daily

stream stage a?.+,
a specific

rqxx+An~ only when the strea
rfqarting

rt3:;ervoi.r inflow

ttifie.

exceccfs a qxxi.fj-cd

and re7.mses.

The key stream ga~;es included in the streamflow rev5rt<ng nstwor!c in the
Missouri River basin above t!le mouth of tile Yellowstone River are shown on
is tabulated on
of tho principal stz~~amgaging &J,SLLOXL
Plate 36. A listing
Plate 27.

by the Soil Conservation Service and the Montana Agricultural
E+riment
Station at Bozeman, Montana, Observations at the snow courses in this network are nomnjlly made mont;hly during the period from 1 January to about
pertinent to forecast studies included
1 May. The snow courses parf;icularly
in the Mountain Snow Survey Network are shown on Plate 28.
A network of thirty-five
snow courses
6-j-3. Plains and Valley Snow Survey.
has been establ=d
by the Corps of Engineers on the plains and in the
valleys of the Mi ssouri River basin above the mouth of the Yellowstone
River. Observations at the snow courses in this network are made when
directed by the OmahaDistrict
Office and are dependent upon the amount of
snow. Samples are taken throughout the area covered by a snowpack having
about one inch or more of water equivalent in the snow. Soil moisture and
frost data are also obtained.
Results are fomatied by teletype or mail
to the District
Office for analysis and interpretation.
The snow courses
included in the Plains and Valley Snow Survey Network are shown on Plate 28.

6-14. 35.1 Moisture.

The Soil Conservation Service and the State of Montana
in cooperation ltith other Federal and state agencies make soil moisture
surveys at monthly intervals at a total of eight stations in the Missouri
River basin above Fort Peck Dam. A list of these stations is shown in
Table 9. Results of these surveys are contained in the Water Supply Outlookt*
pblished monthly and tho Wxmmary of Snox Survey and Soil Moisture Measurements for Montana" prepared by the Soil Conservation Service and the Montana
Agricultural
Experiment Station at Bozeman, Montana.
TABLE:9
Soil Moisture Stations, Missouri River Basin above Fort Peck Dam
Surveyed by the Soil Conservation Service and the
State of Montana in Cooperation with Other Agencies
Station Name_

River Basin

Lakeview
Gibbons Pass
Red Bluff
College Site
Twenty-One Mile
Stemple Pass
Kings Hill
Marias Pass

Beaverhead
Bighole
Madison
GaLLatin
Gallatin
MO. R. Main Stem
Mo. R. Main Stem
mArias

Elev. Ft. msl

6700
7100
4800
4856
7150
6350
7k3,o
5250

6-15. Soil Temperatures, Evaporation ,and Wind. Measurements of soil
temperatures, evaporation and wind are made in the Fort Peck Lake Area at
the following stations on a regularly scheduled basis by various agencies
and included in the monthly publication
entitled
llClimatologicaL Data"
prepared by the National Weather Service.
Soil TemPERAtures
BozEmanAgricultural

College

Evaporation and Wind Observations
Babb 6 NE
Dozerran Agricultural
College
Canyon Ferry PI3
Dillon WMCE
Fort Assinniboine
Fort Peck Powerplant
Malta
Moccasin mperiment Station
Sidney
Terry
TibEr Dam
Valier

6-16, Reservoir Data. Pertinent reservoir data essential for the regulation
of Fort Peck lAke are observed and collected at Fort Peck, Canyon Ferry and
Morony Dam Reservoirs on the Missouri River, Clark Canyon Reservoir on the
Beaverhead River and Tiber Reservoir on the Marias River.
Reports of
reservoir data pertaining to Fort Peck Reservoir regulation are furnished
the Missouri River Division Reservoir Control Center and the OmahaDistrict
Reservoir Regulation Section as shown on Plate 29. Fort Peck data are
accumulated and disseminated by means of daily and monthly reports as detailed
in the Master Manual.

PERTINENTTO
SECTIONVII - ANALYSESAND FORECASTS
RESERVOIRREGULATION

7-1

General. Analyses and forecasts pertinent to the regulation of Fort
Peck Lake include weather forecasts, snowmelt forecasts, long and short
range streamflow forecasts, reservoir inflow and pool elevation forecasts
and the development of flow routing procedures. These forecasts and
analyses provide a means for arriving at estimates of seasonal and annual
water yields and short range forecasting of volume of runoff expected to
result from storms originating
over the drainage basin upstream of Fort
- Peck Dam and over the incremental drainage area between Fort Peck Dam and
the mouth of the Yellowstone River including the Milk River basin. Analyses
of the forecasts are used as a guide for determining releases and storage
required for Fort Peck Lake to provide for minimum releases for navigation,
water supply and sanitation purposes; flood control for preventing or reducing flood damage in the reach of the Missouri River between Fort Peck
Dam and the mouth of the Yellowstone River and for reducing flood stages
in the lower reaches of the Missouri River; and for opttium utilization
and other conservation uses.
of water for powm production, irrigation
.
l

7-2. Meteorology Forecasts - Corps of Engineers. The meteorological
forecaz
and analyses received i'rom the National Weather Service are
supplemented by further analyses and detailed specialized forecasts by the
Missouri River Division Reservoir Control Center and the C&ha District
HydrolocJ and 14eteorology Section and Rese.rvoir Re@ation Section as
required for reservoir regulation.
For flood situations involving personnel
and property of the Corps of Engineers detafied forecasts are made at District
level using basic weather data received from National Weather Service teletype
data and facsimile maps. National Weather Service analyses and forecasts are
also used as a guide for short range forecasting of inflows and releases for
the regulation of Fort Peck L&e.
Inflow Forecast-.
The Reservoir Control Center develops forecasts of
future inflows to Fort Peck Lake and the other associated main stem reservoirs
at frequent intervals.
Each week inflow forecasts extending thme weeks into
the future are developed. At the first of each month inflow forecasts 8xtending through the remainder of the calendar year up to 1 March of the
succeeding year are prepared. These are supplemented by additional inflow
Infl.ow foscc;lst procecrlures applicable for
forecasts as conditions warrant.
the draina,p,e area above Fort Peck Dam are su?k?arized in the paragraphs that
f OUOW. Additional details are prrsented in MRD-RCCTechnical Study MH-73,
on file in the Reservoir Control Center.
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Mountain Snowmelt Forecasts.
Forecasts of seasonal. inflow into Fort
Peck Lake
made by the OmahaDistrict
Reservoir Regulation Section for the
period April through July on 1 January, 1 February, 1 MUch and 1 April.
OmahaDistrict
forecasts are made by the use of empirical formulas developed

7-k.
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.

frcxn multiple correlation
studies which related antecedent runoff, precipitation and snow cover water content with seasonal runoff, as summarized
in Exhibit A.
Plains and Valley Snowmelt Forecasta.
The basis for aU. @ains and
7-5
valley snowmelt runoff forecasts is a plains snow survey of the water
equivalent of the snowpackcoupled with jnformation on soil moisture conditions and frost depth, An isochion map showing water equivalent of the
snowpack is constructed in the District
Office.
The volume of the water
equivalent of the snowpack.is determined for each basin or sub-basin
covered with snow. The area with hati, deep frost and/or ice layer on the
ground is also indicated on the map. From the data so developed an
analogous year is selected from past records on snowpack and runoff, giving
due consideration to frost depths and quality and to ice layers.
The percentage of water equivalent which appeared as runoff in the most closely
analogous year is applied to the water equivalent in the current forecast
year, yielding a volume of runoff to be expected during the early spring
plains snowmelt season. Peak flow estimates are also made. These are
m based on the volume of anowmelt water available; assumptions or forecasts
of temperatures to be expected and of solar radiation;
and on the quality
(density) of'the snowpack as the season progresses.
This latter element
is obtajlned from additional snow surveys at about two week intervals.
These elements are combined to determine a daily melt rate and runoff rate
providing the assumed conditions do actually occur. Results are checked
against peak inflows from analogous years. Unexpected cloud cover, cold
tenperatures which reduce or stop melting, and the action of frost leaving
the ground are all vaiables which can cause appreciable error in the
estimates.
l

7-6.
An example of estimating the volume and peak discharge using the most
analogous year method is presented below. The Grand River Basin above Haley,
North Dakota, was selected for use in this illustration
as data are not
reaUy available for the area above Fort Peck Dam. This basin is located
in southwestern North Dakota and has nuloff characteristics
that are very
sixilar to the plains and valley streams above Fort Peck. The forecasting
procedure for the area above Fort Peck would be the same as that illustrated.
In this example an est%-nate was made of the snowmelt volume and peak discharge that would occur in the North Fork of the Grand River Basin due to
a 4.0 inch water equivalent snowpack in April 1952.
.

The most analogous year to the April 1952 snowpack condition in the
North Fork of the Grand River Basin was the snowpack prior to the April 1950
snowmelt season. The Corps of Engineers conducted a snow survey on
29 Ewch 1950, and it was determined that the snowpack in the basin contained
an average of 3.3 inches of water equivalent.
The total runoff from this
event was 71,000 acre-feet over an l&day period.
One inch of runoff over
the $09 square mile area is 27,140 acre-feet, so the 71,000 acre-feet volume
is equivalent to about 2.6 inches of runoff.
The percent runoff was equal
7-7.
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to 2.6/3.3 or about 79 percent.
The peak discharge fram this event was
11,300 C.f.3.) so the peak rate would be 11,300 c.f.s./3.3
inches of
available water or about 3,420 c.f.8. per inch of water equivalent.
7-8. On 20 Larch 1952 a snow survey was conducted and a water equivalent
map prepared from the survey data. From this map, the average water
equivalent over the North Fork Basin was found to be about 4.0 inches of
water equivalent times 79 percent times 27,140 acre-feet per inch which
equtzls 85,800 acre-feet of runoff.
This is compared with the actual
snowmelt runoff of 95,000 acre-feet.
The estimated runoff volume is within
10 percent of the actual runoff volume. The error is probably due to the
lack of precision in the snow survey data and variable frost that affects
On 4 April the snowpack had ripened and there was a flow of about
losses,
1,400 c,f.s. in the channel. Weather forecasts made on 4 April 1952 indicated a warming trend for the next few days which was similar to the
Using the runoff
temperatures experienced during the 1950 runoff period.
rates computed from the 1950 event, the estimated peak discharge in
April 1952 would be 4.0 inches times 3,420 c.f.s. per inch of water
This estjmated peak compares
equivalent which equals 13,680 o.f.s.
favorably with the recorded peak of 14,100 e.f.s.
Other Long Range Streamflow Forecasts.
The above forecasts are used
by the Missouri River Division Reservoir Control Center as a guide for
making estimates of annual and season&water yields and for scheduling of
releases for the rc&alation of Fort Peck Lake. Forecasts of water supply
and extended period runoff for the upper Missouri River Basin above Fort
Peck Dam issued by other agencies are as follows:
7-9.

a. Federal-State Cooperative Snow Survey and Water Supply Forecasts.
Data are collected and report entitled Y5now Survey and Water Supply Forecagtsfr is published by the Soil Conservation Sewice as of 1 February,
These publications contain anticipated volumes
1 March, 1 April and 1 &y.
of future runoff and data pertaining to ,mo+ain snow accumulation.
b. Water Supply Forecasts for the Western United States published
These forecasts are published on the
by the National Weather Service.
first of the month, January through May, and cover the period of a water
year (October through September) and the residual portion of the water
year remaining after the forecast date.
published by the Bureau of Reclamation.
c. Water Supply and Utilization
These forecasts are long range volume forecasts largely for the operation
of their tributary
reservoirs in the.uppc:r basin and are published on the
first of each month, Februaq through October.
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losses in the Missouri River
Ex0.ltration
Indices.
7-10. Infiltration
basin above the mouth of the Yellowstone River are estimated to be 0.75
inch for the initial
loss and 0.15 inch per hour infiltration
loss.
These values are based on relatively
few rai.n&ll
events because of the
rarity of heavy rainfall
centers in the area as well as the wide spacing
between rain gages. Snowmelt infiltration
would range from 0 inches per
hour for frozen ground, or ice under snow, to approximately the values
shown for rainfall.
Relationship.
Rainfall-runoff
envelope curves
7-11. Rainfall-Runoff
developed for the Missouri River drainage basin above Fort Peck Dam are
shown on Plate 30. These curves have been developed from limited information available from records of a few of the raimtoms which have occurred
in this area, and are the best estimate of rainfall-runoff
relationship
available at the present the.
The curves were drawn to envelope the
values obtained from observed data and extrapolated above the actual value
of 4 inches of rain with 1.32 inch of runoff to t'ne 6 inch rainfall
amount.
Revisions to the curves may be necessary in the future as additional data
are accumulated. In using the rainfall-runoff
relationship
curves, it is
contemplated that cognizance will be taken of the season of the year, effect
of antecedent .rainfall,
duration of ra.infall and that runoff forecasts will
be adjusted and modified to conform to actual observations of runoff during
the progress of floods.

7-12.

Basin Sub-Areas. The Missouri River Basin between Canyon
and Fort Peck Dam and between Fort Peck Dam and the mouth of the
River has been divided into sub-areas for use 3n preparing runoff
These sub-areas are shown on Plate 31 and pertinent data for the
are shown ix Table 10.

Ferry Dam
Yellowstone
forecasts.
sub-areas

743.

Unit Hydrographs. Unit hydrographs were developed for each of the
sub-areas show? on Plate 31 by analyzing available records of floods on
tributary
streams located within the respective basins.
Tabular data for
these unit hydrographs are shown on Plates 32 and 33.

7-93.k. Stage-Discharge Relationship.
Stream gages are operated in the
Missouri -River Basin above Fort; Peck Dam and in the increnontal drainage
area between Fort Peck Dam and the mouth of the Yellowstone River by the
U. S. Geological Survey, the National Weather Service and the Corps of
Engincem as described in Section VI of thi.3 manual. Discharge rating
curves for gaging stations operated by the U. S. Geological Survey are kept
current by annual revisions to the discharge rating curves and by measurernw-Aa raported by the U. S. Geological Survey by post cards and teletype.
Hcasurements for g&ng stations in the cooporai;ive prograr!l are usually reported every two weeks. Open water stage-d.ischsrge relations for key streamflow ,ga,ying stations pertinent to the regulation of Fort Peck Lake are shown
on Plate 34.
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TABLE 10
BASIN SUB-AmAS - PERTINENTDATA

Basin

Sub-Area
FP-1
FP-2
FP-3
* FP-4
FP-5
FP-6
FP-7
FP-8
FP-9
FP-10
FP-11
FP-12
FP-13
FP-14
FP-15
FP-16
FP-17
G6
c-7
G8
G-9

M-l

Contributing
Drainage Area
(Sq,Mi.)

.

Ft. Peck Reservoir Area
Ft. Peck Reservoir Local
MO. R. - Judith R, to
Ft. Peck Reservoir
Big Dry Creek at Van Norman
Muss&shell H. at Mosby
MO. R. - Marias R. to Judith R.
Judith River
Arrow River
Marias R. - Tiber Dam to Mouth
Teton River
MO. R. - Great Falls to
Marias R.
Belt Creek
Sun River
MO. R. - Canyon Ferry to
Great Falls
Smith River
Marias Ii. - Above Tiber Dam
MO. R. - Above Canyon Ferry Dam
MO. R. - Yellowstone R. to
Poplar R.
Poplar River
Redwater Creek
MO. R. - Milk R. to Poplar R.
Milk H. at Nashua
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350
5,525

Volume
l-Inch Runoff
A.F.
18,700
294,500

2,uo

128,500

2,554

136,100

7,846

956
2,750

1,286

2,235
1,989
914

812

1,991
3,376

2,021
4,405
15m4
3,540
3,340
2,113
2,105
22,332

418,200
51.,000
llc6,600
48,500

119,100
106, ooo
48,700
113,300
lC6,lOO
179,900

w ,700
23 4 $00
t347,700
138,700

178,000

112,600
112,200

1,190,300

Flow Forecast Procedures. Three procedures are used for estim&Ang
in advance the inflow to Fort Peck Lake or flotls at otherdopmstream control
points.
The procedure to be used at any given time depends upon the hydrologic situation.
In each case the procedure has been simplified
to its
essentials for ease and rapidity of handling the data. The long routing
reaches above Fort Peck and the large storage capacity provided by Fort
Peck Lake allow this to be done at no loss in flood control protection or
Studies for modernizing the routing procedures are
regulation efficiency.
The procedures are described below in paragraphs 7-16 through
continuing.

745
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7-16. When the daily changes in flow are minor it is not necessary to
utilize
a formal routing method. This condition exists 60 to 10 percent of
the time in the subject reach. Channel storage effects are ncgli.~;ible.
This analysis requires converting stage reports from key gaging stations
to discharges, translating
or lagging them with no changes to the next
station downstream and obtaining in the process an incremental inflow
discharge for the intervening drainage area. This process is repeated at
' as many locations both on the main stem and tributaries
as coxidcred most
time limitations
and accuracy.
practical with respect to efforts,
7-1’7. At the onset of rainfall,
snowmelt or a combination of both, the
translation
of discharges as described above lacks the accuracy and flexiTo provide the estimates, before
bility
necessary for inflow forecasting.
the reporting Stream gage readings define a significant
portion of the
hydrograph, unit graphs presented on Plates 32 and 33 are uzcd r"or analyses.
The isohyetal pattern of the storm is plotted from the data received from
the precipitation
reporting network described in Section VI of this manual.
From this pattern the average rainfall
over specific sub-areas listed in
The runoff for the sub-areas is then computed by
Table 10 is determined.
applying the estimates of initial
loss and rate of iti-iltration
as described
in paragraph T-10 or using the rainfall-mnoff
relationship
curves described
in paragraph 7-L
The runoff in inches for each sub-area is then applied
to the respective unit hydrographs.
The sub-rea hydrographs arc combined
with release schedules from the upstream reservoirs and lagged to tha Fort
Unit hydrographs of 12 hour
Peck Lake or other downstream control points.
duration were developed for this period.
This duration is roprcscntative
of most runoff producing rains reported in the sub-areas.
Also, 12 hour
units of average discharge are convenient fo r routing inflo;r j.nto the reserThe I.2 hour units in tabular form can bc convert& to 2!; hour units
voir.
by stiply averaging two units to combine w:ith daily routed di.schzxges when
it is desirable to use two flow routing procedures.
These 12 hour unit
hydrograph tabulations have been compiled into a table with each hydrograph
lagged the approximate travel time from the unit graph site to Fort Peck
Lake. T'nq velocity of the flood wave from each sit2 has bccn 3ssumcd to be
the norm.. maximum, attained when flows are near bankfull.
During runoff
periods, the tabular 12 hour average dischnrgo;; for each unit grzph should
be multiplied
by the rainXLl
excess for the i&ividual
area. This computation provides an easy way to obtain reservoir inflow forecasts prior to
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Similar tabulations of 12 hour unit hydrographs have
the high flow period.
been developed for the sub-areas of the incremental drainage area downstream
from Fort Peck Lake to the mouth of the Yellowstone River. Plates 32 and
33 respectively,
contain the tabulations of the 12 hour unit hydrographs
for the sub-areas above and below Fort Peck Dam.

7-3.8. The size of the drainage basin above Fort Peck Lake places economic
limitations
upon the establishment of sufficient
precipitation
stations
desirable for collection of basic hydrologic data and therefore restricts
the accuracy of forecasting by the unit hydrograph method. Economic considerations also limit the dovelopent of initial
loss and infiLtration
rate curves for the many sub-basins above Fort Peck Lake required for mars
accurate forecasting by the unit hydrograph method. Due to these limitations,
forecasting by the use of unit hydrographs will require extensive testing
and comparison with results during future storms,
A progressive lag-average routing procedure has been developed from
nwr?::rous observations of acutal flood flows in the reach under study. It
The method is described
is a simple method of transposing flood hydrographs.
i-11paragraph 5-03 of EM 1110-2-1408. There is some loss in accuracy due to
of procedure, but for the purt&z long reache s used and the simplification
post of Fort Peck inflow estimates the method is sufficiently
precise.
The
ease in making adjustments and modifications
to the routing during actual
flood periods is advantageous. The method consists of lagging the mean
average of a certnin number of mean flow values by what is considered to be
the approximate travel time through the reach under consideration.
The
nearest odd integer to from one-half to three-fourths
of the selected travel
-time (not necessary actual) determine the number of periods to be averaged
t&h the exception that if the integer
is one, a three period average is
used. Normally, daily average discharges are used for this method. Periods
of 12 hours can be used for short reaches but for long reaches it would
de,Eeat the principal advantage of the speed with which this method can be
developed for the daily average outflow of the
used. The routing criteria
cub-areas above Fort Peck to the reservoir are shown on Table 11. During
mny periods, forecasts for day-today reb&lation can be obtained by using
the flows at the terminal points of the Missouri River at Great Falls, the
n!outh of the Marias and the mouth of the Judith River which locations are
sub-areas FP,14, FP-11 and FP-6 respectively.
A one day Ia,,7 tine between
the ternlinal pints makes the method flexible
to adjust to the desired
routing for each tidividual
flood event. Table 12 contains an empILe of
routing the 1964 flood on the Missouri River at Great Falls to Fort Peck
Lake. For this particular
routing, criteria
for sub-area FP-14 am appliutilized
in this method ark apprclxjmately
cable. Average travel velocities
96 m.iles per day or 4 miles per hour. Th+,s average rate is usually observed
between medium and overbank flows.

7-19.
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TABLE 11
TABULATIONOF ROUTINGDATA
Routing Criteria

.

Region
FP-1
FP-2
FP-3
m-4
m-5
FP-6
FP-7
FP-8
FP-9
FP-10
FP-11
FP-12
FP-13
FP-14
FP-15
FP-16
FP-17
(1)

Number of days
. Averaged

'

'

Ft. Peck Res. Area
Ft. Peck Res. Imal
MO. R. - Judith R. to Res.
Big Dry Cr. at Van Norman
Musselshell R. at Mosby
MO. R. - Marias R. to Judith R.
Judith River
Arrow Cr.
Marias R. below Tiber
Teton R.
MO. R. - Great Falls to Marias
Belt Cr.
Sun R.
MO. R. - Canyon Ferry to G.F.
Smith R.
Tiber Releases
Canyon Ferry Releases

From Middle Day of Those Averaged
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to Fort Peck Lake

Approximate (1)
Number of days

Kw,n VS~l.ueLamed

1
1
1

0
0
0

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1
1
1
1
1
2
2.
2

3
3
3
4
3
5

TABLE12
EXAMPles
OF PROGRESSIVE
AVERAGE-IXROUTING;
MISSOURIRIVERAT GREATFALLSTO FORTPECKLAKE
Date
June
1964
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13

14
15
16
17
I8
19
20
21
22
23
22,
(1)

Avg. Daily
. c.f.a.
21,400
20,200
19,200
22,700
32,300
63,400
54,300
38,300
31,400
30,800
31,600
29,800
29,000
29,300
30,400
31,700
32,600
33, loo

3 Day
Avg. Daily
Total
60,soO
62,100
74,200
118,400
150,000
156,000
124,ooO
100,500
93,800
92,200
90,400
88,100
88,700
91,400
94,700
97,400

Fern mean day of those averaged
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3 Day (1)
Avg. Lagged
3 Days

20,300
20,700
24,700
39,500
50,000
52,000
41,300
33,500
31,300
30,700
30,100
29,400
29,600
30,500
31,600
32,500

Short range streamflow forecasts
7-20. Short Range Streamflow Forecasts.
for the drainage basin above Fort Peck Dam and for the incremental drainage
area between Fort Peck Dam and the mouth of the Yellowstone River are based
and
on upstream reservoir releases, observed and anticipated precipitation
rainfall-runoff
relationtemperature, temperature-snowmelt relationships,
ships, observed streamflow in the main stem and tributaries,
antecedent
and other factors which often may be subject only to
precipitation,
qualitative
analysis.
7-21. The National Weather Services, the Federal agency responsible for
the preparation and issuance of river forecasts for public dissemination,
prepares forecasts for many locations with-in the Missouri River Basin as
described in Section VIII of the 14aster M&nual. The National Weather
Service river forecasting services are utilized
to the maximumextent
practicable for the regulation of Fort Peck Lake. These services are
particularly
useful at time when flood conditions are occurring, or are
imminent, within the basin. During such flood periods the National
Weather Service District
Offices at Helena, Montana, and Bismarck, North
Dakota, the Rive r Forecast Center at Kansas City, and the Corps of Engineers
District
Office at Omahaand the Missouri River Division Reservoir Control
Center interchange all available data upon which the most reliable forecasts
and subsequent reservoir regulation procedures for Fort Peck I&e may be
based.
7-22. River stage and discharge forecasts made by the Corps of Engineers
are strictly
for flood control operations and reservoir regulation purposes.
Any forecasts released by the Corps of Engineers will be those issued or
approved by the National Weather Service.
The Reservoir Control Center makes
7-23. Reservoir Regulation Forecasts.numerous studies through the year on a continuing basis which serves to
indicate anticipated pool elevations, releases and hydro-power generation
which may be expected at Fort Peck Project,as well as the other five reservoirs of the main stem system. Details are presented in the mAster Manual
and summarized data from those studies are routinely furnished the projects
for their information on Friday of each week. Special requests for further
i&or-xx&ion are referred to the Reservoir Control Center.

7-24. Wind Effects
on Reservoir Gage. The general orientation
of the major
----axis of Fort Peck Lake is from west-southwest to east-northeast although the
major Dry Creek Arm has a south to north orientation.
The pool elevation
gage, which forms the basis for estimates of storage, storage change and
inflows, is located at the damsite. Due to the or!.entation of the reservoir,
winds from a direction having a southwesterly component can be expected to
result in a pool elevation reading at a hiL;hcr level than the true mean
pool surface elevation while a lower than mean pool surface elevation would
occur with winds having a northeasterly
compnent,
Based on observations
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the wind correction table shown on Plate 35
and theoretical
considerations,
Its
use
requires
an estimttte of the average gradient
has been developed.
winds over the reservoir surface and assumes that the wind effects to be
These trjnds may be established from current surface
fully established.
Ileather maps and reported xinds in the region including the winds reported
by the Fort Peck anemometer mounted on a tower above the roof of the surge
tanks. Xhen the reservoir is ice covered the winds have minor effects on
reservoir pool. readings,

‘,‘-25. Reservoir Evaporation_.

Sj_nce normal annual evaporation from the main
stem s;rstcr;z is approxixUA.y three million acre -feet, evaporation determination
is an important consideration in reservoir regulation.
Daily estixxates of
evaporation can be determined by obtatiing the daily cvnpxation and multiplying by the proper coefficient.
The coefficients
for the min stem projects
TECIEJICAL
including For,t- Peck Lake are ?,vakl.si-iLc in a report entitled XRXD-CC
RWORT IX-73 prepared b;r the Missouri River Division, Ecscrvoir Control Center
of the Corps of Engineers in Omaha, Nebraska in June 1973. The coefficients
contained in this technical report may have to be modified fro3 time to time
, by the Reservoir Control Center a s additional hydrologic data becomes available.
Net Evaporation.
7-26. ----

While the gross reservoir evaporation, as described
in the prcccdi-ng paragraph, is an cstix~tc of the total evaporation from the
reservoir and conscqucntly is used to develop inflovrs, it is not satisfactory
for developing reservoir regulation effects.
Net evaporation is the tc?mn
applied to the summation of the effects upon streaizflo~~ of emporation upon
tL!e reservoir surface, original channel area now inundated b;r the rmzvoir,
and runoff froc the original surface area s no>r inundated by the reservoir.
based on cxaxination of characteristics
of the reservoir area, net evaporation
dcvelopxnt assumes that the ori&al
channel area is ten percent of the
reservoir area and also assumes that about 15 percent of the precipitation
that falls over the area no:1 inundated by the reservoir but not part of the
original Missouri River channel would have appeared as direct runoff prior
to the existence of the Fort Peck Project.
Forecasts made of seasonal runoff
7-27. Cooperation with Forecasts.
and anticipated reservoir elevatior- 1s are furnished the Fish and Wildlife
Sorvicc, the Kontana State Fish alld GameCorzxlssion and others interested in
Daily forecasts of anticipated
reservoir stazes at the Fort Peck Project.
and furnished 10~9. newspaper and
operation are Given local distribution
radio statiorx for public infoxx.tion.

SECTIONVIII

- MULTIPLE-PURPOSE

REGULATION

General. This section of the manual presents the operational objectives
and requirements of the projEct, together with descriptions of multi-purpose
operation plans when regulated as an integral p;zrt of the main stem reservoir
These include irrigation,
system for functions other than flood control.
recreation,
navigation, downstream water supply and stream sanitati.on,power,
fish and wildlife
preservation and other purposes. Objectives, requirements
and procedures for specific flood control functions of the Fort Peck project
.
are included in Section Ix.

8-1.

8-2, ReGULation Objectives and REQUIREments. The conservation regulation
objectives and requirements for the E'o%xk
Reservoir are as follows:
a. To support the long range objectives for maintaining the main stem
reservoir system near the normal oFrating
pool level by storing excess runoff
during the spring and summer flood periods for downstream flood control, while
maintaining the downstream roleaoe
3 s required for conserration purposes.
b. To vacate the seasonal flood control and multiple-use stora,c;e by the
beginning of each flood season (on or about 1 March) in such a manner that
do>mstreCamflood conditions will not be aggravated and opthum conservation
benefits will be achieved.

C. As an lntcgral part of the main stem reservoir syct.x, to coordinate
releases with other main stem projects to provide for optir,x~. overfill xM.ce
consistent with the available or anticipated water supply for the production
navi@ion,
municipal water
of hydroelectric
power, downstream irrigation,
recreation, and preservation of fish and wildlife,
supply and strc<m sanitation,
The effects of irrigation
and depletions in streamflow due
iRRIGATION.
8-3
-to irrigation
are considered in the re.@ation plannine for the main stem
rcscrvoir system as described in the &ster I4anual. Maint,enance of adequate
downstream flows is the only active regulation required of Fort Peck for this
function since there arc no significant
acreages irrigated by pumping from the
Releases of sufficient
quantity to meet irri@Aon
diversion rereservoir.
quirements alon(: the mIssouri River below the &am are made at ~11 times, but
supplemental rclenses to provide desirable river levels .%r satisfactory
intake operation arc made cnly to the degree that avsil;ib1.e water supply
In general
and equitable ref;ulation for other project purposes will p:nnit.
to satisfy present flow
a minimum release of 1,000 c.f.s. is sufficient
requirement s dur-lng tha irritation
season for irsi,yation from the mISsouri
River between Fort Peck dam and the headwzters of &J SakakAWEa. Ikjxver,
L~i.tJl release3 this low, numerous prob1em.s relating to ;NXXSS to the ~vxilable
water supply czn be expected. Therefore, to rr~in5xizc t,hcsc pro&x-i:; ziverage
season are m-airttrii.ned at the highest 1~~1
releases durin ,c; f;he irrigation
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A relatively
steady mean daily release
consistent with other functions.
pattern from Fort Peck Lake during the irrigation
season helps to minimize
problems that irrigators
have experienced in raising and lowering of pumps
and intakes due to variations in streamflow and changes in sandbars,

8-4. The bureau of Indian Affairs has two pumping plants on the left bank
downstream from Fort Peck Dam as discussed in Section III-F of this manual.
The L/iota Rxnping Plant, 20.2 miles downstream from Fort Peck, has a pumping
Past experience indicates the pumps will operate
capacity of 120 c.f.s.
High river levels in the winter resulting
with flows as low as 1,000 c.f.s.
from ice conditions have resulted in flooding the plant floor.
Minor
electrical
damages resulted from high river levels the first winter after
the plant began operation in 1964. Since that time prior to freeze up
electrical
equipment has been removed from the lower portion of the control
cabinets to prevent damages if river stages rise above the floor level.
NO
further damages from ice have been reported since that initial
time. Permanent
modifications to the project to tieviate
potential ice damage in the winter
have been deferred since they would possibly hinder the operation of the plant
Pending these modifications
it is necessary to
during periods of low flows.
carefully schedule Fort Peck releases during the winter period when active
ice formation is occurring in this reach of the Missouri River.
The other Bureau of Indian Affairs unit, the Frazer-Wolf
Point Pumping
e-5.
Plant, 34.5 miles dobmstream from Fort Peck, has a pumping capacity of 285
Erosion along the left bank about one mile upstream from the irrigafi f.s.
iion int;;lke has modified the flow characteristics
of the river.
The changing
channel has moved the main flow section away from the pumping plant intake.
The resulting restricted
channel to the intake is unable to carry sufficient
water to simultaneously serve all pumps during periods of low releases from
structures should improve
Fort Peck Dam. Authorized channel rectification
flow conditions so that the pumping plant can operate during periods of 10~
Pending installation
of these structures,
it is necessary to schedule
flows.
Fort Peck releases to maintain mean datiy flows of 7,000 to 8,000 c.f,s.
During
adjacent to this pumping unit, if the pumps are to be operative.
drought periods Fort Peck average-monthly releases as low as 3,000 c.f.s.
during the irrigation
season are considered necessary for optimum system
Under such conditions, special corrective measures may be
regulation.
necessary to permit the pldnt to stay in opemtion.
84. Municipal
Water Supply and Water Quality Control.
Fort Peck is regulated
to provide sufficient
streamflow in the reach between Fort Peck Dam and the
he&waters of Lake Sakakawea for municipal water supply and stream sanitation
purposes. Operating experience has demonstrated that a minimum daily average
release of 3,000 c.f.s. from Fort Peck Lake is mrmally adequate for all
municipal and water quality requirements as well as providing sufficient
flow
However, at times of low tributary
for existing irrigation
requirements.
inflow it may be necessary to temporarily increase releases above 3,000 c.f.s.

.,

.
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to provide sufficient
stage for satisfactory
operation of water supply intakes.
No difficulty
is anticipated in meeting municipal water supply and water
quality requirements in the foreseeable future.
The Fort Peck project is operated as a unit of the main
8-7. Navigation.
Nomlly,
stem reservoir system for Mssouri River navigation below Sioux City.
when adequate multiple use storage space is available in the project, releases
from Fort Peck Lake are reduced during the spring and summer seasons and increased durin:; the w5ntcr to obtain optirmun power benefits while transferring
storage to downstream main stem reservoirs which will eventually be released
from the system to support navigation.
Power production at the Fort Peck project is dependent
8-5. POwer Production.
upon the pool elevations of Fort Peck and other main stem reservoirs water
supply, water release requirements for dovmstrcam purposes, downstream channel
capacity durin,? ice cover season, capability of the powzrplants at Fort peck
and the power demands of the system. The water requirements for the generaof
tion of hydroelectric
~;ET .are not consumptive. However, the realization
the maximum power potential provided by xmter pssing through the ~servoir
system requires the rc@Lntion of Fort Peck Lake to be carcfuUy integrated
wittl the overall regulation of the rr,ai.n stem system as described in the
IG.~ter U.ant~al. During t,he x6nter period of peak po-xer demand, releases can
nxxLLly be expected to average about 50 percent greater than during the
remaining months.

s-9. Advanced planning for the regulation of Fort PeckLake including
advanced plannin, e for power production as an ixtergrated part of the main
s tezl sys ten, is described in the Kastcr Kanual. Day-by-day regulation of
Fort Peck Lake for po:lcr purposes is closely coordtiated Kth the Bureau of
Reclamation (the marketing agency for Federally generated power in the basin)
and with the regulation of the system' for non-polrer purposes. Combined reservoir regulation and poxer prodxAion otiers are issued by the Reservoir
The orders include scheduled
Control Center to the Fort Peck powerpiant.
daily

generation

along

the maximum and minimum loading

limits

of

the

two power--

The actual
loadings
of the Fort Peck Powerplants
are controlled
by
plants.
tiposed by load limits
t!:c Bureau of Reclamation, subject to the limitations
tit the power production order and discharge limitations
stipulated in conHourly pattern-in?,7 of the daily releases
cvrrcnt reservoir reg.&&ion 03+rs.
3 1zjor Lx-portancc in rcslizix~
.C OS
the Eull wder potontj..al of the Fort Peck .
14
U.xzrpl_anLs . An il.lus~Lration of hourly re.gulation and pot,rr3rproduction durtig
during
t i-lc: navi r_)'L
P* t !Lon season is shotm on I?Late 36. A similar .illustration
The
p&terns
illustrated
sho>m
on
Plate
37.
-C-s r~ci?-na~~.i~~7,t~.cn
se23012is
:tr~; for fairly representative weeks, however, main ster;lzsystem req:Lrcn%t
2nd hydrologic conditS-o;rs var-7 the schedules considerably during either SCLLSOll.
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Fluctuations in discharge resulting from power pealzing operations
840.
are dampened relatively
rapidly in the channel below Fort Peck Dam. The
larjre dredge pools below the dam aid in this damping. In the past daily
releases have varied from zero in portions of the day to full powerplant
capacity (15,000 c.f.s.)
with tailwater levels varying up to 8 feet.
Through the first 10 miles of channel below the dam these fluctuations
in
water level can be expected to be reduced to about 5 feet.
At 60 river
miles below the dam a diurnal fluctuation
of about one foot will occur.
While these fluctuations
could be responsible for some bank erosion and do
aggravate problems associated with access to water at irrigation
intakes,
the only restrictions
on peaking currently in effect occur durtig the
pumping is occurring minimum generation
irrigation
season. k!en irrigation
and releases for 4 to 7 hour periods are often specified.
Recreational use of the Fort Peck Lake is enhanced by
841. Recreation.
near full pool levels and will be adversely affected during those periods
of low inflows when a loss of storage becomes necessary to sustain downstream multip~~rpose demands. In addition to reducing the water surface
area available for recreation, continued drawdown results in the exposure
of .increasing areas of mud flats which are unpleasant in appearance. As a
consequence, when a loss of system storage below the essentiauy full condition occurs, it is distributed
insofar as practical amongst the major
resemoirs in the system, including Fort Peck, so that no one project bears
Additionally,
with a loss in
the brunt of these adverse circumstances.
system storage, the service to downstream project purposes is reduced. With
this reduction in service the effects of drought Friods upon recreation
and related functions are ameliorated to some extent.

8-12. A significant
drawdown of Fort Peck Lake can also affect recreation
Boat ramps at the reservoir public use
by limiting access to the reservoir.
areas as described in Section IV of this manual have top elevations varying
If exfrom 2267.6 to 2245.5 and bottom elevations from 2253.2 to 2237J.
tended drought conditions were to occur it would be necessary to extend
these boat ramps to a lower elevation.
Project land in this vicinity
of Fort Peck Lake
Fish and Wildlife.
provides excellent habitat for several species of wildlife,
as discussed
Wildlife management is not an important factor in reserin section III-K.
voir regulation; however, higher than normal pool levels do have the effect
of decreasing river bottom habitat in the reservoir headwater region.

8-13.

8-14. The reservoir is also an important fishery resource in the State of
Montana. Perhaps the most important aspect of reservoir regulation relating
to the fishery resource is the enhancement of spawning activities;
particularly
of the northern pike species. To assist in the initial
fill
of the downstream.
main stem reservoirs, the Fort Peck pool level was drawn down toward its
During the years 1956 through 1965 the reserminimum operating pool level.
a marked
voir refilled
to the normal operating range. Following this refill
increase of northern pike in the reservoir was noted. This increased pike
.

.
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pike reproduction resulted from the establishment of terrestial
vegetation
along the shoreline during the period that the pool level was low and subsequent shallow inundation of vegetation during the risw
pool levels,
providing ideal. northern p&e spawning habitat.

G-15. With the reservoir

at normal operating levels, enhancement of northern
pike smlming requires deliberate regulation.
First it is necessary to
establish the terrcstial
vegetation which provides the spawning habitat.
At least one growin g season with an exposed shoreline appears necessary for
veGetati.on must then be inundated
this purpose. This e::tablished tcrrestial
during the northern pike spwning period, which at Fort Peck appears to occur
ti April or early May. Following spatming the inundztion of the vegetation
must continue until after the eggs hatch and the fish &w:G.op sufficiently
Uue to the character of inflows to Fort Peck
to foILLow falling
pool levels.
Lake, re,@ation to enhance northern pike spuming can be accomplished only
by serious disruption to power production at that project when normal inflo>m
and pool levels are cccurring,
Additionally,
there is no &qarantec that
successful spawning till. occur even if the torrestial
vegetation is llresent
with ideal pool elevations since spa>ming zl s affected by numerous other
Consequently, to this tine, it has been considered impractical
conditions.
to regulate Fort Peck for this purpose wiles s antecedext and coincident
h;fdrologi.c conditions are such that serious adverse effects will not result
to the other functions the reservoir is designed to serve.

8-1'7. Fort Peck Regulation Guide Curves. The regulation guide curves shown .
on Plate 39 illustrate
the relation-of
possible reservoir inflow, reservoir
storage, and release rates for various poriods of the year for use as an aid
in determining project regulation as a unit of the main stem reservoir system
to achieve flood control, water conservation, and power production.
They can
serve as an aid in defining project releases; however, many other factors
must calso be considered, as described in the Master Manual. The cumes
reflect the following basic conditions and assumptions:
a.
survey.
b.

Reservoir storage capacities
Streamflow depletions

are based on the 1961 aggradation

are based on 19'70 level

of basin development.

Inflows are based on the hydrologic
adjustid
d,

to the 1950 level

period extending from 1898,
of basin developent.

Reservoir evaporation

8-18. The regulation
evacuation of reservoir

losses are average annual losses.

guide curves show the release rates necessary for
storage through the following periods of the year:

a. The major runoff season. This period usually extends from March
through July. About tiJo-thirds of the annual volume of jnflow usually occurs
during these months. The largest volume of flow and the widest variation in
inflow occurs during this time. The regulation guide curves for the period
indicate the volume of storage required to store various percentages of the
avera:;e inflow ti conjunction with specified releases.
The curves also indicate that about 1,150 million acre-feet of storage would be used to store
the average flows with releases of 9,500 c.f.s. during the entire KarchNovember period and resilt in no overall reservoir storage gain or draft.
A
large part of the runoff during the period comes from snowmelt and may be
forecast with reasonable accuracy.
b. The late summer and fall.
The period ext;ends from August through
November. Inflows to the reservoir are relatively
low during these months
and draft on reservoir storage is usually required in support of system
multipurpose operation.
The curves for the reservoir drawdown period show
that, with average flows during this period, about 1.8 million acre-feet
of storage could be evacuated by releases averaging 12,500 c.f.s.
With
15,000 c.f.s. release, which approximates the maximumdischarge capability of
the power instaLLation,
the reservoir would be drawn down about 2.1, mullion
acre-feet during the period. The curves indicate that storage equivalent
to the total allocated seasonal and exclusive flood control could usually
be evacuated by the end of November by releasing 25,000 c,f.s. beginning in

late August.

C, The winter months with ice condition.
The channel capacity of the
.
river with ice is less than for open water conditions and consequently
regulation
is somewhat restricted with ice conditions.
The reCgulation guide curves show
the storage needed at the end of November to maintain the specified release
rates to the end of February which is the taTset date for adjusting reservoir
storage in preparation for the major runoff season. The curves also show
the effect on storage if the winter release rates arc continued into or through
Karch. Thz cuxes indicate that 1,125 million acre-feet of stora,r;e would be
required in combination with average inflow to release Q/jOO c.f.s.
These
guide curves do not reflect regulation affotied by tributary
reservoirs upstream from Fort Peck that have been constructed since 1950. Consequently,
conclusions derived from these curves must be tempered by anticipated tributary
rcscrvoir regulation including replacement storage operations.

4
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SECTIONIX - FLOODCONTROL
REGULATION
9-l. Objectives
of Flood Control Regulation.
The flood control
rqulation
objectives of the Fort Peck Dam are: (1) to utxLi.!se
available storage space to the best possible advantage to prevent
or reduce flooding in the reach from Fort Peck Dam to Lake
S&akawea; (2) to coordinate flood control regulations of Fort Peck
Lxkc with the regulation of the other main stzm reservoirs on the
Kissouri River to prevent Iflows from the draMago basin above Fort
Peck D,amfrom contributing
to daJn@ng flows through the lower
reaches of the Missouri River valley.
In most cases, regulations
to reduce floods on the Missouri River also serve to reduce floods
cn the Hissi;;;sippi River.

Method of Flood Control Regulation.
In general, the developed
9-2.
method of rqulation
of For.% Peek =;-;a~
be classified as Method C
defined in EFI lllO-2-3&O&
This represents a ccmbination of the mximum
bcncficial
use of the axilable
storage space -in Fort Peck Ial;c during
each flood event with rqulntion
procedures based on the control of
floods of ttppro,uZrnate projc:ct design ma~~nitude. Procedures for the
axcm@.ishrnent of flood rc?;;ulation of Fort Peck Lake m-3 c&lined in
succeeding wragraphs and examples cf this regulation are :;hoxn in
Section X,
Regulation of the Port Peck
9-3
a---Lake for flood control to txet the :;'t;ated objectives is based on
consideration of the foll~ing
factors:
l

a. Coordination 0f flood control regulation of Fort Pock Lake with
the regulation of' the ~~c~;J-v
L~~J~ream
It&in stem reservoirs as described in
Section X of the EMxr P&ual.
b. Channel ca.pxc3.y through the reach of the Kissouri
Fort Peck Darnm.d the mouth of the Yellcwstone River.

River between

C, Obzx~xd and a~&icipated in:E'lows in the incresrental drainage
area between Fort Peck Dz.m.and the mouth of the Yt;llowstonc River.
d.

Obserycfi and anticimted

e. Space currently
of future floods.

available

&flows

tG th<2 Fort Peck Reservoir.

dthin

Fort Pzck Lake for storage

f. Flood producink potential. of the drainage basin above Fort Peck
Dcamand the incremental drainage area between Fort Peck Dam and the mouth
of the Yellow&one River.

_-

g, Release requirements from Fort Peck L&se for purposes other than
flood control.
h. Flood storage space available
from Fort Peck Dam.

in tributary

reservoirs

upstream

Devices. Releases from the Fort Peck Lake may be
9-4* flow Regulation
Normally
made through the two poxcrplants, outlet works and the spillway.
discharge through the powerplants lcrill be used to the fullest extent
possible in order to achieve the maximumeconomic return from the project.
When releases in excess of that required for pozfer generation or larger
than the powerplant capacity demand are necessary, the outlet tunnels
and/or the spillway will be used,
The flood control storage
Fort Peck Flood Control Storage .
9-5
allocations for Feck I;zko, and associated reservoir elevations based on
the 1972 Aggradation Szvey, are described Tn Section IV of this manual.
Flood control storage space includes ZJOO,OOO acre-feet for seasonal
flood control and multiple-use and l,OOO,OOOacre-feet for exclusive flood
These allocations are based on system as well as project requirecontrol.
ments and assume no significant
tributary
storage development. Surcharge
space is provided above these specific flood storage allocations primarily
to insure safety of the project during maximumprobable flood conditions.
l

Coorinated System Flood Control Regulation.
The main stem system
9-6,
of reservoirs, of Mfiich Port Peck Lake is an integral component, is regulaied
to reduce flooding to the maximumdegree practical along the Kssouri River
below the system. Integrated regulation techniques to accomplish this
objective are described in Section X of the Nester Hanual. The general
plan of regulation applicable to most of the mazLnstem reservoirs including
Fort Peck is to have the flood control storage space evacuated prior to the
beginning of the %rch-July flood season. During the flood season inflows
that are in excess of the current multiple--use requirec?cnts are deliberately
impounded in annual flood control and multiple--use storage space until such
time there is reasonable assurance that adequate reserves are stored to
satisfy multiple-use requirements to the beginning of the next flood season
without drawdown into the carry-over zone of system storage. This deliberate
storage for future multiple-use also serves the flood control function.
Following the time that adequate supplies of multiple-use storage are
reasonably assured, releases in excess of current multiple-use requirements
are made as a storage evacuation measure when such releases are not anticiNormally, system releases in
pated to contribute to downstream flooding.
excess of multiple-use requirements are scheduled at a relatively
uniform
in order that maximummultiple-use benefits
rate, to the degree practicable,
may be achieved. Of course, modifications from these uniform rates are made
when required for flood control purposes.

I
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Replacement Flood Control Space. TributalT flood control storage
provided in Canyon Ferry and Clark Canyon Reservoirs upstre;im from
Fort Peck is regulated in a manner that effectively
replaces a portion
of the allocated annual flood control and multiAnle-use space in the
main stem system, as described in Section III of this rr.xx~ual. Since
Fort Peck is the immedizte downstxam main stem project below these
replaced main stem flood control storage space
tributary
reservoirs,
equivalent to that provided in Clark Canyon and Canyon Ferry would
norzalljr be in the Fort Peck Lake. This would allow Fort Peck to be
maintained at a higher elevation at the starfi, 01.' the flood season than
previously &scribed.
However, the
-indicated by storage allocations
nature of system design floods i s such that the transfer of space
(or storage) from one of the major upstream main stern projects to another
during the progress of a flcod can be accomplished with rolxtioe ease.
Therefore, at times the enc:*oachmcnt into the ;IJlocated flood control
and multiple purpose permitted by existence of this upstream space may
be in the Garrison or Oahe Reservoirs rather than Fort Pec1:.
9-7.

Regulation of the tributary
reservoirs rprith a replacement flood
control function is described in appropriate tributary
rxzrvoir
regllati.on manuals. Insofar as Fort Feck (or other main stem reservoirs) is
rcplacencnt spme bezing
concerned,, rc@ation
is based on the tributary
essentlallg
considered as a por%ion of the mAn stem snnu.nJ.flood corztr;>l
arid multiple-use space. The,r*eforc, svacuatio~n of t ho t,?a-,ukry space
alloxs retention of water bl mG.n stc1Iz (Fort Pock) spxe.
g-3.

Coordinated
Flood Regulation Techniques.
Regu1ati.o~: of Fort Peck
.
I&e as one 0;" the r:~Jor c~mponcnix 0,2 the EAn stem rczryoir
system
wKU gonerally partiM.- that described above for the system as a whole,
EOWYJCi',
some variations art? allo~cl as dertcribcd below:
9-9.

a. i;:vacuaticn of storage space to the b-xx of the annual flood
control and m.ul-Li&e-use zone is a recognized objective; howwer, to the
extent &hat tbiS evacuated trihut3ry
stor2Ee space can .re$..ace annual
flcod control and IX~lt,.ipl.t?-iX5c
Gt,omge
spwe
jn Fort
Peck,
an cncrox‘1xx2nt
into the Port Peck f,'tood control st;oragc zone 22 aLl.owocL

While the pattern of system regulation
generally
is as described
C.
in paragraphs 9-6 and 9-7, during a particular
year the pattern of Fort
Peck may differ
materially
from other downstream projects.
Dependent
a major portion of the annual flood control and multiple-use
upon inflows,
space may be filled
in Fort Peck Lake with only a minor portion
filled
in
downstream projects.
However, prior to significant
encroachment into the
of the annual flood
Fort Peck exclusive flood control
zone, complete fill
control and multiple-use
zones of all other main projects
is scheduled.
Criteria
specific
to the Fort Peck project upon its encroachment into the
exclusive flood control
zone is discussed in a later paragraph.
Release scheduling from Fort Peck Lake, as well as from all of the
9-10.
is normally done on the basis of studies perother main stem projects,
formed by the Reservoir Control Center which extend from the current date
through the succeeding months up to a 1 March date when the start of the
All factors listed
in paragraph 9-3 are
following
flood season occurs.
Such studies are
considered to the extent possible in these studies.
made at a maximum interval
of each month as new estimates of future inchange materially
from those
flows are developed and, if conditions
anticipated
in the monthly studies,
additional
studies are made. The
published Annual Operating Plan, discussed in the Master Manual, is based
on one of these studies with deviations
from the published plan based on
the results
of subsequent monthly (or more frequent)
studies.
Local Flood Control Regulation.
Procedures described in the
9-11.
--preceding paragraphs are designed for regulation
of Fort Peck Lake as a
This project
is
significant
part of the main stem reservoir
system.
also designed to provide flood protection
through the reach extending
from Fort Peck Dam to the headwaters of Lake Sakakawea and at times
The Milk and Yellowregulation
is based on conditions
in this reach.
stone Rivers are major tributaries
entering
this reach.
Other minor
tributaries
can also contribute
large inflows for short periods of time.
Immediately below the mouth of the Milk River the Missouri River has an
open water channel capacity of about 30,000 c.f.s.;
therefore,
Milk River
At times Milk River discharges exceed
flows are monitored accordingly.
this rate and it is necessary to reduce Fort Peck releases to minimum
mean daily rates of 3,000 c.f.s.
or less.
WPth an ice cover the channel
capacity below the mouth of the Milk River is reduced and regulation
is
based on maintaining
Wolf Point stages at 11 feet or less.
Fortunately,
the Milk River is a slow cresting
stream and flows at Nashua, the most
downstream gaging station on the Milk River are approximately
coincidental
(with respect to downstream travel time) with Fort Peck releases.
Regulation to achieve the above objective
is not difficult,
Due to the rapid cresting
time of minor tributaries
below Fort Peck
9-12.
Dam and the lack of stream data from these tributaries,
regulation
of Fort
Peck for desyncronization
with crest tributary
rainfall
runoff becomes
impracticable.
Sharp tributary
rainfall
crests will enter the Missouri

.
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River prior to the time that Fort Peck release reductions based on rainfall
However, unless high flows arc also occurring
reports can be effective.
from the Milk River as a result of runoff which occurred some time previously, there will usually be adequate channel capacity with Fort Peck
Crest flows from these
releases at or below the powerplant capacity.
tributaries
attenuate rapidly when entering the Missouri River. At times
when a significant
plains snowmelt runoff appears imminent from these
minor tributary
streams, it is practical to reduce Fort Peck releases.
During the winter ice cover period Fort Peck reaction
is based on
maintaining a Culbertson, Montana, stage of 13 feet or less. This rearea.
quires consideration of possible snowmelt runoff from the tributary
The Yellowstone River is capable of producing flows which exceed
the Missouri River channel capacity below the confluence of the two
streams.
However, nearly all of the flood plain below the Yellows-tone
River to Garrison Dam has been acquired by the government in connection
Therefore, release scheduling fron Fort Peck
with the Garrison project.
to project areas below the Yellowstone River is seldom required.
There
have been complaints from the missouri River flood plain area immediately
above the Yellowstone River as a result of backwater effects from high
However, in general it appears that these
Yellow&one River flows.
complaints originate from low lying areas that have been developed since
regulation
control has been provided by Fort Peck Lake. There is little
action that can be taken to alleviate this problem.
9-13

l

9-14. Regulation During Missouri River Ice Formation. Winter ice cover
ferns each year on the reach of the mi ssouri River extending from Fort
Peck Dam to the headwaters of Lake Sakakawea. Usually this occurs in
late November and December with the initial
cover forming near the headwaters of Lake Sakakawea. The head of the ice cover then progresses
upstream toward Fort Peck Damwith the rate of progress and total extent
of cover dependent largely on temperatures experienced at the time. AS
the ice cover forms at a particular
point, a sudden sharp increase in
With the
stage is experienced due to the associated friction
effects.
passage of time after the cover has formed the frictional
effects are
reduced; however, the channel capacity remains well below the open-river
capacity.
G-nthe basis of actual experience, Fort Peck releases are limited
to 10,000 c.f.s. during the period of initial
active ice formation in the
reach extending from the headwaters of Lake Sakakawea up to Wolf Point,
freeze continues rapidly upstream from Wolf
Montana. If this initial
Point, maxmum releases continue to be limited to 10,000 c.f.s.
However,
after the Kissouri River has frozen to above Wolf Point and the ice cover
satisfactory
rccLLation occur3
from Wolf Point downstream has stabilized,
if Fort Peck releases are limited to 12,000 c,f.s. during further periods
of active ice formzltion in the reach inmediately below the dam. After a
9-u

l

stabilized
ice cover has formed from the mouth of the milk River downstream, releases can be increased to the full powerplant capacity of
15,000 c.f.s. provided significant
inflows are not occurring from the
incremental. drainage area extending from Fort Peck to the mouth of the
Yellowstone River. The head of the ice cover will move downstream
during warm periods which often occur during the winter months. Continued powerplant capacity releases during the tin;e the ice cover is
diminishing create no problems; however, if a substantial amount of ice
cover is lost as a result of warm temperatures, conditions revert to
those described for initial
freeze-up when cold temperatures recur.
Studies are continuing to more closely define the relationships
. 9-16.
between release temperature, release volume, air temperature and downstream ice formation.
A3 yet only qualitative
conclusions are available.
These indicate that minimum temperatures well below zero and a mean
daily temperature of near zero are required for the initial
ice cover to
fern rapidly through this reach when releases arc in the 10,000 to 15,000
c.f.s. range. While release temperatures apparently have little
effect
on ice formation through the lower portion of the reach, high release
temperatures do retard formation closer to the dam. Regulation during
the winter ice season must consider these factors aa occurring or forecast.
Regulation Guide Curves regulation guide curves shown on Plate 39
947
have been developed for use as an aid for regulation of Fort Peck Iake.
Detailed description of the development of these curves ard the use
thereof are described in Section VII of this manual.
l

9-18.
Exclusive Flood Control Regulation Techniques. The procedures
described in paragraph 9-10 will restfit in the ForPeck pool being
below the base of exclusive flood control most of the time. However,
occasionally flood inflows will be of such magnitude that encroachment
into the exclusive flood control zone will occur and supplementary actions
may be necessary. These actions w.i.U be dependent upon conditions existing
or anticipated in the other reservoirs in the main stem system. Lf exclusive flood control space is being utilized
zin all main stem reservoirs,
action tiI.
be on the basis of the studies described in the preceding
paragraphs with system releases and the balance of exclusive storage
scheduled in each reservoir of the system as defined by procedures discussed in the Vaster Manual.

At times encroachment into the Fort Peck exclusive flood control
swce will. occur or will. be anticipated when ample annual flood control
storage space rcmins vacant in the downstream Garrison, Oahe and Fort
Randall projects.
NormaLly when this occurs Fort Peck releases will be
maintained at full powerplant capacity in an effort to transfer the e:tcess
storage downstream while at the same time developing the m&mum practical
revenue for the government. However, significant
encroachment into the
exclusive flood control space will require releases in excess of the
9-19*

powerplant capacity in order that a storage apace reserve can be maintained
Regulation curves shown on Plate 40
for unanticipated flood inflows.
serve as a guide for defining minimum releases at such times, These
curvea relate pool elevation and current inflows to minimum releases.
To the extent that short range inflow forecasts are available, analysis
of forecast pool elevation with possible release rates will be used in
conjunction with these curves. The early spring plains snow melt and
rainfall
curves recognize the relatively
sharp peaking hydrographs resuiting therefrom, as compared to the generally long and flat crest3
during the late spring mountain snowmelt season, Two late spring curves
are given, the first applicable prior to 1 July. Substantial mountain
*snowmelt often continues to that date while after 1 July the recession
from this runoff source has begun. The Nay - June curve results in
somewhat higher release3 for corresponding inflow3 than the July curves.
Since floods resulting primarily from intense rainfall
have characterthe
early
spring
curves should
istics sIMILar to early spring floods,
be used following the mountain snowmelt season or when reports indicate
that a sharp increase in inflows is due largely to a rainstorm over the
falls beyond
contributing
area. When the inflow-pool level relationship
the limits of these curves, the emergency regulation curves, described
later, should be consulted.
9-20. Surcharge and Emergency Flood Regulation Techniques. Previously
described procedures assume that reservoir inflows will not be extremely
high and that rapid communication is available between the Reservoir
Control Center and operating personnel at the Fort Peck power plant. When
such assumptions are no longer valid it may be necessary for operating
personnel of the dam to modify operations on the basis of information
with extremely large inflow3, integrity
available to them. Additionally,
of the dam and associated facilities
becomes an important consideration.
9-21. Regulation techniques pertinent to extreme floods and emergency
conditions are presented in Exhibit 8. These techniques require data
which, in general, may bo obtained directly at the powerplant and for this
reason are applicable under emergency conditions when rapid communication
to the site from the Reservoir Control Center is not available.
Due to
marked differences in characteristics
between the early spring and late
spring floods originating
in the upper part of the Missouri basin, separate
curves have been developd for Fort Peck Lake for each flood type.
Reservoir release rates are dependent upon pool elevations and rate of inflow.
The schedules have been developed in accordance with the method described
in Engineering Manual 1110-2-3608 and change 1 dated IO October 1961,
change 2 dated 26 September 1962, and change 3 dated 26 December 1962.
The T values adopted are 3.5 days for the early spring regulation curve
and asvariable from 6 to 10 days for the late spring and summer regulation
curve. The adequacies of the emergency regulation curvea have. been checked
by test routing3 of historic floods.

,
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9-22. The presented techniques are such that indicated release rates
will insure the safety of the project by maintaining adequate freeboard
even in the case of the extreme spillway design or comparable floods.
The maximumrelease rate during the progress of such a flood will not
materially exceed the maximumriver discharge which would have occurred
if the project had not been in operation.
In most cases releases will
be increased in such a manner so as not to result in an extremely abrupt
flood wave downstream from the project.
For these reasons they may be
used as a guide to systemSoperations during any exceptionally large
flood.
In addition, the developed techniques are of such a nature that
if during a large flood the storage balance between the main stem
projects is not achieved, they may be used as a guide to obtain a
restoration of this balance.
Responsibility
for Application of Regulation Techniques. As
described in Section VI of the Master Manual, the Missouri River Division
Control. Center is responsible for and directs all regulation,
including
flood control regulation,
of Fort Peck and the other main stem reservoirs.
Instructions
to assure continuation of Fort Peck regulation during
periods of communication failure between the project and the Reservoir
Control Center are given in Exhibit B of this, the Fort Peck Manual.
9-23.

Reports of Flood Control Regulation.
Reports of regulation of
944
Fort Peck Lake are made as described in Section X of the Master Manual.
l

-
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OF REGULATION
SecTION X - EXAMPLES
I
X-A.

scope

0

In this section of the manual. observed reGulation since construction of the Fort Peck Project, use of replacement storage and examples
of emergency regulation are described and illustrated.
The examples of
emergency regulation include Fjor observed floods representative of the
early spring flood period of march and April and of the late sp.ri.ng and
summer 'flood period of &y, June and July and SYNThetic floods comparable
to the spillWay dosign flood, the standard project flood and the maxm
probable flood.
These examples ILLUSTRATE flood control regulation
under emergency conditions by means of emergency flocd control ruLe
curve3 and serve as a guide in the event of the recurrence of sind.ar
EXampILesand description of coordinated regulation for the
floods.
Missouri River main stem reservoir system are contained in Section XI
of the IVlaster Hanual.
10-l

X-B.
10-2.

l

Observed Regulation
General

IIllustration

of actual regulation of Fort Peck lake from
During the years from late I.937 to
.
flood control
and
1952, Fort Peck Reservoir wzs regulated primary for
navigation, usually scheduled to support downstream navigation during the
open water season, except that a minimum of 1,000 c.f;s* ms scheduled
during the irrigation
season. Flood control regulation consisted largely
of storing water dur5q the high water season to be released during late
swmer or fall.
Release were controlled
to provide flood protection in
t:ie rwxh &,modiately beloll the Fort Peck project, with benefi.ts further
downstream only.incidental
to such rq@ation
and to regulation for naviga-'
releases wrc3 scheduled through the
To the extent practical,
tion.
Initial
fLL.Iling of ths reservoti
av:zilabZe power ;;encrating facilities.
From 1938 to
was also in ~zog~ss durin,,(r the first half of this period.
1943, minixxx~ dr;;ly inflows to Fort Peck Lake during each month varied
ti June 1943; rnaxizwl
from. ,.q.0 c.f.3. in August lo&l. to 21420 c,f.s.
daily inflows from 4,810 c,~,s~ in September 1940 to 98,070 c.f.3. ti
June 19+3 and mean monthly inflows from 2,830 c.f.s. in August 1940 to
4&540 c,f,s,
511June ~-91~3. Mean monlhlg releases varied Iron 510 c.f.3,
5.2 April 191:.3to ?.9,2'?0 c,f.s. in September 1343.
1938 to iflL+ is shown on Plate 14.

x-1
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conservation purposes when the available water supply was adequate to
for flood control becamean important '
support such releases. Regulation
consideration after the reservoir was filled to normal operattig levels.
During the period from 1944 to 1952, minimumdaily inflows during each
month varied from 490 c.f.s. in November1946 to 38,210 c,f.s. in June 1948;
maximumdaily inflow from 3,840 c,f,s. in August 1949 to 93,580 c.f.s. in
&larch 1947 and meanmonthly inflows from 2,847 c&s. dn August 1945 to
54,670 c.f.s. in June 1948. Kean monthly releases from 1944 to.1952
varied from 700 c.f.s. in June 1944 to 28,170 c.f.s. in October 1948.
Observedfloods of significance. during the period from 1938 to 1952 include
. * the floods of 1943, 19U, 1947, 1948 and 1952.

.

Since 1952 the regulation of Fort Peck Lake has broadened from a
104
single reservoir to regulation as a unit of the main stem reservoir
system. The principal floods which have occurred above the Fort Peck
Project from 1952 to the present time include the 1953 and 1964 floods.
This period of record illustrates the actual regulation of Fort Peck Lake
in coodhtion
with other main stem projects, during which the 1953-1967
period is unique in that the main stem reservoirs were in the process of
be- filled to norma1operating levels. Since 1967 the reservoirs have
been regulated as an essentially full system.
Numerousstudies have been madeof regulation of the main stem
10-5
system under current and anticipated levels of water resource development.
One of the latest long range studies (6-69 Series)*were published early
in 1970 and encompassedthe entire available hydrologic record to chat
time. Plate 38 presents duration curves of Fort Peck pool elevation and
releases from these studies for the 1970 basin `developnontlevel and
anticipated 1980, 2000 and 2020 levels.
l

10-6. Regulation of the 1947 Flood. The 1947 flood was an early spring
flood resulting from snowmelt combinedwith the breakup of the river ice
cover which resulted in extreme ice jam flooding. Above Fort Peck Lake,
the abnormally thick ice cover produced by a prolonged period of cold
weather, broke up during the March 1947 thaw. Flood waters from melting
snow carried block ice down the river where it gorged and spread over
lowlands. Damagingfloods occurred in the reach extending upstream from
Fort Peck Lake to Loma, Montanaand from Fort Peck downstreamto the mouth
of the Yellowstone River due to ice jam flooding. During the flood period
from 17 March to 28 March 1947, inflows to Fort Peck T(akeexceededl5,OOO
c.f.s. and reached a peak of 93,600 c.f.s. on 22 March. The total volume
of inflow to Fort Peck Reservoir during this period was approx~tc4.y
936,000 acre-feet. Releases from Fort Peck Lake during the flood period
were nominal as the seasonal flood control zone was in the process of
The reservoir pool level was at elevation 2228.5 at the .
being filled.
beginning of the flood period and rose to an elevation of 2232.9 on
28 March. The peak flow immediately below Fort Peck Damwas reduced by
A stage reduction of about 13.5 feet and a maximum
about 92,000 c.f.8.
flow reduction of about 76,000 c,f.s. were effected at the gaging station
near wolf Point, Montanaby Fort Peck lake during this flood.

x-2
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10-7. Regulation of the 1948 Flood. The 1948 flood was a late spring
and summer flood resulting from the rapid melting of a above normal
snow&
in the mountain area combined with heavy rainfall in
the drainage
basin above Fort Peck Lake. Description Ok
J this flood is contained in
Section II of this Manual. Inflows into Port Peck Lake during this flood
period varied from 20,000 c.f.s. on 20 &y 1943 to peaks of 70,000 c.f.s.
on 4 June, 60,800 c.f.s. on 9 June and 81,900 c,f,s, on 21 June. The
inflow receded to 20,000 c.f.s. by 9 July with an additional small peak
of 43,ooO c.f,s. occurring on 13 July. The total volume of inflow to
Fort Peck hke from 20 Xay to i5 July WZLS
approximately 4,922,OOO acreReleases from Fort Peck Lake were increased from 1,870 c.f.s. to
feet.
10,470 c.f.s. on 17 June and increased to peaks of 23,950 c.f.s. on
6 July and 23,740 c.f.s. on 13 July:
%O reservoir pool level rose from

elevation
2228.8 on 20 May to elevation
2244.8 on 15 July.
The peak flow
immediately below Fort Peck Dam was reduced by about 67,000 c.f.s.
and releases

kept below channel capacity.
A stage rcdu&ion of about 8.0 feet and a .
maximumflow reduction of about 58,000 c.f,s. were effected at the gaging
station near Wolf Point by Fort Peck L&e duriw the 1948 flood.

-

10-8. Regulation of the 1952 Flood. The 1952 flood in this area was an
early sprflood resulting from snowxlt and ice jams on the Missouri
River above Fort Peck Lake and a record flow from the Milk River below
Fort Peck Dam. These conditions were caused by above normal snow cover
below elevation 8,000 feet m.s.1. in the mountain region in northern
Montana east of the Continental Divide
The @ains snow cover in
northern Montana cast, of the ContinentSI. Divide during late March varied
from 5 inches to 13 inches with a water equivalent of from 1 inch to
slightly
over 3 inches. The ground M-S frozen to a depth of one foot or
more with a layer of 5c.e l-inch thixk,
Frozen streams were caused by
prolonccd Low winter temyeratures. Thawing
temperatures occurred throughout the drainage basin above Fort Peck Dam and in the incremental drainage
area between Fort Peck Dam and the mouth o.f the Yellowstone River during
The runoff-' from snowmelt and ice break-up
late Karch and early April.
occurred in the Fort Peck area in late !ji2rch and early April 1952. Overb&c flooding by open water predominated on the Milk River, the Poplar
River, Big K.uddy Creek and ice jam flnqd.ing on the Missouri River above
Fort l-%xk Lake. With the advent of tha;:li.y temperatures in March 1952,
snoxmelt runoff caused ice to rise, brea!t up, move downstream and in
som cases to jam. An ice jam flocd on M-E main stem of the &ssouri
1 - County upstrecam frczl Fort Peck Lake occurred on 31 Earth.
fG.vor in FcrgJL,
The coincident tLzti(: and accumulated of iii;h f3.0~;; from mountain snowp&t 02 the many tributaries
through oul; t!?c $.fi3,!(River basin caused the
greatest
flood of record on the iX31; 3i.vi:? nr,ti ti-ie month-ion,? flood
caused wlanticip?tcd

and unprwcdanteci

CGCL’~~ t;r;rougilou’c til3 ; d.k

;:.iVCl‘

Peak flm-3 of the Elk River at Z~s:;t~a reached 31?,G00 c.f.s, on
basin.
8 April and 44,209 c,f.s. on i6 r\pril \,.i.i;il ll.i.& %N'/L, oCCUl’i’h[;
t’r:rGS&~lt
?~.lrj.;l;;
tile
flocd
per:l&,
tif1.0~~
tile Frj.od fror: s;-rly I'qri.1 to earpJ :>I?~.
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vo1tjy.e of inflow to Fort Peck Lake dur.l.n:; i;Xs px5.od was approximately
1,251,000 acre-feet,

Total volume of inflow during the flood period from 27 March to
m-9.
30 April was approximately 1,975,OOO acre-feet.
Releases during the flood *
period were normal as the reservoir was well below the base of the annual
flood control zone during most of the flood period.
The reservoir pool
level rose from elevation 2218.0 on 27 March to elavation 2226.7 on 30 April.
The maximumpeak flow immediately below Fort Peck Dam was reduced by about
A stage reduction of 10.5 feet and a
81,000 c.f.s. during this flood.
flow reduction of 74,000 c.f.s. were effected by the regulation of FOX%
Peck Lake during this flood at the gage near Wolf Point, Montana.
N-10.
Regulation of the 1953 Flood. The 1953 flood was a late spring
and summer flood resulting from snowmelt from a normal winter's accumulation
of snow combined with runoff from three distinct
storms with accompanying
precipitation
in the drainage basin above Fort Peck Lake. Description of
this flood is contained in Section II of this Manual. Inflows into Fort
Peck L&e during this flood period varied from 20,000 c.f.s. on 21, May 1953,
peaks of 85,000 c.f.s. on 29 May; 76,000 c.f.s. on 3 June, 119,700 c.f.s.
on 7 June and 73,000 c.f.s. on 13 June. The inflow to Fort Peck Lake receded
to below 20,000 c.f.s. on 25 June. The total volume of inflow to Fort Peck
Lake from 24 May to 25 June was approximately 3,572,000 acre-feet.
Releases
from Fort Peck Lake during the flood period averaged about 3,000 c.f.s.
The reservoir water level increased from elevation 2221.7 on 20 May to
elevation 2238.0 on 26 June. Ths maximumpeak flow immediately below Fort
Peck Dam was reduced by about 117,000 c.f.s.
A stage reduction of about
11, feGt and a flow reduction of about 113,000 c.f,s. at the streamflow gage near Wolf Point, Montana was effected by the regulation of Fort Peck Lake.
Regulation of the 1964 Flood. The 1964 flood was a late spring and
1041.
summer flood resulting from heavy rainfall
which caused a large volume of
runcff to flow into streams already carrying heavy runoff from mountain
snowmelt, as described in Section II of this Manual. Inflows into Fort Peck
Lake during this period varied from an averaging of about 21,000 c.f.s. in
May to flows of about 90,000 c.f.s. on 12 June and 18 June. Average inflows
for June 1964 were about 47,000 c.f.s. and gradually decreased to less than
The total volume of inflows to Fort Peck Lake
10,000 c.f.s. by 18 July.
from 3 May to 18 July was approximately 4,931,OOO acre-feet.
Reltases were
nominal during the flood period as the water level of Fort Peck Lake was .
well below the base of the seasonal flood control zone during May and most
of June. Relteases averaged about 6,000 c.f.s. during May and about 4,400
c.f.s. in June and July.
The reservoir level increased from elevation
2214.4 in early May to elevation 2234.5 by 18 July.
The maximumpeak flow
was reduced by about 87,000 c.f.s. during the flood period.
At the Wolf
Point gage, a stage reduction of about 14.0 feet and a maximumflow reduction
of about 78,000 c.f.s. was effected by Fort Peck Lake.

I
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The 1975 flood had the largest volume
Regulation of the l-975 Flood.
1042,
The monthly precipitation
of runoff (for the March-July period) of record.
amounts during the March through May period were above normal and an intense
rainstorm on 18 and 19 June resulted in heavy runoff which in combination
with mountain snowmelt caused severe flooding in Montana. Several maximum
discharges of record occurred and are indicated in Section II of this manual.
Mean monthly inflows into Fort Peck during April, May, June, and July were;
and 36,600 c.f.s. respectively
18,500 c.f.s.,
36,800 c.f.s.,
43,600 c.f.s.,
with a peak mean daily inflow of 80,000 c,f,s.
occurring on 23 June. The
mean daily outflow from Fort Peck varied from a low of 4,300 c.f.s.
on
24 April to a maximum of 35,400 c.f.s.
on 7 July.
This was the highest
maximum mean-daily releasesince
the project has been operating but was considerably less than the unregulated discharge of 120,000 c.f.s. which would
During tha March through July period
have occurred without the project.
inflow into Fort Peck Lake totaled 8,911,OOO acre-feet (not including
Fort Peck Lake pool elevation rose from
tributary
reservoir holdouts).
2236.1 feet m.s.1. on 15 March to elevation 2251.6 feet m.s.1. on 16 July
(this was the maximum pool elevation of record).
The stages at Wolf Point
and Culbertson were reduced 8.3 feet and 8.6 feet respectively.
x-c
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Replacement Regulation.

as discussed in Section IX
*General. Replacement storage regulation,
of this Manual, is necessary only during those years when it appears that a
major amount of the annual flood control storage space in dowstream main stem
reservoirs may be used in storing flood inflows.
In years when main stem
pool levels do not, or are not expected to encroach substantially
into the
annual flood control zone, distinct
power head benefits are realized by
passing inflows directly through the tributary
reservoirs into the main stem
projects.
Normally, any water deliberately
stored in the replacement storage
zone will be released following the flood season after it becomes apparent.
that sufficient
evacuated space will remain available in main stem projects
From the standpoint of increased
to provide downstream flood protection.
power heads in the main stem system, evacuation of the storage accumulated
in the replacement zone of tributary
reservoirs as soon as permissible by
main stem flood control considerations
is desirable.

10-13.

10-14.

.

Regulation of Fort, Peck as a component of the main stem system and
associated tributary
replacemement space can be illustrated
by the actual
regulation which was performed during the late summer and fall of 1968, extending into the flood season of 1969. Main stem system storage peaked at
63,621,OOO acre-feet in mid-July 1968, leaving 6.8 million acre-feet of the
Canyon Ferry and Clark Canyon
annual flood control and multiple-use vacant.
Reservoirs are the only upstream tributary
projects which contained significant amounts of replacement storage space. This space in Canyon Ferry,
amounting to 450,000 acre-feet was completely filled
at the time of the
of the Canyon Ferry space was not
system peak. While the complete fill
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required for replacement storage purposes, it provided local flood control
as well as storage to be utilized
for future hydro-power generation at the
Canyon Ferry powerplant. A portion of the 76,000 acre feet of replacement
space in Clark Canyon had been filled
earlier in the year; however, as the
runoff pattern into the main stem system developed, it became evident that
this space would not be required to prevent the main stem storage from exceeding its annual flood control level and it was therefore evacuated.
Evacuation of the replacement storage accumulated in Canyon Ferry was made
at the full capacity of its powerplant through the succeeding summer and fall
months, while the main stem storage was also evacuated to be at its base of
flood control prior to the 1969 flood season. Since winter releases are
restricted,
evacuation of the main stem system in excess of downstream
multiple-use requirements must be largely completed prior to the winter
season, or prior to 1 December. Fort Peck storage peaked at a level about
2 million acre-feet in the flood control pool, with most of this storage
scheduled to be evacuated prior to the winter season.

1045.

Based on anticipated inflows during the winter months, evacuation
of Fort Peck storage to a level of about 16,600,OOO acre-feet and system
storage to about 59,750,OOO acre-feet on 1 December would have been indicated
if there had been no upstream replacement storage designed to assist the
main stem system in its flood control function.
Estimates prior to
1 December were that about 200,000 acre-feet of replacement space would be
vacant on the 1 December date; therefore evacuation of the main stem system
was scheduled only to the 59,950,OOOacre-feet level and Fort Peck to
16,800,OOO acre-feet.
If all of the replacement storage space had been
evacuated by 1 December, a main stem storage level of near 60,300,000 and
a Fort Peck level of 17,150,OOO acre-feet would have been selected for that
date.

10-16. Evacuation of thti storage accumulated in the replacement storage zone
of Canyon Ferry continued through the winter and early spring months at
maximumpowerplant capacity, while that in Clark Canyon was completely
evacuated by March 1969. In the meantime, snow survey information as well
as main stem storage conditions indicated that runoff above the main stem
system could result in filling
all of the annual flood control space in the
system. Storage in the replacement zones of the upstream reservoirs was
definitely
indicated.
However, both of these tributary
reservoirs also have
a local flood control function, and as expressed in a preceding paragraph,
power head conditions are improved with increased storage in the main stem
system, so fill
of thti tributary
replacement storage space was purposely
delayed and when started, limited to those levels from which reasonably
assured fill
could be achieved pribr to cresting of the main stem storage.
At Canyon Ferry thic 3 meant substantial bypass of its powerplant while at
Clark Canyon releases far in excess of downstream multiple-use requirements
were made.

x-6
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As the flood season progressed and the 1969 plains snowmelt runoff
entered the main stem system, subnormal precipitation
in the mountain
drainage area of the basin together with actual water in storage resulted
in decreasing forecasts of peak reservoir storage in the main stem system.
Accordingly, soon after the 1 May data were available, the need for complete
fill
of the replacement zones of the tributary
reservoirs no longer appeared
necessary. The decision was made to pass Clark Canyon Reservoir inflows
instead of filling
the replacement zone. This preserved storage space for
later local flood control use, if needed. Since Canyon Ferry has a powerplant, distinct
advantage to the government is realized by passing as much
of the release as possible through its generators.
Accordingly, releases
from this project were scheduled at full powerplant capacity plus release
of inflows in excess of those required to fill
the replacement space. Releases from both of the tributary
projects were limited to downstream
channel capacity.
m-17.

l

10-18. This coordinated replacement regulation of main stem and upstream
tributary
reservoirs allowed the retention of about one-half million acrefeet of water in Fort Peck Lake and the main stem system. This water was
essentially
all in excess of multi-purpose needs during the normal 1968
evacuation season, and was available for use during later years. This was
accomplished while still
providing the same degree of downstream flood
protection designed for the main stem system.
X-D.

Regulation

for Extreme Floods and Under Emergency Conditions.

General. Regulation procedures described in Section IX and regulation
curves contained in Exhibit B of this Manual have been developed as guides to
regulation when inflow and storage conditions are such that available flood
control storage space may be completely filled
during the progress of a flood.
They also serve as criteria
for regulation by project personnel at timas
communication facilities
between the project and the Reservoir Control
Center are inoperative.
Examples contained in subsequent paragraphs
illustrate
this type of regulation for historical
floods as well as floods
of design and maximumprobable magnitude.

1049.

10-20.

The criteria

used in the examples are as follows:

Storage level of Fort Peck Lake assumed to be at the base of the
a.
annual flood control and multiple-use zone (1131~. 2234 m.s.1.) prior to
early spring plains snowmelt floods, or at the base of the exclusive flood
control zone (Elev. 2246 m.s.1.) prior to the late spring mountain snowmelt
and rainfall
floods.
b. Regulation
included in Exhibit

would be by use of the applicable
B.

l
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emergency rule curves

.

7.

,

CO Evaporation

the effect

of direct

-_

from the reservoir surface was neglected
rainfall
on the surface of the reservoir.

d. Storage allocations
present tim e.

were based on the allocations

as well as

in use at the

e, Inflows used for the 1948 and 1952 floods were the averaged daily
com puted inflow- s obtained from project operation records which reflect
actual releases and changes in reservoir storage at the tim e of the particular flood.
E m ergency Regulation of the 1948 Flood. The 1948 flood was the
q-21.
largest late spring and sum m er flood experienced since the closure of Fort
Peck Dam . Description of this flood is contained in Section II and in
paragraph 10-T of this M anual. Regulation of Fort Peck Lake during the
1948 flood using the E m ergency Rule Curve for a Late Spring and Summer
Flood is shown on Plate 41. This regulation provides for releases of
10,000 c.f.s. from 20 April to 8 June. Release rates not over 25,000
c.f.s. were m aintained for the balance of the flood period.
Regulation
as illustrated
resulting in the Fort Peck Lake reaching a m axim umelevation
of 2249.7 by 14 July, reduced the natural flow below Fort Peck Dam from a
m axim umpeak of 81,900 c.f.s. to 25,000 c&s.
Regulation of Fort Peck
Lake as shown on Plate 4l would have prevented m ajor flood dam ages as th2
channel capacity of the M issouri River below Fort Peck Dam is about 30,000
c.f.s. during open water season.
10-22.
Emergenc
y Regulation of the 1952 Flood. The 1952 flood was the
largest early spring flood experienced since the closure of Fort Peck Dam .
Description of this flood is contained in Section II and paragraphs 10-8
and 10-9 inclusive of this M anua1.
Regulation of Fort Peck Reservoir during
the 1952 flood by m eans of the E m ergency Rule Curve for an Early Spring
Flood is shown on Plate 42. Regulation was based on the assum ption that
'
the reservoir elevation was at the base of the seasonal flood control and
m ultiple-use zone on 15 M arch and provides for a constant release of 10,000
Under these conditions the Fort Peck Lake would have reached an
c.f.s.
elevation of 2245.9 by 20 June and would have reduced the peak flow under
natural conditions below Fort Peck Dam by approxim ately 76,400 c.f.s.
Releases during this flood were well within downstream channel capacity.
E m ergency Regulation of an Early Spring Flood of Spillway Design
M agnitucde. An early spring flood corresponding to the present day concept
of a spillway design flood has not been developed for the Fort Peck Project.
The exam ple used in illustrating
the emergency regulation of an early spring
flood of design m agnitude was th:3 m axim umprobable (or spillway design)
early spring flood shown in the M aster M anual. This flood was developed by
increasing the observed 1947 M arch rise by five tim es. The developed flood
has a crest flow of 469,000 c.f.s. which appears to be a reasonable size
for a flood of this type when com pared to spillway design floods developed
10-23.
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for other main stem projects.
Regulation of this flood by means of the
Emergency Rule Curve for an Early Spring Flood is shown on Plate 43 and
is based on the assumption that the reservoir elevation was at the base
of the seasonal flood control and multiple-use zone on 16 March. Inflows
to Fort Peck Lake during this flood varied from a base flow of about 10,000
c.f.s. on 16 March to a peak flow of 469,000 c,f.s. on 22 March, receding
to about 20,000 c.f.s. by 30 March. The total volume of inflow to Fort Peck
Lake during the period from 16 March to 30 March was approximately 4,641,OOO
acre-feet.
Releases were maintained at 10,000 c.f,s. to 21 March then increased to 78,100 c.f.s.,on
24 March.. Releases were decreased to about
35,000 c.f.s. by 30 March. During the flood period the water level of Fort
Peck Lake rose from an elevation of 2234 on 16 March to a maximumelevation
of 2250.2

on 28 March.

l&21&. Emergency Regulation of the Spillway Design Flood. Description of
the basis for the development of the spillway design flood used in the actual
design of the project is contained in paragraph 4-6, Section IV of this
Manual. Plate 44 illustrates
the regulation of Fort Peck Lake during the
spillway design flood by use of the late Spring and SummerFlood Emergency
Rule Curve shown in Exhibit E, The maximumrunoff for 16 days during the
spillway design flood totaled about 7,000,OOO acre-feet with the daily
average inflow varying from 52,000 c.f.s. to a maximumof 360,000 c.f.s.
In the illustration
the reservoir
was assumed to be at the base of the
exclusive flood control zone (elevation 2246 m.s.1.) at the beginning of
the flood. -Regulation by this method resulted in the r-eservoir reaching a
maximumelevation of 2256.1 with a maximumaverage ciaily release of 263,700
c.f.s,

10-25. Emergency Regulation of the Standard Project Flood. The standard
was developed for the Fort Peck
project flood based on the latest criteria
Lake by the OmahaDistrict
using procedures outlined in EM 1110-2-l&11,
The standard project
('Standard Project Flood Determinations,"
subject:
storm used in developing the standard project flood was centered over tht;
lower portion of the Missouri River drainage basin between the mouth of the
Marias River and the Fort Peck Dam using a typical
isohyetal pattern.
This
storm pattern resulted in an average of 2.43 inches of rainfall
in a 21c-hour
period over the 23,677 square mile contributing
drainage area. Runoff from
this rainfall
was applied to unit hydrographs determined for pertinent
subarea basins lying above the Fort Peck Lake. The resulting flood hydrographs from the subareas were then lagger: to the Fort, Peck Lake to obtain
the Standard Project Flood hydrograph shown on Plate 1+5. The initial
loss
and infiltration
index used in the coms)utation of runoff for the standard
project flood was 0.4 inch and 0.1 inch ?W hour respectively.
The base
flow of 60,000 c.f.s. us& for this flood was estimated from the base flow
The standard project flood hydrograph as
experienced in the 1953 flood.
d&eloped has a l&day volume of 2,261,300 acre-feet, a 30--day volume or
and'a peak flow of 224,000 c&s.
Plate 1+5 illustrates
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the regulation of Fort Peck Lake during the standard project flood as
developed by use of the Late Spring and SummerFlood Emergency Rule Curve
shown in Exhibit B. The reservoir was assumed to be at the base of the
exclusive flood control zone (elevation 22k6 m.s.1.) at the beginning of
Regulation by this method resulted in the reservoir reaching
the flood.
a maximumelevation of 2252.1 and a peak release of l32,OOO c.f.s.
10-26. Emergency Regulation of the MaximumProbable Flood. The maximum
probable floo
ased on the latest criteria)
for the Fort Peck Lake
determined by the OmahaDistrict
resulted from a maximumprobable midJune rainfall
event centered over the lower portion of the drainage basin
between the mouth of the Marias River and Fort Peck Lake preceded by a
maximumsnowmelt event over the upper portion of the basin centered over
the area above Canyon Ferry Dam. In developing the maximumprobable flood
al.1 available maximumprobable rainfall
data applicable to the area was
examined, including extrapolation
of values from National Weather Service
Technical Paper 38. After examination of these data, the rainfall
criteria
us&
for computing the maximum probable flood for the Fort Peck Reservoir
was based on data prepared by the National Weather Service Hydrometeorological
Section for the area above Garrison Dam, as presented in a report entitled
"An Estimate of MaximumPossible Flood-Producing Meteorological Conditions
in the Missouri River Basin above Garrison Damsite," dated 1 November 1945.
This study contains the only data available on maximumrainfall
criteria
over large areas in this region.
Although it is recognized that this study
was made for an area immediately east of the area above Fort Peck Lake, an
approximate storm transposition
study indicated little
change in precipitation values would be involved in transposing the storm to the area above
Fort Peck Lake and it was considered that the use of precipitation
data
from the Hydromet Report (without modification)
in the area farther west
rcspresented a conservative extrapolation
of the data. Copies of the two
plates from the Hydromet Report which were utilized Pn these studies are
based
shown on Plate 46 of this Manual. The maximum probable precipitation
on these curves for the months of June and July for the area above Fort Peck
Dam are also shown on Plate 46. These curves were us$d in computing the
rainfall-runoff
component of the maximum,probable inflow hydrograph for
Fort Peck Lake.
The maximum probable storm pattern as determined from a typical
i.sohyeta& pattern resulted in an average rainfall
of 4.48 inches in a
contributing
drainage area.
21!-hour period over the 23,677 square mile
Principles utilized
fin determini& the maximumprobable snow accumulation
are also those presented in the Garrison Hydromet Report. From examination
of the region's topography it was estimated that the contributing
mountain
area would amount to about 8,000 square miles above Canyon Ferry Reservoir,
550 square miles above Tiber reservoir and 1,450 square miles between these
reservoirs and the Fort Peck Lake, totaling about 10,000 square miles. The
10-27.
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normal annual precipitation
of these mountain areas was estimated to be
23 inches and it was assumed that snowfall would accumulate to about 1 May.
From figures contained in the Garrison Hydromet Report, the water equivalent of the mountain snow accumulation would amount to 16.1 inches over the
10,000 square mile contributing
area. From this accumulation estimated
evaporation and irrigation
losses were subtracted,
Accumulated losses in
the amount of 6.1 inches were subtracted leaving 10.0 inches of snow water
content available for snowmelt runoff.
This represents a snowmelt runoff
volume of about 5,350,OOO acre-feet above the Fort Peck Lake. This runoff
was distributed
through an assumed &--day melt period and on the basis of
observed occurrence of this type of runoff from the drainage area involved.
The maximumprobable flood hydrograph for the Fort Peck Reservoir shown on
Plate 47 was determined by adding the hydrograph resulting from the maximum
probable mid-June rainfall
event over the lower basin (between the mouth of
the Marias River and Fort Peck Lake) to the hydrograph of the maximumsnowmelt
event centered over the area above Canyon Ferry Reservoir.
The rainfall portion of the maximumprobable flood hydrograph was obtained by applying runoff from the maximumprobable storm to unit hydrographs for the subarea basins lying above the Fort Peck Lake. The subarea flood hydrographs
were then lagged to the Fort. Peck Lake to obtain
the rainfall
portion of
the maximumprobable flood hydrograph shown on Plate 47. The initial
loss
and infiltration
index used in computation of the runoff for the maximum
probable flood was 0.4 inch and 0.1 inch respectively.
The maximumprobable
flood hydrograph as developed has a lo-day volume of 4,058,000 acre-feet,
a 30-day volume of 6,597,ooo acre0fe.A and a peak flow of ~86,000 c.f.s.
Plate 47 illustrates
the regulation of Fort Peck Lake during the maximum *
probable flood as developed by use of thz Late Spring and SummorRule Curve
shown in Exhibit B. The reservoir was assumed to be at the base of the exclusive flood control zone (elevation 224.6 m.s.1.) at the beginning of the
Regulation by this method resulted in the reservoir reaching a
flood.
maximumelevation of 2255.O and 8 peak release of 265,900 c.f.s.
Approximately 8 days were required to evacuate the surcharge storage to the top
of the exclusive flood control zone at elevation 2250,
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EXHIBIT A
PROCEDUREFOR FORECASTINGSEASONAL
INFLOW INTO FORT PECK RESERVOIR
The equation for the natural
the period April through July is:

inflows

into

Fort

Peck Reservoir

for

Xl * -56 + 1.54 x5
Where X1 0 natural
inflow to Fort Peck Reservoir in l,OOO,OOO AF.
April-July
for April through July and X5 = sum of the forecasted
natural
inflow to Canyon Ferry Reservoir
(Missouri River),
Tiber
Reservoir (Marias
River) and at Vaughn (Sun River) in l,OOO,OOO AF.
the value of X5 will be obtained
In forecasting,
These equations
forecast
equations for the 3 rivers.
tion of each are shown as follows:
Canyon Ferry
1 January

Natural

Forecast

Inflow
for

April

by solving the
.and the explana-

Forecasts
through

July.

x2 = -0.22 + 1.635 Xs3 + 0.0518 x89 -k 0.02375 X88
X2 = natural April through July runoff in.l,OOO,OOO AF.
X83 = antecedent runoff in 1,OOO;OOO AF and consists of the average
September through November natural
runoff at Canyon Ferry for the
1st and 2nd preceding years.
X8g = the sum of the 1 January snow water content at Chessman
courses.
Reservoir,
Upper, Middle and Lower Rimini'snow
the
sum
of
April
through
July
average
precipitation
at
X88
Helena and Bozeman Agricultural
College Precipitation
stations.
1 February Forecast for April through July.
. x2 = -0.78 + 0.976 X e+szE5;z
;g ; y&643 x88
X83 and X88 are i!il
.
x2,
Xgo = the sum of the l:Feb, snow water content at Chessman
Reservoir,.Upper
Middle and Lower Ri$ni
snow courses.
_.
1 March Forecast for April through July.
x2 = -1.69 + 1.468 X83 + 0.0742 fgl -i- 0.0733 X88
f2, "84 and '88 are the same as for 1 Jan.'
= /3 the sum of thel
March snow water content at Upper,
M!Adl e and Lower Rimini, Devil's
slide,
Hood Meadow and Gibbons
Pass snow courses.
1 April.Forecast
x2 = -1.40

for April thqough July.
+ 1.915 X83 +!0.0333 $2

x2, '83

+ 0.0491 X88

and X88 are the iame as for 1 Jan.
=
the
sum of 1 Aprilcsnow water content at Upper,
x92
and lower Rimini and Storm Lake 52 snow courses.
A-l

Middle

Tiber
-

Dam & Reservoir

Natural

Inflow

Forecasts

1 February Forecast for April through July
Y -433.7
+ 32.5 X2 + 74.7 X
July runoff forecast
in 1,000 A.F.
Y= The natural April throug
=
The
sum
of
the
1
Feb.
Marfas
Pass
snow
water
content
and the
*2
normal increase in water content from 1 Feb, to I April of 6.1".
X = The average April through June precipitation
of the following
Cbnrad, Valier,
Browning and Cut Bank.
s f ations averaged equally:
(1960 mean)
Average precipitation
April through June = 6.0".

2

1 March Forecast for April through July
Y = -433.7 + 32.5 x + 74.7 x3
Y = the same as 1 Fgb.
X = The sum of the 1 March Marias Pass snow water content and
t it e normal snow water content increase from 1 March to 1 April
of 2.7" averaged with the sum of the 1 March Goat Mt. snow water
content and the normal increase in snow water content from 1 March
to 1 April of 1.7".
x3 = The same as 1 Feb.
1 April Forecast for April through July
Y= -433.7 + 32.5 X + 74.7 X3
Y= The same as 1 Mii rch and 1 Feb.
X2 = The mean of the 1 April snow water
and Goat Mountain snow courses.
X3 = The same as 1 March and 1 Feb.
Vaughn, Montana (Sun River)

Natural

content

of the Marias

Pass

Flow Forecasts

1 February Forecast for April through July
Y= -349.98 + 45.33 X2 + 12.20 X3
Y= The April through July natural
flow at Vaughn in 1,000 A.F.
through July precipitation
x2 = Mean of the sum of the average April
. at Augusta, Gibson Dam and Fairfield.
1 Feb. snow water content of
x3 = Value computed by multiplying
Marias Pass X 2.08 + normal snow water content increase to 1 April.
1 March Forecast for April through July
Y= -349.98 + 45.33 X2 + 12.20 X3
Y= Same as 1 Feb.
x2 = Same as 1 Feb.
x3 = Sum of the 1 March snow water content of Stemple Pass, Goat
Mt. and Marias Pass snow courses plus normal March-April
snow water
content increase.
l

1 April
Y=
Y=
X2
x3
Mt.

Forecast for April through July
-349.98 + 45.33 X + 12.20 X3
Same as 1 Feb. and 1 March.
= Same as 1 Feb. and 1 March.
= Sum of the 1 April snew water
and Marias Pass snow courses.
A-2

content

of Stemple

Pass, Goad

Exhibit B

Emergency REGULATION
PROCEDURE
FOR
FORTPECKLAKEPROJecT
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SUBJECT: ReservoirRegulation O lder, EmergencyRegulation
Procedure for Fort Peek take ProjectTO:

Powerplant Superintendent
Fort Peak Powerplant

FROM:

Missouri River Division
ReeservoirControl Center

1. Procedures applicable LO the regulation of Fort Peck Reservoir
during q period that communication with the Missouri River DiviAm
Rmervoir Control Center or the OmahaM&riot Remwvoir Regulation
Section i.6 not poeaible are outlined in the following paragraph@.
These instnwtions ruperrede all previously
furnished emwgencg
re6arvoir 2vgulation criteria.

2. Normally, reservoir regulation order8 speciiying project releases
and power production will be furnished your office by the Reesrvoir
Control Center and your office will report daily to the Rmervoir
Control Center and the Q&a District pertinent data relating to
regulation of Fort Peek Reerervoir. Theee data will include mwvoir
elevations, -leama, power generation and related hydrologic data.
The MRDteletype network will normally be used for tmnemis~ion of
order6 and reprte.
Hoverer, if this network ie~ inoperative, alternate
meant of camunication am to be utilised.
Them include direct
telephone, the MAIDradio netuorjc, relay of data by other main btsn!
projeat offices and utilimation of USBR
communication facilities.
3. When daily comnunicafion, a6 outlined in paragraph 2 abm,
be established, the following will apply:

cannot

Evsrg reasonable effort will be madeby the PouorpLant SupWintend% to re-eatablieh wamunicatiorm ulth the Reservo$r Control Center
or the Omha Dietrict Reeervoir Regulation Se&ion, ineluding ube of w
Federal, commercial or pdvate meam of communication.
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b. Following a communication failure,
the provision of the latest
regulation order will be extended. Huwlq powrphnt loading will
follbu the USBRloading schedule, if available.
If the hourly
schedule has not been received from the USBR, powerplant releaaeb
will be made to provide the daily energy schedule specified in the
order and will be patterned similar to recent experience. If pquested
by the USBRPower Smtexne Operation8 Office and 3f power emergency
condition8 have been declamd, energy generation may be inoreabed to
the maximumallowable limit shown on the late& regulation ordbr.
until cmrmunieatione am
Thase procedures will continue to be utilized
re-established as long aa the reservoir level remains below elevation
2234.0.
If the reservoir level 18 above elevation 2234, pmaedurm
give:&
paragraph b will be applicable during the firet day of
comnmication failure after which cotiitLon8 will be reviewed to
determine if the relears level 8hould be changed. Procedure8 are a8
followa:
(1) Minimum release will
recent available regulation order.

be the release specified

in the most

(2) The mean inflow for the preceding 24 houm ui.ll%e
e8timated by comfluti& the storage change during the 24Ahour period on
the basis of pool elevations observed at the damite.
Normally, the
pool elevation will follow a relatively
smooth curve. Therefore, any
sudden fluctuation8 in the pool level recorder trace from a ~0th
curve (probably due to w5nd effect8 on the reservoir gage) should be
disregarded and the 8torage change baaed on an extrapolation of the
smooth&d pool level curve through the 24 hour period. The approximate
man inflow in c.f.8, is equivalent to the mean outflow in c.f.8. for
the a-hour period plus one-half the storage change in acre-feet.
(3) Utilizing
the inflow a8 developed above and the current
pool elevation (a8 indicated by the smoothed pool level cume), deter
mine the rule curve release by me of the emergency curvelr shown on
the attached Ik~loaure 1 or 2, aa appropriate for the 8ea8on.
(4) If the rule cutrv~ release developed by (3) la gmater
than that given by (l), make release specified by the de mmve. However, releases will not be increa8ed to a rate which is greater than
twice the average rate for the preceding 24 houra.
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(5) With a pool level below elevation 2246, any release
adjustinto
made nece86arg by use of the rule curve in awordance
with (4) should be made once daily.
With a pool above elevation
2246, the Malysit~ wx3 neeeabarg adju&nenta ehould be at intervals
of 12 houre or less.
(6)

If rule curve relea8e is loba than full
pouerplernt loading will be p&temed ew
experienae or ae prescribed by the USBRii c-cation
Syrstem Opelation8 Office is posrrible.
capability,

(7)
bleasea from the projo&
powwhouares to the degree feasible.

pouw@ant
to reesnt
with their

ahall be made thruugh the

4. In the event of downstream flooding, ae reported to or anticipated
releaeee ulll
be mduoed aa deemed
by the Power&ant Superintendent,
neu!msarg to alh!wiate
the88 coldition6.
Hover,
with a pool above
elevation 2234 releaeee wi3l not be r0dw~d below th08e ltmle
defined
by the emergency wrve8, lnclo~ure~ 1 and 2,
5.

The foregoing

pmcedumu

am not intended

Superintendent of taking such additional
amure the wfety of the projo&.

2 Incl
1. Rule curve (Spring)
2. Rule curve (S-r)

to relieve

the Poweqhnt

zneabusw believed neoerrarg to

'ELM0W. McCLENDON
Chief, Reservoir Control Center
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